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THlE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair ait 10.00 am, and read prayers.

PETITION - YOUNG OFFENDERS BILL
MR DROWN (Morley) (10.05 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned wish to express our concern at the failure of the proposed
Young Offenders Bill 1994 to provide adequate protection for young people who
ame taken into Police custody. We respectfully call on the Hon Attorney General,
Cheryl Edwardes MLA to amend the Young Offenders Bill 1994 to enshrine in
legislation, the following rights for young people and their families:
1 . The right to make a telephone call to a family member or friend before

being questioned by Police.
2. The right to make a telephone call to a legal adviser before being

questioned by Police.
3. The right to have a family member, friend or other independent adult

present at Police questioning.
4. T'he right to be treated in a dignified and humane way.
5. The tight to prompt medical examination and hospital treatment where

necessary.
6. The right to have bail on reasonable conditions considered without delay.
7. The right to have safety and welfare needs monitored regularly by Police

while detained in custody.
8. The obligation for Police to inform young people and their families of

their rights in Police custody.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners. as in duty bound, wil ever pray.

The petition hears 119 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
Similar petitions were presented by Dr Constable (89 persons), and Mr Kobelke (51
persons).
[See petitions Nos 125, 126 and 129.)

PETITION - STEEL MILL, POWER STATION, EAST ROCKINGHAM
INDUSTRIAL PARK

MDB MARSHALL (Muay) [10.07 am): I have a petition couched in the following
terms -

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned residents of Rockingham, in support of Rockingham City
Council, do not acpt the siting of the proposed Integrated Steel Mill and Power
Station and the East Rockingham Industrial Park (1P14) on the prounds of health
risks, noise, visual and atmospheric pollution, in such close proximity to existing
major residential areas.
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Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 101 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 127.1

PETITION - SCHOOL CROSSING, BERWICK STREET, EAST VICTORIA
PARK

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [10.08 am]: I present the following petition -

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undermentioned petitioners cabl on the State Government to reverse its
decision to withdraw the warden controlled school crossing on Berwick Street,
near Balmoral Street, East Victoria Park.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 115 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 128.]

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - MINISTER FOR LABOUR RELATIONS
Redeployment and Redundancy Regulations

MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Labour Relations) [10.09 am]: The
Government has finalised the redeployment and redundancy regulations, which will be
gazetted tomorrow. The Government is await of and sensitive to the effect privatisation
and redeployment have on the work force, and greater flexibility has been incorporated in
these regulations in the interests of employee welfare.
As promised, the regulations contain no provisions for involuntary severance. However,
they provide for ongoing employment for public sector workers and provide special
conditions and incentives in the event that such workers are faced with moving into the
private sector.
The transition package consists of a guaranteed minimum of four weeks' and a maxmum
of 12 weeks' pay depending upon the difference between the public and private sector
rate of pay and the employment conditions; payout of accrued and pro rata annual and
long service leave; transfer of sick leave credits; and employees in the pension
superannuation scheme will have a further opportunity to transfer to the lump sumn
scheme. I expect that in most cases the Private sector pay rates will be similar to those of
the public sector.
Provisions for public sector employees by private sector tenderers will be important
evaluation criteria in selecting the successful buyer. Workers who are covered by federal
awards will be excluded from the transition package to ensure there is no double dipping.
However, if the federal provisions are less than those under our regulations, we will
provide the difference between the two. If there are no federal provisions, the state
regulations will be applied. In the event of voluntary redundancy, severance payments
will remain the same but the maximum payout has been increased by one week to 46
weeks.
One of the biggest challenges facing successive Governments is the issue of
redeployment. Currently 213 public sector workers are listed for redeployment with an
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annual cost to the Government of $5.3m. While many of these have had their positions
abolished and they are keen to have another job, there are those who deliberately attempt
to frustrate the system, at great expense to the taxpayer. I will table documentation of
sonic examples.
The regulations provide that redeployees must be oftred the most suitable position close
to that previously held. As a safety net, the new position offened, in a worst case
scenario, cannot pay less than 80 per cent or, at best, more than 110 per cent of the

previousssalary. In the worst case scenario, of which I expect there will be very few
examples, if any, the worker's salary will be topped up to the old level for the first six
months. If redeployees continue to frustrate the system, they can be directed to take a
suitable position.
Finally, theme will be provision for workers who are not satisfied with the way in which
they have been dealt with wider the regulations to take the matter to the Industrial
Relations Commission. We already know what the reaction from members opposite will.
be, as we went through that media debate in June of this year. There were wild claims
that the Government's plan included slashing all workers' pay by one-fifth, or that they
would be sacked. Highly emotive stuff, but it is fiction and not fact The reason for the
new regulations is continued employment for all workers who, in some instances, will be
in the private sector. In these days of high unemployment, it is a fair, compassionate and
well managed approach to a very difficult situation.
I arm prepared to table the regulations, some supporting documentation on the current
number of redeployees, and some other information.
[See paper No 355.]

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Bod~ingron Shire Council, Kyle Report

MR OMODEI (Warren - Minister for Local Government) [ 10. 12 am) - by leave: The
Shin of Boddingion is a small and, in many ways, typical rural shire. It has fewer than
1 600 residents, arid has seven coundillors and approximately 10 staff Its 1993-94
budget was $l.6m. However, the report I wish to table today demonstrates how
vulnerable a council can be, and how quickly it can lose public confidence when badly
administered. In seeking to table the report I draw no particular satisfaction, as Minister,
from knowing that it may be used to reflect adversely on local government generally in
Western Australia. However, I take comfort from the checks and balances subsequently
implemented by the council, and the fact that a full statutory compliance audit has
indicated that substantial progress has been made in remedying the deficiencies.
In late 1992, a serious conflict developed between the Boddington Shine Council and its
staff. This conflict came to a head in March 1993 and became public when the shire staff
closed the council office, following a dispute about roadworks in the town. At my
instruction, officers of the Department of Local Government inquired into the situation
and it became apparent that thene were major problems involving impropriety, illegality
and maladministration. As a result of that adverse report I appointed Mr Peter Kyle to
undertake an inquiry into the administration of the shire, under the provisions of sections
635 and 683 of the Local Government Act.
Mr Kyle submitted his report to me in May 1994. That report contained material which
was considered by the Director of Public Prosecutions and the Crown Solicitor's Office
to be prejudicial to the fair trial of persons who may be prosecuted. Accordingly, I have
had the report atmended. These amendments in no way reduce the veracity or importance
of the report The report by Mr Kyle, which I amn tabling today, catalogues a series of
failures on the part of both councillors and council officers. After studying the report, it
seems that most of the blame for what went wrong at Boddington must be placed with
Ms Jeniffer Barnes, who was assistant shire clerk from October 1989 and shire clerk
from January 1992 to May 1993, and Mr John Chamberlain, who was initially involved
with the construction of the council swimming pool, and was then employed as a contract
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environmental health officer/building surveyor for the council from June 1991 to May
1993. It is stated in the report -

The association between Barnes and Chamberlain is a crucial factor that pervaded
the entire administration of die Shire during the period covered by the inquiry and
is central to the issues raised.

Barnes and Chamberlain had been associates for a number of years and, when Barnes
gained employment at the Shire of Boddington, she moved to involve John Chamberlain
in the operations of the shirt. She hid her association with Chamberlain from the
council. Barnes and Chamberlain colluded in respect of his appointment, initially as a
consultant on the construction of the shire swimming pool, and then to enable him to
obtain the contract to build die pool. It is stated in the report -

The award of the contract, by the Council, to Chamberlain without calling of
tenders or even a written quotation, was not only illegal but a complete dereliction
of duty.

The pool contract was for $380 000. What followed, in terms of the construction of the
pool, was a disgrace to all concerned: Biased advice and information to the council, lack
of quality control, deliberate rorting of the financial process leading to fraudulent
overpayments, and manipulation of accounts in order to receive a higher grant from the
Ministry of Sport and Recreation.
Over the next two years Barnes and Chamberlain colluded to ensure that every
significant building contract with which the council was associated went to Chamberlain.
The report documents case after case where contracts were awarded to Chamberlain
without being put to tender, and moneys were paid to Chamberlain that were not
approved by the council. In most cases, there is evidence of significant overpayments to
Chamberlain. In addition to this situation, Chamberlain was also under contract as the
Shirt of Boddington's environmental health and building officer. While under this
contract he was also operating as a building contractor in the Town of Boddington.
There is ample evidence of Mr Chamberlain completely disregarding the statutory
requirements in health and building areas for his own benefit.
Within the council administration, Ms Barnes was wreaking her own havoc. In the area
of financial control, the report states -

The failure to comply with the statutory controls over the period of the inquiry
were so extensive as to preclude any real accountability.

During the investigation, many important shire records could not be found. Documents
such as building contracts were missing. With regard to that most important set of
documents - the council minutes.- the report states -

The minutes of the meetings of the Boddington Shime Council and its committees
are, for the period of my inquiry, a disgrace and fall far short of what could
reasonably be expected as a suitable record.

To cap it all off, in terms of arrogance and contempt for the democratic local government
process, John Chamberlain nominated for election as a councillor in the 1993 elections.
The Local Government Act makes it very clear that a person who is the holder of office
of profit in a municipality is disqualified from being elected to the council. Barnes. as
shire clerk, knew of this situation and should have rejected his application. Also, Barnes,
because of her association with Chamberlain, should have withdrawn as the returning
officer. .However, the election proceeded. I am pleased to report that the democratic
process is alive and well: With a 63 per cent voter turnout, Chamberlain received only 8
per cent of the primary vote.
In all, the report identified approximately 160 offences, half of which cannot now be

psecuted because they were committed some time ago. They arc outside the time limit
fOr prosecutions prescribed in both the Health Act and the Local Government Act.
Thirty-three of the offences identified relate to breaches of the Criminal Code and,
therefore, could be the subject of substantial penalties. They amt not subject to the same
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time constraints imposed on the prosecution of other offences. I have written to the
Director of Public Prosecutions and referred to him the entire report for his information
and any possible action. The Department of Local Government is pursuing with all
vigour to prosecute the identified breaches of the Local Government Act which have not
lapsed because of the statutory time limits.
The elected representatives of the shire during the time of operation of Barnes and
Chamberlain are, most appropriately, severely criticised in the report. It is stated at page
217 of the report -

In the light of die activities of Barnes and Chamberlain. it may be thought by
some that die Councillors are entitled to some sympathy, faced as they were with
a quite extraordinary scale of illegality and impropriety by council officers.
However...

Kyle continues -

..the Councillors exhibited a quite naive acceptance of many things that were
patently wrong. .. this was, at die very least, negligence on die part of the
Councillors ...

Further, at page 222 he states -

It was quite apparent that some Councillors, if not all, were oblivious to the most
fundamental rules govring their activities and that of the Council staff. The
conduct of Council meetings demonstrated a lamentable ignorance of meeting
procedure and the extent to which Barnies and Chamberlain were allowed to
operate, free of any real control over a long period of time, is a damning
indictment of the Council itself.

Without labouring the point, I will give one more example of the councillors'
performance. On page 189 of the report it states -

The Council even allowed its minutes to be amended and altered by its staff
against its own will, In this regard, the Council behaved in a thoroughly
irresponsible and feeble manner and do not deserve the respect of their electors.

However, I must add that, though die council's actions constituted a dereliction of duty,
there is no evidence to suggest that councillors acted for personal gain. Since the
commencement of the inquiry and the resignation of Barnes and Chamberlain, the
council has cooperated in every possible way with the investigators and has made every
effort to improve its performance as a council. In fact, Councillor Jim Nelson, the
current president of the shire, was ringing alarm bells during the time of Barnies and
Chamberlain. Although Councillor Nelson, like his fellow councillors at the time, must
bear some of the responsibility for what occurred, he has done everything in his power to
return the Shire of Boddington to a properly functioning local government.
Another area of failure identified in the report is that of audit. It is stated in the report -

The Auditor failed to report the various problems that he encountered in respect
of the financial records of the Council. In addition, while he noted numerous
breaches of the Local Government Act and Accounting Directions, he failed to
report them.

Further it is stated -
The Auditor was negligent in not doing so. He was also negligent in failing to
pick up instances of improper and unauthorised transactions that would have been
readily apparent to any reasonably diligent auditor.

In this we have another example of where the compliance and accountability checks put
in place to protect the public have failed. With regard to local government auditing, I
have instigated a wide ranging review of the audit process in local government through
the Local Govenrnent Auditors Board.
I would like to touch briefly on several recommendations in the report. The first matter
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relates to the role of die Department of Local Government for which 1, as Minister, amn
responsible. Over recent years, in both Western Australia and the other Australian States
and Territories, there have been major changes to the relationship between the State
Government and local government Although the State Government will always reserve
ultimate responsibility for ensuring local government is democratic, responsive, efficient
and effective, there has been a reduction in direct oversight of many council functions.
This policy recognises local government's role as a democratically elected sphere of
government. No-one would seriously advocate a return to the old system, where
Department of Local Government officers acted as the policemen of councils. More staff
in the department would not necessarily have prevented the Baddington problems, and
the report highlights this by noting that the department was misled by the council in some
matters. Similarly, a return to State Government audits of local government would not
guarantee to remedy some of the audit deficiencies. I do, however, acknowledge the
report's view that more must be done to institutionalise checks and balances, and much
has already been done to that end.
Since becoming Minister for Local Government I have been pleased to have overseen
the development of a number of procedures and programs which will certainly minimise
the possibility of the Boddington scenario occurring again. Central to these initiatives
has been the activities of the professional development committee which was established
by my department. It includes representatives from the Western Australian Municipal
Association and the Institute of Municipal Management. They have worked hard to
introduce all newly elected councillors to the skills and knowledge they need to represent
their local constituents effectively. Seminars have been conducted in Perth, as well as a
number of regional centres in the Kimberley, north west, goldfields and great southern
regions.
Mthough these seminars have been most successful in enabling councillors and senior
officers to update their knowledge, a special chief executive officer support scheme has
been developed jointly by the department and the Institute of Municipal Management. It
is available to all town and shire clerks appointed to the chief executive's position for the
first time. The program involves a representative of the department and the institute
visiting the local government and discussing with the clerk and councillors a wide range
of management issues. A condensed statutory compliance check is also made and
potential conflicts are identified and solved before they develop. I am certain that this
scheme would have caught the situation at Boddington before it caused so much damage
and distress.
The use of statutory compliance checks is an important element in the CEO support
scheme, and has achieved widespread acceptance by newly appointed town and shire
clerks. However, the net must be cast beyond this particular group. Earlier this year I
invited the Western Australian Municipal Association and the Institute of Municipal
Management to join the department in establishing a working party for the specific
purpose of developing a statutory compliance program based on self-assessment. This
will not be an exercise in ticking the right box; this will be each local government
monitoring its accountability and giving members of the community confidence in its
financial and legal processes. Such accountability is one of the key principles in the new
Local Government Act. Provision has been made to give greater access to council
information; to improve participation in local decision making; and to improve local
governmnent elections. More specifically, councils will be required to hold open
committee meetings; to prepare annual reports and forward plans; and to maintain a
pecuniary interest register. Budgets and policy documents Will be Subject to closer
scrutiny and there will be a right of objection by the community to some council
decisions.
The new Local Government Act will contain measures recommended in the Boddington
repor t.Tere will be a clear definition of the role and responsibilities of the council and
its chief executive officer. This important partnership will be strengthened by the
establishment of the office of principal accounting officer, who will be responsible for
the management of the council's finances.
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I believe these new checks and balances will significantly enhance the reputation of local
government, but it is crcial that all councils have die opportunity to learn from the
lessons of the past. Last month I released a report on all of the formal investigations
conducted by the Departmient of Local Government since 1989. Thbis document, titled
"Problems to Avoid", has identified not only the problems confronting councils but also,
more importantly, the solutions to these problems. They have been grouped together as
personal conflicts and public misgivings; planning; pecuniary interest; meeting
procedures; budgeting and finance; operational problems; and renders. T1he vast majority
of these are common elements in the Boddington report The solutions give a clear
direction for all councils now and in the future.
I would like to conclude by putting on the public record my support, as Minister for
Local Government, for our system of local government in Western Australia. With 142
councils, 1 400 councillors and more than 10 000 staff, there will be times when
problems - and occasionally, such as in Boddington, major problems - will occur. This
report should not be taken as an adverse reflection on all councils in Western Australia,
but rather of a system in one council which over time broke down almost completely.
That the Shire of Boddington has new senior management in place and a revitalised
council and has been favourably assessed under a statutory compliance audit,
demonstrates the council's commitment to getting back on track.
The council's constructive approach to addressing these problems is most encouraging. I
hope that all councils in Western Australia will take the time to read the report and, if
necessary, to take steps to ensure that they are never vulnerable in the way the Shire of
Boddington was.
Mr Speaker, I table the report of the inquiry into the Shire of Boddington.

[See paper No 3561
On motion by Mr Omodei, resolved -

flhat this House authorises the publication of the report of the inquiry into the
Shire of Bodclingron.

MR RIEBELING (Ashburton) [10.28 am J: I welcome, at last, the tabling of the report
into the activities of the Boddington Shime Council. I will just quickly go through the
history of what occurred in Boddington, which has given rise to some of my concerns,
and which I will raise a little later. As the Minister said, the Boddington problems first
came to a head in April 1993 when the Minister for Local Government appointed a
departmental inquiry into the actions of that shire. At that time the Minister suggested in
a press statement that nothing was particularly wrong in that council; however, within a
very short time, in May 1993, a major inquiry was undertaken by Mr Kyle, who was to
report back to the Minister by approximately July 1993. The inquiry must have had
limited resources because it took until May 1994 for it to report to the Minister. That
report, when given to the Minister, was not the end of the saga. The Minister then
decided that he would not release the report. In fact, he sent the report back to Mr Kyle,
its author, to censor certain areas so that t right of people who are likely to be
prosecuted to a fair trial would not be adversely affected. I understand that is still his
position. I cannot understand that when the report is so damning of the two individuals
and their illegal actions throughout this saga.
Mr Bradshaw: Alleged illegal actions.
Mr RIEBELING: They may be, but those people were mentioned adversely in this
document It makes one wonder what is contained in the confidential report which has
not been made public still. If this report does not have the worst allegations in it, the
public of Western Australia should be concerned about the secret document which is still
to be released. I understand that at least one of the people mentioned in the report has
been charged and that the impact of this report may well have the effect that the Minister
has been trying to avoid since May.
The Minister has had the report since May and still there are a number of areas in which
the Minister should have acted by now. I have had the report for an hour and ahalf and I
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can see from it that the Minister should have acted in certain areas. If he had acted, the
other 140 odd councils in this State might well be in the position to avoid falling into the
traps that die report identified. One of the areas which the Minister neglected to mention
in his speech is the local government tender process. Mr Kyle is damning in the
Boddington report of the way the tender system operates in local government. This
Government is obliged to put in place immediately a central body to control the local
government tender system. That body should be controlled by the Minister for Local
Government and should involve a central register so that the people of this State can be
assured that proper tender processes occur and that their local government authority is
not rorting the system. It is imperative that the inister act instead of sitting by and
suggesting that it will all come about in a few months. The problem that was identified
in April 1993 is still a problem and the Minister is making no moves to solve it. He did
not mention in his speech that the tender process should be strengthened. As I said, the
establishment of a central body which would handle all major local government tenders
would put people's minds at rest about their money being spent wisely.
The modified report has serious implications for all local government authorities. .I
applaud the Minister for moving to tighten up the accounting procedures of local
government. However, I disagree with his comment that he does not consider that an
increase in staff in his department would have assisted. The only way to properly assess
the audited reports of the 142 local government authorities - there is an obligation for
local authorities to lodge their financial returns with the Department of Local
Government - is to have enough staff to do it. If he persists in'limiting the number of
staff in that department, we will see the same results again and again where problems that
should be identified are missed, damning the whole of the local government industry. I
urge the Minister to look at the staffing levels in his own department and allow adequate
supervision of local government authorities.
The other thing which I found Mr Kyle referred to in my brief reading of the report is the
audit system of local government authorities. He made some very good points about the
inadequacy of that system. It is my view that the Auditor General should be given the
responsibility of auditing local government authorities' accounts again. With his
knowledge of the procedures of local government, he should undertake reviews on a
regular basis. If a proper audit had been done when it should have been, the problems
that occurred would have been stopped in their tracks and the loss to the people of
Boddington would have been much less. The Minister should investigate the finances of
the whole of the local government industry and recognise that the Auditor General is the
best person to assess whether those authorities are complying with the rules.
The Kyle report also stared that the offences committed under the Local Government Act
are such that, because of the people in authority, the offences were not identified in the
two year time limit laid down in the current rules. I hope the Minister looks at the time
limitations laid down for the prosecution of people so that wrongdoings by people in
authority who have the ability to hide or not disclose their wrongdoings are not protected
while they continue to manipulate the system. T he Kyle report identified some 160
offences. The unfortunate thing about the report is that over half of those offences cannot
be proceeded with because the two year time limit has elapsed. That is an indictment of
those people. I want to know - the Western Australian public wants to know also - how
quickly we can put in place legislation which will stop people who are in positions of
authority either through election or appointment committing offences.
Mr Kyle was also damning of the operations of councils. He said that, although some
people may have some sympathy for councillors, it is clear that they should have known
what they were doing and should have identified the problems well before they occurred
That comment really underlines the responsibility of the Department of Local
Government to make sure that councillors know what is their role. Many of the
councillors elected to serve the ratepayers have absolutely no idea about the operations of
local government, and especially the -financial aspects. It is imperative, therefore, that
people in local government grow up and sit down with the Minister and with the Western
Australian Municipal Association and who ever else wants to be involved and put in
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place a training program so that all councillors understand the tender system and the rules
relating to pecuniary interests and financial controls required by the Local Government
Act to protect the interests of ratepayers. It is imperative that the Minister take on board
the urgent need for a massive training program. This report suggests that not only
incoming councillors do not understand the rules, but also both the existing and new
councillors do not understand their obligations. That is not an excuse; they should
understand them and rake the time to find out what is their role.
I hope the Minister will take on board my comments. After I have fully digested the
several hundred pages of the report, I hope the Opposition can sit down with the Ministe
and point out to him those matters which he should address to make sure that the faith
people should have in local government is restored as quickly as possible. In recent years
there have been a number of reports on local government activity which has weaLkened
the faith which the community of Western Australia has in its operations and its ability to
detect and weed out those people involved in local government who are prepared to tort
the system for their financial gain. As soon as the police investigations into the secret
document which is with the prosecutors have been completed, I hope that another report
will be presented to this House advising members of what are the issues, which are not
the subject of this report, which need further attention. The people in local government
can then put their minds at rest on what actions they must avoid so that there will not be a
repeat of the Boddington fiasco. It is a real problem when two individuals obtain such
control over a council and use it to their own ends in the way we have witnessed.
I thank the Minister for releasing this report and I look forward to the tabling of the secret
document when there is no longer the possibility of its impacting adversely on a fair trial
of the individuals involved.

MOTION - SELECT COMMITTEE ON ANCIENT SHIPWRECKS
Report be Noted

MR CJ. DARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) f10A43 am]: I move -

That this House takes note of the report of the Select Committee on Ancient
Shipwrecks.

MR PENDAL (South Perth) [l.4 am]: On Friday morning of last week at the
Fremantle Maritime Museum a large crowd gathered for the launch of the tricentennial.
celebrations which will, in 1996, mark the three hundredth anniversary of the Dutch
naming of the Swan River. In the course of one of the many interesting speeches made,
Professor George Seddon made the point that we will be doing more on that day than
merely celebrating the three hundredth anniversary. He went on to say that we would be
celebrating the whole history of the Dutch voyages to what was then the unknown south
land all those centuries ago.
The second observation I make is that only this week, following those remarks of
Professor Seddon, I received the regular journal of the Maritime Heritage Association of
Western Australia and interestingly the main article is headed, "Never Mind the French,
You Might Have Been Speaking . .. Dutch!" In the course of that article the author tells
us that the shores of the future Albany region were first recorded in 1627 from the deck
of the Guld/en Zeepaard; the anglicised version of that being the Golden Seahorse, which
was very much at the centre of the inquiry which has just been completed by this select
committee. I say that by way of preamble because it has been at least for me, and I
believe for all members of the committee and the staff attached to it, a most absorbing
inquiry.
The committee's report, among other things, recommends that there should be some form
of recognition of, and ex gratia payments made to, the 17 Western. Australians all of
whom are recorded, as a result of the committee's work, as being a primary or secondary
discoverer of the five ancient shipwrecks which the committee was asked to examine.
These were the Tryal, an English ship which was shipwrecked in 1622 off the Montebello
Islands; the Batavia, in 1629; the Gilt Dragon, in 1656; the Zuytdorp, in 1712; and the
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Zeewlik, in 1727. 1Te committee recommended ex gratia. payments, depending on
whether they ar primary or secondary discoverers, of between $5 000 and $25 000. 1
have taken up this matter directly with the Premier and I am grateful for his response so
far. It is a matter of urgency in the case of the person we named as the primary
discoverer of the TryaL I refer to Eric Christensen, a man of great eminence in his field,
who has been admitted to Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and is very seriously ill. It may
mean that the Government will need to make an early decision about whether to accept
the committee's recommendation to enable an ex gratia payment to be made to Mr
Christensen before his health deteriorates any further.
T7he report also deals with other ways in which society can recognise the efforts of those
people who have done so much in this field in Western Australia and have put this State
at the forefront of scholarship around the world for maritime archeology. The committee
suggested that this Parliament should create a parliamentary medal of honour that could
be presented by you, Mr Speaker, at a ceremony which it suggests should take place in
1995 to coincide with the anniversary of the sinking of the Batavia. Those parliamentary
medals of honour should be awarded to a group of people who have been identified in the
committee's report The committee went to some trouble to obtain costings from
GoldCorp and it thinks it would be fitting if some of those medals arm awarded
posthumously to people who otherwise would not qualify for posthumous awards. The
committee addressed that term of reference of another unique form of recognition; that is,
it recommended that the Maritime Archeology Act 1973, a Statute of this Parliament,
should be amended by way of a Bill sponsored by the select committee and to
incorporate into the Act as a third schedule the register of ancient shipwrecks which has
been created through this committee's work. Again, it is a form of recognition that costs
us nothing but which we think is an appropriate way to pay our tributes to those
discoverers.
The report has even in recent days sparked wider interest than 1 guess any of us had
imagined at the time of the inquiry. At page 9 of the report, the committee recommends -

That recognition also be given to all primary and secondary discoverers at the
proposed new Geraldtn Maritime Musenum, and at appropriate on-site locations
such as the Zuytdorp Cliffs, Kalbarri, Shark Bay and, if appropriate, elsewhere in
Western Australia.

The interest that has been stimulated, even outside those areas, is demonstrated by a letter
than I received from the Jurien Ratepayers and Progress Association as late as 20
September, in which the Honorary Secretary. Pauline Ward, states in part that -

In Jurien we have a unique situation of having exhibits to set up a museum, but no
building in which to house them.
Most country towns have an old building suitable to convert to a museum but as
Jurien is a relatively new town we are disadvantaged in this way.

I invite members from around the Chamber who come from all points of the State to take
a closer interest in this matter because, as indicated by that letter, there is a growing level
of awareness by the Western Australian community about retaining and displaying those
things of the past which are important to their communities.
I come now to what I think is one of the most important global recommendations of the
select committee - global in the sense that it does not affect individual divers or
discoverers, and global because of the enormous level of interest that is now being
displayed in the topic of just who from Europe did first settle Australia and whether we
should begin to tackle that question, given that all of our history books across Australia
art predicated very much on the notion that Australia was settled by the British at Port
Jackson in 1788. At page 22 of our report, we make the following recommendation-

(1) That the Western Australian Government -

(a) mindful of the need to establish once and for all the facts about
when and by whom the Australian continent was first settled by
Europeans;
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(b) awart of die significance of the settlement at Port Jackson in 1788;
and

(c) recognising a variety of documents, -

I referred to two of those documents in my preamble today -
- publications and papers pointing to Dutch settlement in Western
Australia early in the 18th century;

agree to the creation and funding of a top-level Inquiry Into Early
European Presence in Ausraia . ..

The committee is suggesting that if it is correct that the Dutch got here first, our history
books should be amended accordingly. We have recommended that the members of that
top level inquiry be drawn from eminent historians, pre- historians, scientific and
Aboriginal bodies and other interested groups, and that it be appointed by the Minister
for the Arts, because his portfolio covens the Museum.
Mr Trenorden: Did you look at the Asian situation? Do you know about the Chinese
who came to the north west?
Mr PENDAL: We did not, but such an inquiry would not preclude, for example - and I
will touch on this in a few minutes - even the Portuguese interest in Western Australia, so
what the member for Avon said might well be relevant to char inquiry. We ame saying
that that inquiry should be appointed by the Minister for the Arts but also jointly by you,
Mr Speaker, and that the select committee, which is now winding up its affairs, could
also have some input into chat. That inquiry would be given the task not of starting new
research but of assessing known research, and if it did make some observations that the
Dutch and not the British got here first, the time has arrived where we should be
sufficiently mature in our teaching of Australian history to begin to put that record
straight. I draw that to the attention of the Government and the Minister who represents
the Minister for the Arts in this House, because that is a matter about which, by dint of a
clause at the back of our report we expect some response from the Government.
This has been a most difficult inquiry. Even since we have reported, we have received
two expressions of disappointment from two eminent Australians - Jim Henderson, who
was associated directly with a number of finds, and John Cowen - about the fact that they
were detrmined secondary discoverers. I understand the disappointment which they
have expressed. However, I. and I think other members of the committee whom they
have contacted, have been quick to point out to them that the terms of reference of the
select committee required us to deal with the primary and secondary discoverers, and that
this in no way diminishes their role in the development of maritime archaeology in this
State since the 1960s. Indeed, the committee has gone out of its way to acknowledge and
pay tribute to those men, and many others like them, whose efforts have put Western
Australia at the forefront of this discipline. I have undertaken chat in the case of both of
those gentlemen, I will see whether we can include their letters as part of the archives of
this report so that anyone else who may in the future disagree with our findings will have
access to those responses.
A great muount of work is still to be done. For example, there is a great deal of interest
in the fate of the Portuguese vessel the Correo d'Azur, which sank off Ningaloo Reef in
1816, and also in other ships. We have recommended that the Government fund up to
$50 000 for a search and discovery of the Correo d'Azur. That recommendation was
made on the advice of people at the Remantle Maritime Museum, and we expect the
Government to respond to us on that matter.
Believe it or not, there has been an enormous amount of interest worldwide in this
inquiry, and some of the media interest has gone as far as the British Broadcasting
Corporation in London, the South Afirican media and Japanese television. I mention that
because it perhaps underscores what we have come to believe; namely, that we have a
resource in Western Australia that many people do not even begin to appreciate. Its
value to cultural tourism in the years ahead will be enormous. However, that will take
place only if most, if not all, of the select committee's recommendations are followed.
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As I understand it, the Government has, because of our recommendation at page 24, three
months in which to respond. I urge die Government to take this matter seriously because
those recommendations were made in a serious vein.
I finish on this note: I express my sincere and deep appreciation for the work of all five
members of this committee. As I said at the outset, it was an absorbing inquiry and one
thai all members found exhilarating. I place on record also my appreciation and those of
the committee of Kirsten Robinson, our executive officer, and Professor Geoffey Bolton,
our consultant historian and adviser. I found it a great thrill to work with all of those
people, including die officers, because as most members will know it is goad to be able
to deal with matters that ame not party politics and which stimulate community interest.
That reflects great credit on the Parliament. I commend the report to the House,
especially to the Government, and I look forward to the Government's responding in a
positive way.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [11.00 am]: I will begin my comments on this report by
quoting Greme Henderson, who is head of the Maritime Museum in Western Australia
and one of Australia's pre-eminent maritime archeologists. In an article about maritime
archeology in Australia, Gmuemne Henderson states -

Australia is a world leader in the legal protection given to shipwrecks. Despite
difficult beginnings during the 1960~s and early 1970s, court decisions have now
demonstrated that the shipwrecks legislation has teeth, However, it is the
legislation's positive aspects of facilitating public education and involvement, and
rewards for new discoveries, that have contributed most to its success.

It is interesting to start with those comments because they reflect the realty that we have
led the way in this area. That is, not only in the legislative framework we have set up,
but also in technical issues related to the discovery and then the protection of maritime
heritage. (3raemne Henderson and his team have done a lot of the work in developing
techniques for going underwater and extracting that heritage and reassembling it for
people to be able to enjoy on the mainland. One of the reasons that Western Australia is
pre-eminent in this field, is that the legislators both in Western Australia and at the
Commonwealth level in the 1970s were convinced it was necessary to provide a proper
framework for the protection of the maritime heritage. Western Australia has the
Maritime Archeology Act 1973, and the Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 comes from the
Federal Parliament. Both those pieces of legislation provide a very good framework.
The second reason we have led the way in this field, and this is very important and
impinges on this committee, is that the attitude the local community has taken to this
issue has been positive and has been based on the belief that we should protect our local
heritage. In other parts of the world in she 1950s and 1960s when scuba diving was
becoming an established recreation, and obviously providing the potential for people to
discover shipwrecks, the plunder approach was adopted, and the laissez faire attitude
predominated in some areas. Western Australia also had the plunder approach, but is did
not dominate the maritime archeology scene. A rather eccentric and colourful character
who armed himself with gelignite and a good dose of greed was able to create an
enormous amount of damage along the Western Australian coastline. Fortunately, those
people who were involved in underwater exploration generally had a belief in heritage,
and acknowledged the importance of preserving it, and they came to domninate the scene
rather than the likes of Allan Robinson.
Our committee came into the equation by recognising the role played by those divers,
individuals, and people who generally have an historical interest in the preservation of
our maritime heritage as a result of not only what they did, but also the climate they
created which led to the legislation we now have in Western Australia. It is important to
note that history. Our committee was set up following the earlier committee of the
Legislative Council which dealt with the Scavia wreck site and the role those
individuals played. One of the contributions the committee has made is so define the
process of discovery. We have argued that discovery is not simply the physical act of
discovery. Thatsis animportant par of the equation, and in the case of one wreckuite-
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the Gilt Dragon - it was pure accident that the discovery was made when a team of
people were skindiving in the vicinity in 1963. Most of the other acts of discovery
involved a good deal of preliminary research and also a degree of interpretation of the
specific discoveries that were made. Certainly, the incerpretive work and the preliminary
research must be recorded as being as significant as the physical act of-discovery. I hope
that in definitional terms the committee has contributed to this whole discussion of what
it is to discover a shipwreck. Members will note when reading the report that we have
recognised the efforts of not only the divers who may have made the physical act of
discovery, but also the historians who had a genuine interest in these matters, and
contributed through their technical expertise such as aerial surveying, mapping or diving.
The committee recognises all of those contributions, and also, of course, the role of
people such as Dr Phillip Playford in looking at what was known and then interpreting it
by going back to the records and placing a framework on that knowledge.
There will always be those who will argue that our specific application of that definition
to every case may be subject to some questioning. Already the committee has received
some correspondence from some of the individuals we have recognised, and their view is
that we have not got it precisely right. If they look carefully at our conclusions they will
see a logic to each of the recommendations for each of those wreck sites, and I hope over
time they will see the merits of our recommendations. In respect of each of these, we
made a distinction between the primary and secondary discoverers. We then argued that
rewards should be paid to those involved in that process of discovery. On top of that, we
argued that medals of honour and a register of discoverers be appended to the Maritime
Archeology Act, so there can be public recognition of the role that has been played. All
of that is a contribution to the process of recognition that has also been part of the process
of preservation. That is the central point that this committee is trying to make.
Recognition and preservation work together in making sume that we are the pre-eminent
jurisdiction and community in respect of maritime heritage.
The member for South Perth referred to a footnote to our report. It related to the destiny
of those people who may have found their way to our shores in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. It is important to note that the Zuytdorp wreck site may have been
the site of earlier European settlement in Australia than that which occurred in 1788. It is
important to note that other possibilities have emerged from the study of ancient
shipwrecks. In 1629 the Batavia was wrecked on the Morning reef in the Wallabi group
of the Houtman Abrollios.
We are all aware of the extraordinary series of events that followed. A mutiny was led
by Cornelisz and his colleagues. They were tried and found guilty. Eight of them were
hanged in gruesome circumstances. However, two of the mutineers were marooned on
the mainland, and we have no knowledge of what happened to those two individuals.
Mr Lewis: There is some commentary around that some of the Aborigines -

Dr GALLOP: I will come to that. lust before the two were marooned in November, six
Dutchmen who were involved in the rescue mission of the Batavia survivors were sent to
do a general salvage operation. They did not return and were never found, despite the
fact that they came from the boat that had come down to rescue the survivors. So, we
have the two who were marooned, and the six who were lost, perhaps at sea, who perhaps
found their way to the mainland and survived. In 1656 the Gilt Dragon was wrecked off
Cape Leschenault, Of the survivors, 75 reached shore and seven sailed to Java, but what
happened to the other 68? To add to the equation, in July 1656 a rescue ship was sent to
find the survivors of the Gilt Dragon. Three of the rescuers were lost in the bush, and
when another boat was sent in to find those three, it was wrecked in the vicinity of Wreck
Point near Two Rocks, and another eight went missing. We do not know what happened
to them but some evidence exists in the area that there were survivors, but it is very
scanty evidence. Nevertheless it exists and it indicates there was a settlement in that area
from 1656.
Then the Zuyrdoq' came up against the cliffs north of the Murchison. That event has
been the subject of a great deal of research, mainly instigated by Dr Phillip Playford and
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subsequently followed up by Rupert Gerritsen in his very good book titled And Their
Ghosts May Be Heard. Rupert Gerritsen looks at the evidence available as to whether the
survivors of the Zuytdorp integrated into the Aboriginal Nanda community in the Shark
Bay area. He looks at a different type of evidence from that examined by Dr Phillip
Playforc. He looks at evidence related to the language of the people, the way their
housing has been constructed, and the way they had conducted their agriculture when the
first settlers arrived in 1829. On the basis of that evidence Rupert Gerritsen concludes
that they did integrate into the Aboriginal community.
Our committee has stated that this thesis needs further examiination. Two types of
approach can be adopted, first, some genetic examination which may provide the link
between the survivors of the Zuytdoq, and the Aboriginal community because theme is
some evidence that a European disease, porphyria variegata, may have found its way into
the Aboriginal community. The second approach is to look at the anthropological
evidence. The committee has recommended that more work should be done.
To complicate proceedings even more, the Zeewijk wreck went down in 1727 on Half
Moon Reef near Green Island in the Pelsaert Group of the Abrolhos Islands, and 12 of the
survivors set sail for Batavia but did not arrive. Again, what happened to those 12? To
add up the numbers, there were 68 from the Gilt Dragon, two mutineers who were put
ashore, and three who were lost trying to find the survivors of the Gilt Dragon. We all
know that those people were last seen alive on the shores of Western Australia. We
know that they were here, but we are not so sure what happened to them. And we have
those that were lost in the vicinity of the coast - the five who were sent to salvage in the
vicinity of the Ratavia wreck, 12 from the Zeewijk, and the eight who went to shore from
the Goede Hoop. That is the eight who had been sent to find survivors of the Gilt
Dragon but were overturned as they went to shore near Wreck Point. That is another 25,
and up to 250 may have survived from the Zuytdorp and become part of the Nanda
community in the Shark Bay region.
Mr& Trenorden: Were any marooned from non-shipwrecks up the coast?
Dr GALLOP: These amt the only ones I know about.
Mr Trenorden: I think you will find that history says that.
Dr GALLOP: These are the only ones that have come to my knowledge from historical
research. A fine quotation fromi Rupert Gerritsen's book reads -

Amongst these castaways were Australia's first white settlers. They left no
written records, but, if we know how and where to listen, their ghosts may be
heard as loudly and as clearly as the many other spectres that haunt Australia's
history.

That is a very compelling quotation, It all means that we may have to look again at the
foundation story of Australia. The traditional foundation story is that it was a deliberate
act of colonisation by Great Britain. It saw the imposition of British law on Australa
and it involved the subjugation of the Aboriginal people. That is the primary story of
Australia's history but of course there is possibly an alternative. That alternative is that
Australia was settled by accident; that Europeans en route to South East Asia
unfortunately came to grief on the shores of Australia, and rather tha subjugate the
indigenous people they were absorbed into Aboriginal society. Of course they had a
significant impact on Aboriginal society but most of the impact was on them rather than
on Aboriginal society. That is a different story. It is a different myth, but one which
needs further examination before it is given a pre-eminent place in our history books.
Nevertheless it is worth examining.
The committee has done some very useful work. It has provided a good definition of the
process of discovery. It has provided recognition for both the primary and secondary
discoverers involved with the wrecks. In so doing, it will feed the process of preservation
which has been a feature of maritime'archaeology in Western Australia. Thirdly, it has
urged the Government to assist historians and anthropologists to undertake more research
on what could be an alternative story about the first white settlement of our continent.
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MR McGINTY (Fremantle) [11.18 am]: It is my pleasure to speak on the occasion of
the presentation of this report. I will try, in my brief contribution, not to cover the issues
raised by the chairman, dhe member for South Perth; and the member for Victoria Park.
It is important to remember that Western Australia has a very proud record as a world
leader in maritime archaeology. That is, in part, due to an accident of history - the
location of Western Australia on the route between Europe and Indonesia, or the East
Indies as it was referred to in those days. It was on that route that a number of very
important wrecks from the seventeenth, eighteenth and perhaps the nineteenth centuries
foundered, and therefore constitute part of our heritage. We are also a leader in maritime
archaeology because of the brilliant work done at the rem antle Maritime Museum. As a
Parliament, we should be extremely proud of the great contribution that has been made
by the very dedicated staff at the museum. The work of this committee will be another
significant contribution to maintaining the standing of Western Australia, and particularly
the Maritime Museum, in world maritime archaeology.
It was an interesting committee because it could truly be said to be non-partisan.
Certainly the subject matter of the work of the committee did not in any sense divide
along political lines. However, it has made a very significant contribution to the debate
about heritage in Western Australia. One of the first debates in which I was involved in
this Parliament, not all that long ago, was about the Heritage of Western Australia AcL.
A very large amount of that debate focused on the philosophical question of whether
heritage belonged to the individual or to the community as a whole. The question was
whether the legal rights of an owner of a heritage home or building overrode the heritage
value which the community possessed in that building. That caused sharp political
division between the two sides of this House.
This brings me to the other aspects of our heritage, namely the maritime heritage of
Western Australia, particularly the ancient shipwrecks Off Our coast. As the member for
Victoria Park has already said, in the 1960s when the discovery of these wrecks took
place some people, although fortunately a minority, took the view that to the discoverer
go the spoils. They took to some of these priceless wrecks with dynamite in order to
extract the silver bullion that lay encased on the bottom of the ocean, in many cases, for
hundreds of years. That form of heritage vandalism also had its counterpart at the same
time on land where so many of Perth's architectural masterpieces met a very unfortunate
end. At that time the community was not terribly concerned about the preservation of its
heritage buildings. It was interesting to note that, in the 1960s when these discoveries
were taking place, by and large, the diving community and the small staff at the museum
adopted a very progressive view of the need to preserve our maritime heritage for the
benefit of the community. With the exception of Allan Robinson, who took to the water
with dynamite and was responsible for significant destruction of priceless relics, the
diving community placed enormous value on these wrecks being preserved for the future
of all Western Australians, rather than meeting just their own immediate gain.
I believe the work of this committee has been important in fostering the notion that
heritage belongs to the community as a whole. In relation to these particular shipwrecks
we have seen that emphasis on community ownership and past wrongs rectified for
people who, at considerable personal and financial cost, put themselves out to make the
discoveries and did the right thing in preserving the relics from those shipwrecks for
future generations and for the community. This report says to the Parliament that we are
a very matuire community because we are able to identify the great contribution made by
many eminent Western Australians to preserve these very important shipwrecks for
future generations. 1, for one, was very impressed with the contribution made by a large
number of people to the identification, discovery and protection of our shipwrecks here in
Westerni Australia.
This report of the committee should not be presented without acknowledgement of the
great contribution those people, some of whom have been mentioned in this debate today
and others in the report, have made to the heritage and history of Western Australia. The
question of ancient shipwrecks, by which we mean pre-colonial shipwrecks, off our coast
is most intriguing not only for anyone who regards himself as a historian, but also for all
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Western Australians. The stories of the earliest shipwrecks off our coast, which range
from those of an English ship sailing from England to the East Indies to trade in spices
through to the four Dutch shipwrecks, the Batavia, the Zeewijk, the Gilt Dragon and the
Zuytdorp, are ail fascinating. The brief account given by the member for Victoria Park
today has touched on a number of the more intriguing and fascinating elements of the
role those ships, the shipwrecks and subsequent events have played in both the wrading
which took place at the time and the history of Western Australia. This report from the
Parliamentary Select Committee on Ancient Shipwrecks has made a significant
contribution towards keeping Western Australia at the forefront of maritime heritage and
archaeology in the world. It is very pleasing that we have been able to make that small
contribution.
The second issue I want to address briefly is the role of select committees. This
particular select committee had an important function. However, it is not often
recognised in the parliamentary or government community as being that significant.
Many select committees of this Parliament deal with the major economic issues facing
the State today. Obviously, those select committees have a business which they must
transact Without detracting from the importance of such select committees, they should
not be regarded as the only form of select committee that has a valid existence. Those
parliamentary select committees that dea with matter which touch on the quality of life
of the population of Western Australia must also be accorded a measure of importance.
By those matters that touch on the quality of our life, I refer to our history and our
heritage. If there is a deeper and richer understanding of our history and an appreciation
of our heritage, the quality of life of all Western Australians is improved.
The brief vini we paid to the Abrolhos Islands was my first and it left mue with the lasting
impression of a place steeped in history. Not only does it open up economic
opportunities, as indicated by the member for South Perth in ecotourism and heritage
tourism, but also it deserves to be treated with a measure of reverence by the population
of Western Australia. It represents a most important part of our history. Events such as
the wreck of the Batavia, the subsequent mutiny and the mnarooning and some of the
executions of people associated with that mutiny should be taught more in our schools.
The arrival of the first fleet in Sydney Cove and the development of the Swan River
colony, although important, are not the only significant historical events which should be
taught. Visiting that site had a deep effect on me. What we were able to deal with and
have, been able to relate in public through this report will add to the deepness of the
understanding of our history and, therefore, the quality of life of marny Western
Australians.
In the past year, the Parliament considerably overspent its budget, and a significant
amount of that was as a result of expenditure on select committees. The Budget of this
select committee was modest. No international travel was involved - not that I am
opposed to international travel if it serves a good purpose. However, we should not
presume that because we might sit on a select committee we should automnatically get on
the gravy train. This was, nonetheless, a very important matter dealt with in a modest
way. Perhaps it is something from which other select committees in this Parliament can
learn.
I urge the Government to accept all of the recommendations of the select committee into
ancient shipwrecks. It has played an important role in settling past controversies. The
report of the select committee will settle, in the minds of some people at least, some of
the controversies about the discoverer of the ancient shipwrecks off our coast it has
also played an important role in settling the past grievances of people who felt that their
contribution to maritime heritage by the discovery of shipwrecks had not been
appropriately recognised. Te payments recommended in the report, although not
satisfying every claim, and one could never hope to do that. certainly represent the
application of the minds of the members of the committee to appropriate forms of
recognition and recompense for the contributions made by those people. We must bear
in mind that dhe current provisions in the legislation relating to shipwrecks and important
maritime discoveries do not apply retrospectively. Although in legislation today there is
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provision for rewards to be paid to people responsible for discovering shipwrecks, the
discoveries in the 1960s off our coast are not covered by that legislation. Here we am
doing something akin to applying retrospectively the provisions of shipwreck legislation
and the payment of rewards to discoverers of shipwrecks, who went substantially
unrewarded at the time. Certainly some small rewards were paid to different people, and
the payments recommended by the committee are offset by those payments to only some
of those people who made an important contribution to our maritime history in Western
Australia by the discovery of those wrecks. That deals with the past.
It is important that this Parliament, through bodies such as select committees, is able to
make recommendations to the Government. I hope the Government will act on those
recommendations and rectify the past and settle controversial questions and grievances
that have arisen. It is also important for the future, because the select committee report
opens up an amazing opportunity for dealing with future historical research and with the
discovery of further shipwrecks off our coast. It will also open up opportunities for
Western Australians in the future to reconsider our history. Certainly we have an English
history in a conventional sense. The role of the Dutch has been very much minimised
and deserves to be placed now on an historically higher footing than has been the case,
because of the reasons outlined by the member for Victoria Park, particularly in relation
to the firt unintentional settlement of Western Australia undoubtedly being by Dutch
people.
The other aspect, of some significance to the Portuguese community in Western
Australia, which is predominantly congregated in Fremantle, is that of the Portuguese
ship Correo dAzaar, which sank off Ningaloo Reef in 1816. It was also a pre-colonial
shipwreck which predated the foundation of the Swan River colony. It was a wooden
ship trading with what we know today to be Indonesia. It is important to the many
people who make up our population to recognise that their forebears may well have
preceded the English in forming settlements in Western Australia. The discovery of a
Portuguese ship which we know went down off Ningaloo Reef in 1816, the discovered
records associated with it and use of modern scientific techniques to locate that
shipwreck will further enrich the history of Western Australia and will be of great
significance to the Portuguese community.
Western Australia is the only place in Australia that has pit-colonial shipwrecks off its
coast, which is one of the reasons why Western Australia is at the forefront of maritime
archaeology in the world and certainly why no other Australian State has the same
measure of interest in it. It is a geographical accident that Western Austrlia and the
reefs off its coast amr located on the trade route from India to the East Indies. For that
reason we have a very colourful and fortunate histor, and those wrecks by and large
have been preserved to the extent that they have survived the ravages of time. It presents
to Western Australia a great opportunity to capitalise on those shipwrecks and ensure that
they are properly preserved for the future. I believe that this report deals with both the
past and future possibilities that present themselves. The history of the firt white
settlement and the involvement of the Portuguese ship Correo D'Azur are matters which
should be pursued vigorously. In years to come people will look back on the report of
this select committee as a seminal work on Western Australian early history.
MR OSBORNE (Bunbury) [11.35 amJ: Following three such confident, distinguished
and comprehensive speakers is not an easy task. Most of the material I might have
touched on has already been traversed. However) I will take the time of the House to
make a few remarks which I think should be made. When the report came down a
number of people remarked to me that a select committee on ancient shipwrecks might
seem to be a small matter for a committee of the Parliament to be considering. I must say
that I disagree with them on the subject matter. It is important because, as has been
outlined by previous speakers, the subject matter is important and uniquely places
Western Australia in the maritime archeology scene of the world. We should all be
proud of the contributions that Western Australians have made in that field. We should
also be optimistic about its ongoing potential to make a contribution to Western
Australian society and its economy.
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The work the committee did is important for another set of reaons, which really relate to
the select committee system itself. Here we had a group of Wesrern Australians who
sought justice and did not have to go to government or the courts, but were able to have
recourse to the Parliament of Western Australia for the recognition and justice they so
righdly deserve. The capacity to judge and dispense justice in Western Australia is a most
important role of the Parliament. As the members for Victoria Park and Fremantle have
said, the operation of this select committee is a reaffirmation of the value of the select
committee system. Since the report has been printed we have had correspondence from
Mr Gruemne Henderson, who said some very complimentary things about the way in
which the select committee operated and its value to the Parliament. He says that he has
come to admire both the process and the conclusion that this select committee has come
to. Initially his expectation was that it might operate in the adversarial, destructive and
acerbic courtroom style that we normally see in Parliament. He said he was delighted to
find that the process was entirely different in that it generated information and that the
cooperation between the select committee members enhanced the findings that the select
committee made. I can only note with regret that I was not present on the occasions to
which he referred, but I hope that had I been present on the journey the select committee
made to the Abroihos and to the Zuytdorp cliffs, I would also have contributed to that
process.
The second interim report at appendix 5 of this document was presented in June. It
addressed three major matters. The committee decided on the matter of ex gratia
payments. The important decision was made that it is appropriate for select committees
of the Parliament to award ex gratia payments to people who make outstanding
contributions to Western Australia and, as the member for Victoria Park said, it did somne
valuable work in establishing a scheme under which future considerations might very
well operate.
The committee established two tiers of ex gratia payments; $25 000 to go to primary
discoverers and $5 000 to secondary discoverers. The matter of posthumous recognition
was also considered. We decided that ex gratia payments were not appropriate as it
would be too difficult to determine exactly who should receive the money. Also, it was
concluded that ex gratia payments should be made to the discoverer and not to others
who had not made the discovery.
The committee recommended the parliamentary medal of honour, which it hopes the
Government will accept. There is a possibility that parliamentary medals of honorur may
be presented by this Parliament to others who make contributions in other fields. A small
tradition may be established in the Western Australian Parliament for giving
parliamentary medals of honour.
The report presented today had the task of determining the primary and secondary
discoverers of the five ancient shipwrecks; that is, the pre-colonial shipwrecks off the
Western Australian coast. Some of the work conducted, such as the work on the Tryal
was relatively straightforward. The story of Eric Christiansen, John McPherson and
Naoom Haimnson is now pretty well known. The committee considered some fairly intact
records, looked at an isolated incident, and came to an agreement about the primary and
secondary discoverers.
Other wrecks presented us with more difficulty, particularly the Zzqrdoip. That task was
more complex, and the decision was a difficult one. In the case of the Zuytdorp, more
elements had to be considered. Relics came up on the shoreline; there was a lot of
speculation and intermittent searching for relics and for the wreck itself over a number of
years. The wreck is located in an extremely hazardous position, and it emerged only
alter the accumulation of many years and many hours of research by people such as Dr
Phillip Playfoni and Tomn Pepper.
One thing of interest regarding the Zuyrdorp was the work done by the local Aboriginal
community. One of the issues confronting us was the question of recognition of Ada
Drage. In our discussions we acknowledged that Ada Drage, as an Aboriginal woman,
might have been constrained in making her knowledge of the wreck or relics known. We
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were anxious to ensure that justice was served to that person, and that a decision was not
made which would be unfair to the contribution she m ade.
The investigation of the Gilt Dragon presented another difficulty for the select commnittee
and, as the member for Victoria Park stated, this was an accidental discovery. It was not
like die Tryal and the Zuyldotp, which emerged after many years of painstaking forensic
work by people such as Christiansen and Playford. The Gilt Dragon was accidentally
discovered by a group of people skindiving. Thbe committee had to make a decision
whether that was a discovery; and if it was, who should be described as primary
discoverers. Several of the men were in the water at the same time; the others were in the
boat Some of them subsequently stared that they saw the wreck, but only one can be
said to have seen it, recognised it for what it was, and then announced it. That person
was Gracie Henderson, and he was the one the select committee decided should be
recognised as the primary discoverer.. GMacme Henderson has been recommended for an
cx gratia payment of $25 000 and has decided to devote that money to marine archeology
in Western Australia. He does not wish to derive a personal benefit from it, but intends
putting the money towards furthering the work of marine archeology in Western
Australia. That is a commendable action by hinm and demonstrates the son of person he
is.

Another general difficulty faced by the select committee was the historical problem of
tryig to find out what happened so many years ago. A number of people have passed
away, and also historical records were incomplete and, in some cases, inaccurate. The
committee, with the help of Kirsten Robinson and Professor Geoffrey Bolton, searched
through die old newspaper records of the Geraldurn Guardian. and the transcripts that
Playford took from Tom Pepper. After all of that work, the best possible job has been
done in finding out exactly what happened.
I conclude by casting my thoughts forward and reflecting on what will happen now. The
Zuyrdorp story is still not finished. We know that between 50 and 250 people came
ashore. There is clear archeological evidence of that on top of the cliffs, and other
evidence that a significant number of these people survived. The propositions that
Rupert Gerritsen put forward in his book are quite fascinating, and we all look forward
with some excitement as the inquiry the committee recommended looks into the
linguistic and genetic evidence that Gerritsen proposed, to see if it stands up to further
investigation.
The inquiry into early European presence in Australia is an important recommendation of
the comniittee. It carries our work forward and has the potential to create an entirely new
perspective on Western Australian and Australian history. Ir is proposed that archival
research in Lisbon, Goa and Macao be undertaken, and that archeological searches be
undertaken in Western Australia. The second exciting thing we can look forward to, as a
consequence of the recommendations of the select committee, is the occasion that we
have recommended occur in the autumn session of this Parliament next year, that is, the
presentation of the parliamentary medals of honour by the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly to those recipients. We ask that the Speaker do that when the whole House is
sitting. We all believe it would be a great event and a great honour to these people who
have made such an unstinting and selfless contribution to the people of Western
Austraia.
I also record my thanks to the other members of the select committee. It has been a most
enjoyable tine. I express my thanks to Kirsten Robinson and Geoffrey Bolton. I
commend the report of the Select Committee on Ancient Shipwrecks to the House.
DR CONSTABLE (Floreat) [11.48 am]: I too have pleasure in speaking to this report
today, and 1 endorse the comments of the previous speakers. I will try not to be too
repetitive and cover the same ground. A few comments in conclusion should be made.
One is that this select committee's task was to consider activities that related to some
extraordinary people in this community over many years. We considered these people
and their contribution and service to this Stare that had in some ways been recognised
before but not fully recognised. Our main. task was to find ways to recognise that
contribution.
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Shipwrecks are about the people who sailed in chose ships originally; and, for us, about
the discoverers of the shipwrecks and what extraordinary people they ame. The insight of
visiting the Abrollios Islands and the site of the Zuyrdorp wreck in January was extremely
helpful in reaching conclusions. We can all read about these things and listen to ocher
people, but actually visiting the site of dhe shipwrecks and talking to people in the
vicinity was enormously important. The visit to the Abrolbos Islands and the Batavia
site was extraordinary, and we were lucky, we were told, in that the conditions were near
perfect by local standards. We spent one night on Beacon Island where the Batavia
survivors spent a period, and the island today is much the same as it was when the wreck
occurred. To see the site as it was centuries ago gave an enormous insight to members of
the committee. We spent two hours above the cliffs into which the Zuyrdoqi crashed. It
was a hot day and we gained great insight as the survivors would have spent time on the
cliffs, which are the same today as they were long ago.
Other members of the committee have indicated that our task was not easy - it was very
difficult to fit five discoveries into one neat box. The wrecks were not all the samne, and
each had to be dealt with with different sensitivities. It was like putting five jigsaw
puzzles together. Some, like the Gilt Dragon, were easy to assemble,. but others lie the
Zuyrdorp were very difficult Most of the pieces to the puzzle are in place, although one
or two pieces are not fitting quite as correctly as they might; that is certainly the case
according to some family members of those involved in discovering the shipwreck.
Each wreck was entirely different. The Zuyrdorp was first found in 1927 by Tom Pepper,
but it was not until 1964 that a dive occurred. The Cramers and their associates were the
first to locate and see the shipwreck. However. the work in between those dates was very
important. The work of Phillip Playford was extraordinarily meticulous, time consuming
and well reported. He had support from Sir James Cruthers and others, and this work
was extremely important in assisting the conclusions reached by the committee.
An aspect not mentioned this morning is the role of the media in these discoveries and
assisting in providing funds for work on both the Trjal and the Zuyrdoi'p. News crews
attended the sites. The media spent time assisting in ceasing out information required to
identify these shipwreck sites. This says something for the adventurous nature of
mankind and t curiosity we all possess. The early expeditions, particularly to the
Zzsytorp site, would not have been possible without input from the media. One of the
committee's interim reports recognised Channel 7 and Western Australian Newspapers
Pty Ltd, particularly the Daily News, for their contribution. This was a means of bringing
the community together, and the media is supporting our history in this way.
It has been mentioned that we made distinctions between primary and secondary
discoveries. It was not easy to do that in some cases. In the end we decided that 17
people were absolutely crucial in the discovery of the five shipwrecks. We recognise that
these people were supported by a number of other people, and three areas of recognition
have been mentioned: An ex gratia payment would recognise in a general sense the time
and hard work of both primary and secondary discoverers. It would also recognise that
discoverers spent their own money over a considerable time span for their own purposes
and in making a contribution to this State.
However, the other two areas of recognition are more important than ex gratia payments;
namely, parliamentary medals of honour and amnendments to the Maritime Archeology
Act. We have recommended that ex gratia payments be made to people who axe stil
alive. However, a number of people involved over the past 50 or 60 years in the
discovery of these shipwrecks are no longer alive, and it is extremely important that these
people are recognised. This recognition is in the form of parliamentary medals, and
amendments to the Maritime Archeology Act in the form of a third schedule with a
register of discoverers of the shipwrecks. That would record the contribution of those
people forever more in the history of this State.
The committee's recommendations are now in the hands of the Government. I sincerely
hope, as ocher members have said, that the Government will recognise the importance of
the recommendations and will not allow them to gather dust; it must deal with them
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quickly. Eric Christiansen, the primary discoverer of the Tryal, is not well, and it would
be most fitting for the Government to act quickly to recognise these discoverers.
I was raised in Sydney where I was led to believe in school that it all began on the east
coast of Australia with British discovery and settlement. I found the work of the
committee to be edifying and interesting, and I feel to some extent that my education is
now more complete. Work on this committee has been tantalising as we have followed
many mystery trails, and we solved many of them. However, we need to know more
about what happened to the survivors of the wrecks. As mentioned by the member for
Victoria Park, the Gerritsen book and others are tantalising in their reference to the
influence of the Dutch language on the Aboriginal language in the area of the Zuyedo,'p
wreck. This aspect requires further research.
The committee's recommendations place the bail frmly in the Government's coon. I
hope that it decides to take up the matter as soon as possible. I add my thanks to the
other members of the committee for the collegial atmosphere in which we worked-, this
was a great relief from some of the more hectic modes of operation of this House. I also
sincerely thank Kirsten Robinson and Professor Geoffrey Bolton for their assistance in
our work.
Question put and passed.

MOTION - SELECT COMMITTEE ON PROCEDURE, APPOINTMENT
MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough)[ [11.59 am]: I move -

(1) That a select committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon ways
to use the time of the Legislative Assembly more effectively, with
particular reference to -

(a) procedures for examination of legislation;
(b) organisation and priority of business;
(c) the value of developing a new committee system; and
(d) opportunities for private members.

(2) That the comnmittee have power to call for persons and papers, to sit on
days over which the House stands adjourned, to move from place to place
and to report from time to time.

(3) That the committee finally report on 31 May 1995.
The creation of this Select Committee on Procedure will provide several very positive
opportunities for members of this House. Firstly, it will provide an opportunity to
analyse the existing system with respect to the practices and procedures in place at the
moment. Secondly, it will provide an opportunity to collate the opinions of Assembly
members, particularly if the committee conducts a survey to find out what various
members thinkc of the matters under discussion. Thirdly, it will provide an opportunity to
examine the practices in other Parliaments and to identify potential alternatives to the
way in which we operate in this State. Fourthly, and most importantly, it will provide an
opportunity to formally involve the Opposition in a process of review and potential
reform for the procedures and practices of this Assembly.
The motion is a response to events I have noticed from sitting in the Chair, and from my
previous observations as a member in this place. General concerns have been expressed
by members on both sides of the House, and people say the opportunities for members
should be improved. To do that we must find ways to use the time of this place more
effectively. Above all, we must also meet the need to provide not only an efficient, but
also a fair Parliament. On that subject, those of us who are now on the government side
of the House remember that we were in opposition not too long ago, and that experience
is still fresh in our minds.
Mr Ripper: Enjoy your brief time in government while it las ts.
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Mr STRICKLAND: The polls say otherwise, member for Belmont. The point is taken
that as time goes by, Governments and Oppositions change places. It will be important
for the committee to remember that in its deliberations. All members want an efficient
and fair Parliament. In the details of the motion, I have said that reference should be
made to procedures for examination of legislation. Criticism has been expressed in this
House of the way in which the Committee of the Whole House has the same approach to
all the Bills dealt with. Some Bills are fairly routine and when the House goes into a
Committee of the Whole to consider amendments, there is no problem with the existing
procedures. However, with very lengthy Bills and thos which break new ground, people
have indicated we should perhaps introduce another way of considering them. That
would avoid the whole House waiting around while a relatively small number of
members participate and focus on the particular amendments, sometimes over a period of
days or even weeks. It seems a little silly for all members to be in their offices doing
other things or waiting, sometimes throughout the night, in case a division is called and it
is necessary to make a determination on an amendment. I empathise with those members
who have said there should be a better way of dealing with these very lengthy Bills, and
allowing the opportunity for all viewpoints to be expressed, recorded and established.
However, when the Committee of the Whole is sitting, we could perhaps be more
efficient in the way in which we handle that process.
We are all well aware of the log jams of legislation which occur at the end of
parliamentary sittings, and that simply results in all-night sittings, Effectively it becomes
a process of guillotine by exhaustion because decisions are made that X number of Bills
must be dealt with by a certain time. When people have sat all night for two or three
nights in a row, there is a desire to expedite the passage of those Bills. In my view that
does not always allow for proper scrutiny of the legislation.
In other Parliaments examinations have been carried out and reports made of the
procedures and recommended changes. I am interested in the change made in the Federal
Parliament, which apparently has created the Main Conmmittee which sits at the same
time as the House and is charged with the responsibility of dealing with legislation. The
idea is to look at these reports and analyse them, and consider the different procedures
occurring in other Parliaments, in order to establish whether some of those alternatives
might be worthy of merit and recommendation for adoption into the procedures and
practices of this Parliament.
Secondly, the motion refers to the organisation and priority of business. Members, of
course, realise that there is government business, opposition business and House
business, which includes committee work such as we are dealing with at the moment. In
addition, there is private members' business. Those of us who have had an opportunity to
be backbenchers in government know that private members' business sometimes is fairly
exclusive of government backbenchers. We must get some balance when looking at
these matters, and it will hinge to some extent on time management and an assessment of
the possibilities for improving the lot of all members. I do not want to spend much time
discussing time management because these debates have been held before, and I am sure
it will be one of the focuses of the work of the committee.
I have also said that we should consider the value of a new committee system. The
questions that arise relate to select committees versus standing committees, and the
concept of what could be called sessional committees. I refer to the existing standing
committees - die Library Committee and the Printing Committee. We should examine
how often those committees meet, the sort of work they do, and whether they could be
reformed into one committee and be known as a sessional committee. In The West
Australian this morning there was a small article which focused on one part of the work
proposed for this Select Committee on Procedure; that is, dealing with questions of how
many committees should operate at any one time, how much money should be spent, and
whether control, order and rationalisation measures should be considered. Under its
terms of reference this committee on procedures can make recommendations on those
matters.
The fourth termi of reference relates to the opportunities for private members' business;
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however, other private members' business is to be encompassed in that definition. Last
year I wanted, as a member, to refer a very important matter with respect to the Trigg
reserve to a committee to have it fornally examined because a lot of problems had arisen
through a local authority building on a class A reserve without the approval of
Parliament- I believed those matters should have been looked at by the Government. I
found that although I was able to get the support of my colleagues in the party room to
move a motion to deal with the matter and notice of the motion was duly given and
appeared in the Notice Paper, there was great difficulty in getting the time to bring on the
motion because government business rakes priority, as does oppostion business, and the
business of other members misses out because the opportunity is just not available.
Other places use adjournment debates and a committee to examine those sorts of
arrangements. I discussed this motion with the Speaker and with the Leader of the House
before it was honed and formally proceeded with. It has proceeded with their support
and with the support of members in the coalition party room. We discussed whether the
committee should be set up or whether the matter should be addressed by the Standing
Orders Committee. It could have been dealt with by the Standing Orders Committee;
however, these sorts of things have not always gone through that committee but have
been sent to a select committee. One of the problems with the Standing Orders
Committee option concerns its fixed membership. There is no National Party
representative on that committee. Having the matter dealt with by a select committee
will provide the opportunity for flexibility of membership, and two people who are nor
on the Standing Orders Committee will become involved through a select committee
process.
When we proceed with a motion like this, we need to ascertain the likely membership of
the committee in anticipation of whether the motion will succeed. I place on record that
the capacity of the people who have been nominated and the interest they have shown to
other committee work in the Parliament will be of great value to this committee. Had the
matter been dealt with by the Standing Orders Committee, the Speaker would have been
the chairman. The Speaker has a reasonably heavy workload and has recently had to take
up work with the Commission on Government committee. In view of what I anticipate
being a reasonably intensive focus on procedures and the need to do some travelling,
there ame advantages in having a select committee which allows the Speaker to do the
things in which he is involved and to allow me, as the Deputy Speaker, to have an
involvement in the work of this committee. A air bit of work is to be done. The work of
the committee will be much wider than just focusing on adjusting the committee system.
This is a great opportunity for us to find out what other Parliaments are doing; how they
axe handling the problems; and it will provide an opportunity for the Opposition to be
involved with government members in developing what I hope will be recommendations
which will improve the lot of all members in this piece. Above a else, it will maintain a
fair opportunity for all members in this place to express their views and to do the work
that is required of them.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [12.17 pm]: The Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters drew attention to the need to improve our
systems of accountability. It placed great emphasis on the importance of Parliament to
ensure improved accountability of the Government and the public sector. It stated -

The Parliament is central to our proposals. Above all else, if there is to be
government for the people, there must be public miust and confidence in the
processes and practices of Parliament and in the role it performs in advancing
and in safeguarding the interests of the public.

It later stated -

It is for the Parliament to make responsible government a practised reality.
As a result of a $30m royal commission report a very strong message was sent that we
needed to reform our practices and processes in the Parliament. I would like to outline
some of the reforms that I believe should be undertaken, some of which were supported
by the Speaker when he was in opposition. One of the reforms he supported was a
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proposal to lengthen question rime. I believe question rime should be extended to at least
45 minutes a day. The Opposition also believes we should see an end to the abuse of
question time by use of the so-called dorothy dix questions; questions which allow
government Ministers to make prepared statements. We have already reformed our
standing orders to combat this practice. The standing orders have been amended to allow
for brief ministerial statements but the advent of brief ministerial statements has not seen
an end to die use of dorothy dixers in question time. We simply have a fther
opportunity for the Government to make statements in the Parliament without an
opportunity for any response from the Opposition.
Long ministerial statements have always provided an opportunity for a response from the
Opposition and the convention has been developed that a long ministerial statement is to
be provided to the Opposition in advance so that it has an opportunity to respond to what
a Minister is to say. However, with dorothy dixers in question time or brief ministerial
statements, there is no provision for an opposition response. The ministerial statement
system has not seen any improvement in question time and now we need to do something
about the fact that no opportunity is available for a response to those ministerial
statements by the Opposition.
Time allowed for members' business also needs to be reformed. This Government has
cut the hours per week allocated to private members' time from the traditional four and a
half hours to only four. It has also scheduled private members' time at a very unfriendly
rime of the day from the point of view of the media. When it starts at 4.30 pmn and we
have grievances as we do every second week, we do not get to debate private members'
business until after the dinner break. T7hen there is not as much opportunity for the
media, particularly the electronic media, to report what goes on. The Opposition believes
that private members' time should be returned to the four and a half hours allocated in the
past and should be held at a time of the day when it is more accessible to the media and
thus to the public.
We also need to reform sitting hours. Far too often in the life of this Parliament under
the control of this Government we have sat until the small hours of the morning. I do not
think anyone in the Parliament or the public believes there is merit in the Parliament
sitting at 2.00 am or 3.00 am or. as we sat recently, for 22 or 23 hours. No-one believes
that is a good way to proceed. We have done that on many more occasions in the last 18
months since this Government camne to office than we did in the previous two or three
years. Parliament should sit during normal business hours. That would be very
convenient for our families and also convenient for the public because those hours are
more convenient for media scrtiny. While some people have the opportunity of coming
and sitting in the Public Gallery, most of our electors only know about the Parliament
through the media's reporting of its activities.
We should also look at the number of sitting days. I do not think anyone in this
Parliament or in the public regards our current yearly sitting schedule as adequate. The
Government put out a press release recently claiming a significant increase in the number
of sitting days for next year. On closer examination, it turned our to be a marginal
increase. Nevertheless, it is an increase which is welcomed by the Opposition. We
should not sir such long hours but on more days a year. That would provide for a more
effective performance by members of Parliament, and more effective scrutiny by the
media and thus by the public of our activities and, particularly, the activities of the
Government.
Our Parliament also has important committees, such as the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee, which play a significant role in holding the Executive
accountable. There is a fundamental flaw in the system, which we all know about, and
that is that the Government has, by operation of the standing orders in the case of the
Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee and by use of its numbers on other
committees, an automatic majority. There are problems with committees that are
dominated by members who are subjected to formal and informal party discipline in
support of the Government taking a genuinely independent stance in holding the
Government accountable. The Deputy Premier, when he was in Opposition, said on the
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public record that there should at least be parity between government and non-
government members on a key committee such as the Public Accounts and Expenditure
Review Committee. The Opposition is not arguing for an Opposition majority on that
committee. However, itlis reasonable for there to be a panity between government and
non-government members.
Mr Prince: You are speaking from your experience on the Public Accounts Committee,
obviously.
Mr RIPPER: I was on the Public Accounts Committee. If the Minister wants the
committee to hold the Government accountable and to have a genuine -
Mr Prince: So, you are speaking from your experience.
Mr RIPPER: We have all had experience of serving on committees. I do not think the
Minister disagrees with the point I am making, or he has not so far expressed
disagreement with it. Last time this matter was raised, people tried to make the point that
I must be in some way admitting that when I was on the Public Accounts Committee we
did not do our jobs. I do not think that is the case at all; we did a very good job.
However, no-one outside this place would accept diat a committee dominated by
government members has dhe independence which the public expects and no-one outside
this place would believe that a committee dominated by government members who arm
subjected to formal and informal party discipline would fulfil the role envisaged by the
royal commission's recommendations on the Parliament and parliamentary committees.
Mr Prince: Are you saying that the perception is more important than the reality?
Mr RIPPER: I am saying the perception is important. However, no matter how well
people work or their approach, a committee that has a parity of government and non-
government members will be a better check on the Executive than a committee
dominated by government members. The Deputy Premier adopted that position in
opposition. However, he did not support it in government when we moved at the
beginning of last year for the Government to change the composition of the Public
Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee.
One other issue which is important is the televising of Parliament and, in particular, the
televising of question time. This has been supported by the Premier and by the
Opposition. However, it has not happened. Following an Opposition motion, the
response by the Government and the Presiding Officers was to establish a committee to
consider the televising of Parliament. I do not think that committee has been wound up
formally. However, I can say what is on the public record which is that the committee
has supported the televising of Parliamnent and has written to the Premier outlining dhe
resources that it believes will be requiredl. That happened in May this year and I am not
aware of any response from the Premier or the Government on the recommendation for
the televising of Parliament. The matter drags on. If we were dinkumn about this, this
place could be televised in a fairly short time. We would not have the quality of
operation that many people would prefer. However, we would at least allow the public to
watch excerpts of question time on the television news and on other occasions as
determined by the TV stations. Everyone is saying that they support the televising of
Parliament, but nothing is happening because the Government is dragging its feet. We
need a response from the Government to the recommendations of the bipartisan
committee and we need an allocation of resources to make it happen.
Another area that could be changed is the use of select committees to examine
legislation. Complex pieces of legislation that come before this Parliament are subjected
to what most of us would regard as a fairly cumbersome Committee process. On some
occasions it would be a great advantage to have legislation dealt with by a select
committee. It would free the House to deal with other matters and it would allow
community groups and those with expertise to present evidence and have their say in the
development of legislation. Perhaps there would be a more genuine bipartisanship in
select committee consideration of legislation in the Committee stage than we would get
in the House. However, the appointment of another committee to examine the
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Committee stage of legislation is not necessary because it is already possible for that to
occur within the provisions of the standing orders and the Government should take
advantage of them.
When the Young Offenders Bill was before this House the Opposition moved that
consideration of it be referred to a select committee rather than its being dealt with in the
traditional Committee stage in this place. Unfortunately, the Government rejected that
motion but following further pressure from the Opposition and continued community
unease about aspects of the legislation, the Government agreed that the Standing
Committee on Legislation in the upper House would consider the Bill before it became
an Act. The upper House is now doing a job which could have been done by this
Chamber. It is a pity that the Government rejected a process in this Chamber which it
accepted in the other place.
The last item on the list of reforms which should be urgently considered is the banning of
the regular use of the gag and guillotine. This issue has been debated several times in
this place and I am not about to embark on a lengthy discourse on the gag and guillotine.
Since this Government came to power there has been an unprecedented use of these
measures. This Government's use of these disciplinary procedures has been much
greater than it was in the 10 years of government under Labor. The weekly use of the
guillotine is often unnecessary because what the Government seeks to achieve by that
measure could be obtained simply through negotiation with the Opposition. How can
members say that accountability in this Parliament has improved when debate can be cut
off by the brutal use of government numbers? That has been done with regularity and the
Government has indicated that it will become a normal weekly procedure.
Until now the Government has not shown any interest in the sorts of reforms I have been
canvassing. The only type of parliamentary reform the Government is interested in is a
so-called reform which will enable it to get its legislation through the Parliament more
quickly and that will reduce the necessity for it to call Parliament together. It will simply
make it easier for the Government to get out of this place more quickly.
Since the last election parliamentary reform has gone backward rather than forward.
Rather than the improvements which the royal commission pointed to as being absolutely
central to improved accountability in this State, the use of the guillotine has been
introduced on a weekly basis. I am disappointed with the way the Government has
approached parliamentary reform, but I welcome the belated interest it is now showing in
it.
Mr Strickland: To be fair, you had 10 years and you did nothing.
Mr RIPPER: One thing die Labor Government did not do was use the gag and the
guillotine to the extent this Government has. It was used infrequently under the previous
Government and it was a last resort measure. What was a last resort measure has now
become a weekly occurrence under this Government. The member for Scarborough is on
shaky ground when he talks about parliamentary accountability and makes comparisons
between this and the previous Government
Mr Strickland: We am all interested in reform.
Mr RIPPER: The Opposition certainly is. The Opposition's position is that the
establishment of a new committee to consider many of the necessary reforms is not
necessary. For example, the Government has the power to extend question time today to
45 minutes; it has the power, when Parliament resumes after the break, to allow four and
a half hours for private members' business; and it has the power to make an
announcement that it will fund the necessary investment for the televising of Parliament.
If the Government announced today that it would do that we could have the televising of
question time before the end of this year. We do not need a select committee to consider
the implementation of these reforms. The Government could make many decisions now
which would achieve the accountability objectives of the royal commission with regard
to the Parliament.
If the Government is dinkumn about parliamentary reform, it should just implement it. It
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does not need a committee which will delay the decisions that must be made on same of
these important issues. However, it could appoint a committee to examine further issues
beyond an immediate package of reform which the Government should be implementing
immediately.
The Opposition believes that a new committee is definitely not required to consider many
of these reforms. They could be considered by the Standing Orders and Procedure
Committee, which is charged with examining practices in this House and recommending
improvements. It is a measure of dhe Government's lack of interest in parliamentary
reform that that committee has not met since 10 August 1993. That speaks for itself. If
the Government had been interested in parliamentary reform over the last 18 months,
surely a meeting of that committee would have been called since that date.
On a number of occasions I have indicated to the House the Opposition's desire for a
meeting of the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee to consider various issues. So
far, no meeting has been forthcoming. It is interesting, as evidence of the Government's
interest in parliamentary reform, that there has been no action on the televising of
Parliament, the use of the gag and guillotine, very infrequent meetings of the Standing
Orders and Procedure Committee and only now this proposal for the establishment of a
select committee. I cannot oppose the Government's interest in appointing a select
committee into parliamentary reform, but I wish the Government had acted earlier on it.
In fact, I wish it would act now on the reforms which are within its power to implement
immediately.

Amendmrent to Motion
Mr RIPPER: On behalf of the Opposition I move -

To delete die words "That a select committee be appointed to" and substitute die
words "Thlat this House requires the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee
to",

In other words. I am suggesting that the task which the member for Scarborough wants
performed by the select committee could and should be performed by the existing
committee which is in charge of examining the practices of this House and
recommending improvements. It is a preferable course of action for that committee
which has not met since August last year. It should be revived to continue its work.
I know the numbers in this House and I do not expect that this amendment will be
carried, but because the Opposition wants to see parliamentary reform proceed and wants
to encourage the Government in its new found interest in parliamentary reform, if the
amendment is defeated, die Opposition will vote for the select committee. However, we
make the point that the mechanisms exist for the Government to act in regard to the
reform of Parliament. Some decisions are within its power to make right now, and others
can be proceeded with under die Standing Orders and Procedure Committee.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [12.41 pm]: I second the amendment. The member far
Belmont explained the Opposition's position on this issue very clearly so I will not add
very much to what he said. However, in respect of the substantial issues that we have to
address on parliamentary reform, there is no doubt that we can better handle the
legislative process and the other functions which this Legislative Assembly has to
perform. In saying that, let me provide two general comments about how we may
analyse the role of the Legislative Assembly. Firstly, it is important that we have a clear
view of where the Legislative Assembly fits into the parliamentary system as a whole,
how it differs; from die Legislative Council, and what are the realistic objectives diat we
should have in respect of parliamentary reform for die Legislative Assembly. Obviously,
on this occasion we will look only at parliamentary reform for the Legislative Assembly,
but in so doing we also need to have some view about what should be the role of the
Legislative Council.
Secondly, one of the problems we always have in looking at parliamentary reform is the
status and importance that we give to our responsibilities as members of Parliament.
Obviously, members of Parliament are expected to represent die districts which elected
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them. They are expected to be ombudsmen and social workers for the constituents whom
they represent. Indeed, they are expected to advocate strngly on behalf of the various
interests that may exist within their constituencies. Some members will have
constituencies which have within them a particular industry or interest group which needs
to be strongly represented in the political system. Members of Parliament need to care
for their own political parties, or, if they am Independent members, for their support base.
in order to ensure that they am in a position to be re-elected at the next election but also
because the political party which they represent needs to be able to win the support of the
community. All of those functions have to be performed before we even get to this
Parliament. One of the problems that we always have is that once we get here, our minds
are not always focused on the job because all of those ocher things weigh upon us. To
look at the way in which we use our time so that we can most effectively fulfil our
narrower function as legislators is an important job that should be performed and one in
which we will willingly participate.
Therefore, keeping in mind those two points - firstly, the need to situate the Legislative
Assembly within the wider Parliament and to understand how it fits in alongside the
Legislative Council; and, secondly, the need to acknowledge the wider functions that we
have to perform as members of Parliament and to situate any notion of parliamentary
reform alongside those realistic problems - I support the notion of looking carefully at
how we can improve matters.
The member for Belmont said that there are some things that we can and should do now.
We have had a report on parliamentary standards, brought down by the former Speaker,
Hon Mike Barnett, and the President, and involving such eminent individuals from
Western Australia as Kim Beazley senior, David Black, and the former Clerk of the
Legislative Assembly, Bruce Okely, which to some extent addressed the Parliament's
processes. We have also had the report of the royal commission, which advocated
strongly the further development of the parliamentary committee system and the
provision of more independence for the financing of the Parliament vis a via the
Executive. Therefore, we already have some points of reference for parliamentary
reform, and it is the view of members on this side of the House that they could be taken
up now.
Nevertheless, there are mome important issues that perhaps require some degree of
analysis at this stage. One of the issues that particularly interests me is the process by
which we examine legislation. I believe some improvements could be made in this
process. Let me point out at this stage the importance of the legislative process.
Parliament exists first and foremost as a legislature, and if it is to justify itself to the
community, it needs to treat the Bills that come before it with great seriousness. That is
why we believe that the use of any guillotine or gag should be a measure of last resort
and should not become part of the established procedures of this House. The legislative
process, particularly at the Committee stage, is the heart of our job, which is to ask:
What will be the implication of a certain clause or set of words, when subject to any
interpretation in the courts, for the rights, interests and liberties of the people whom we
represent? Thiat is the most important function that we have to perform in this
Parliament, and we cannot perform that function properly if time is not available to
examine those words carefulfly. Therefore, paragraph l(a) of the motion - "procedures
for examination of legislation" - is very important and should be given more emphasis. If
we can encourage members of Parliament to sake more seriously their legislative function
as opposed to the other functions they have to perform, we can raise the status and
importance of the Parliament in the community, because if we do that job properly, we
will have passed the first test that any legislature has to pass.
To repeat the views of the member for Belmont, we believe that the standing orders
committee could get on with the job straight away of looking at some of these matters.
but if the Government's view is that we should not proceed in that way, as the member
for Scarborough indicated, we will participate in the proposed select committee with a
degree of enthusiasm and look forward to seeing some important results come trough
that wil improve the way in which we conduct ourselves as legislators.
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MR C.J. BARNETT' (Cottesloc - Leader of the House) [12.48 pm]: It could be
argued that this matter could be dealt with by the Standing Orders and Procedure
Committee. Indeed, that matter was debated among members on this side of the House.
However, we prefer to go down this route; and the member for Scarborough has given a
number of reasons. I make the point also that the standing orders committee can deal
with particular standing orders as issues arise, and I accept the point that perhaps that
committee should meet more frequently, but the desire here is to look at how this House
operates. We can have emotional arguments in the context of a particular Bill or
controversy that is raging at the time, but I think we would all agree that that is not the
way in which we will change the procedures of the House. I at least have a view that we
need to bring our procedures into the twentieth century, and that does not mean
comprmsn the time for debate. Indeed, it is desirable that legislation is scrutinised
and deae tlength, and we can do that by more efficient use of not only time but also
the general procedures.
It is appropriate also to look at whether opposition and independent members have
adequate opportunity to participate and raise issues. I guess from my experience of only
four years. but on both sides of the House, that from an Opposition point of view, four
hours of private members' time in one hit is almost useless and is not effective for an
Opposition, and that matter might fairly be looked at in a more objective and impartial
way. Therefore, the proposed committee has an important task to perform, and I will be
interested to see its results.
I know the member for Victoria Park has an informed and educated understanding of
parliamentary systems. I hope we do not head off too much on philosophical history of
parliamentary type issues. Although those issues are important and form the backdrop, I
hope this select committee will concentrate on how we conduct business in this House,
how we conduct ourselves, and how we can do it better. We do not ignore the history
and traditions of the respective roles of the two Houses, but I do not see this committee as
branching out into those broader issues.
Dr Gallop: I made that point to establish the context in which we do what you say we
should do.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I agree with the member for Victoria Park that we cannot ignore the
background and the Westminster system, but I hope this committee will concentrate on
how this House operates - its times, allocations, and opportunities. We can improve our
procedures. At the end of the day,!I agree with the member for Victoria Park that we all
have a responsibility to raise the stature of the Parliament, and this House in particular.
and the conduct of members. All of us can give examples of people who approach us in
die street asking us why we would want to be members of Parliament. We find ourselves
defending our behaviour, on both political and personal issues. We are not held in high
regard, but we have a job to do in the community. This committee can play an important
role in enhancing this Parliament.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [12.52 pm]: I will warmly support the amendment, and
when it is lost, I will strongly support the motion as it now stands. I regret that events of
last week for me mean that my future is a bit indefinite, If there were any committee of
the Parliament I would like to be on, it would be this committee, because I honestly
believe it is 100 years overdue. All members must address the philosophical and
procedural questions involved in this subject.
I disagree with the member for Victoria Park; I do not believe the primary focus of this
Parliament is legislation. We are elected to this place to represent our constituencies and
to give our constituencies the opportunity to participate in the good government of the
State. That is through legislation, and more importantly by making the Executive of the
State accountable to the people through the Parliament. That is the primary task of
Parliament. We must look at ways in which we can make the role of dhe individual
parliamentarian, and the role of Parliament, what it should be.
Individual members have very little opportunity to represent their electorates in the way
that they should, and we must examine how that can be done much better than is
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currently the case. In terms of legislation. I would recommend the committee look at
many very obvious things. The firs: would be to develop a code of conduct for
Governments with relation to legislation, and how they should relate to the Parliament.
This should include a provision which requires that whenever the Executive arm of
government makes a decision to initiate legislation, whether new legislation or
amnendments to existing legislation, it should be required to make an announcement that
Cabinet has made a decision to that effect. There should also be a public document
listing all the Bills that are with the Parliamentary Counsel for drafting, so we know to
what stage that legislation has progressed. The third is that as soon as a draft is
produced, it should be made available to the ParliazucaL. The Minister for the
Environment made the point yesterday about some mental health legislation, that many
groups in the community were aware of the content of that legislation before he was.
One of the ways we can overcome that is that as soon as a draft of Bill is produced, it
should be made available to the Parliament - preferably to a committee of the Parliament.
The Parliament can then provide advice to the Executive on bow it feels it can play a role
in the settling of that draft, and die communication of the contents of that draft to the
public at large, so in the end the final draft of that Bill is not just something that is
acceptable to the Government but has been commented on by the public through the
parliamentary process. The Parliament can advise its view in relation to that piece of
legislation. In many cases that would avoid much of the work that we do here. and
would result in more constructive debates where we would be seen to be in a more
positive frame of mind as a Parliament rather than constantly trying to find fault with
each other, through the second reading debate, in relation to how we are going in
particular areas.
I hope the committee will not go down the path that I suspect the Lecader of the House
might want it to follow; that is, how we can do the same amount of work in much less
time, so we have less sitting time than we do now. I do not think anyone should start
from the premise that Parliament can function effectively if we have even less sitting
time than we do now. As a minimum requirement the full Parliament should sit a: least
90 days of the year. and for committee work individual parliamentarians should be sitting
on an average of 15 days a year. That would be only 105 out of an available 156. That is
not an unrealistic expectation of parliamentarians. Then we should be looking at ways
we can structure the hours, and the way we do our work, to make those 105 days of
parliamentary time most effective in ensuring that Parliament fulfils its primary role -
that is, to ensure representative government and good government in this State on behalf
of the people that we individually represent.
I still believe there is no need for a bicameral Legislature. 1 would abolish the
Legislative Council tomorrow, if that were our province. Many of the recommendations
made by the royal commission, and no doubt many which will be made by the
Commission on Government, should be directed at how we can get the same results from
a single Legislature rather than trying to say that this House should have one role and the
Legislative Council should have another. The end result if we go down that path is that
the Legislative Assembly will lose the pre-eminent role it should play. This is the House
of the people, that elects the Government of the day from the majority of its members.
We should ensure that this Assembly is the pre-eminent Chamber. In due course, when
we have made it the good Legislature that it should be as a result of the work of this
committee, perhaps we can look at abolishing the other place as quickly as possible.
MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [12.58 pm]: In opposing the amendment, I thank
the member for Mitchell for his comments. It was a speech of the member for Mitchell
that built on my perception that a committee like this is needed.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: I thought you were going to be unkind and say it was the length of his
speeches.
Mr STRICKLAND: The member for Mitchell made one speech on the Young Offenders
Bill which focused on this issue, and he made many valid points.
The effect of the amendment would be that the Standing Orders Committee would
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conduct the inquiry, rather than this select committee. It is not unusual for a select
committee to deal with these matters. Select committees in other Parliaments have done
these sorts of jobs. Secondly. the existing membership of the Standing Orders
Committee does not include a National Party member. The National Parry is very keen
to participate in the work of this select committee. The citation of a select committee
will allow flexibility. It will allow the National Party to participate and, when the motion
is moved regarding membership, another member will come into the process. This is a
member who spoke during debate, and who has a lot to offer such a committee.
The decision to proceed with a select committee involved consultation with the Speaker.
The Speaker has an existing heavy worload with his Commission on Government
duties, and he is very happy for die Deputy Speaker to be involved with this select
committee. Those are the reasons for our opposition to die amendment. I believe that the
select committee activities will achieve the required result. We have listened to the
points made by members opposite regarding the Standing Orders Committee.
Amendment put and negatived.
Question put and passed.

Appoinimnm
On motion by Mr Strickland, resolved -

That the following members be appointed to serve on the select committee - The
member for Victoria Park (Dr Gallop), the member for Whitford (Mr Johnson),
the member for Belmont (Mr Ripper), the member for Avon (Mr Trenorden), and
the member for Scarborough (Mr Strickland).

Sitting suspended from 1.02 to 2.00 pm
[Questions without notice taken.]

STANDING ORDERS SUSPENSION - WEST COAST EAGLES,
MOTION OF CONGRATULATIONS

On motion without notice by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House)1 resolved with an
absolute mnajoity -

That so much of the standing orders be suspended as is necessary to enable
consideration forthwith of a motion of congratulations of the West Coast Eagles.

MOTION - CONGRATULATIONS, WEST COAST EAGLES
MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [2.34 pm]: I move -

That this House congratulates die West Coast Eagles for their magnificent 1994
season and wishes them well for Saturday's grand final against Geelong at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground.

I thank the Acting Leader of the Opposition for her support in this matter. In the cut and
thrust of politics it is easy to neglect in this Parliament some of the tremendous
achievements within our community that are not directly related to the day to day
political problems. This Saturday millions of Australians will listen, watch or attend this
grand final. We already know that many thousands of Western Australians will go to
Victoria to see our team perform. I am sume the best wishes of all Western Australians go
with the coach and his team and all of the team officials for a very successful visit to
Victoria this weekend.
Winning a second grand final in the Australian Football League competition will be a
huge mountain for this team to climb, particularly as it has been in the competition for
only eight years. In that time the team has already established itself as the benchmark
team in the competition. It is a tribute to this side that it has been able to achieve this
high standing without being the highest bidder for players. It has concentrated on
Western Australian players and they have been able to build into this magnificent team.
If the Eagles win on Saturday, it will reinforce that we have a truly national football
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completion. On behalf of all the government members, I would like to wish Mick
Malthouse, John Worsfold and all of the Eagles team die best of luck and every success
for the game this Saturday.
MRS HALLAHAN (Annadale - Acting Leader of the Opposition) [2.36 pm]: I have
much pleasure in seconding the motion. It is a historic event when I second a motion
moved by the Premier and am in accord with the sentiments that he has expressed. The
Opposition expresses its very good wishes to John Worsfold, Mick Malthouse, the entire
team and all of their supporters for this weekend's great event. When they return, we
hope they will come victorious and with a great deal of satisfaction and pride for Western
Australia in achieving another victory. The Opposition joins in the spirit of the
sentiments of all Western Australians that go with the team. We hope that it is a great
game and that we will be happy with the outcome. In any event, may the game be well
played-
MR COWAN (Merredin - Deputy Premier) [2.37 pm]: With the Premier and the
Acting Leader of the Opposition I congratulate the West Coast Eagles for reaching their
third grand final in four years. That, in itself, is a great achievement. Irrespective of the
outcome of Saturday's game, notwithstanding the fact that everybody in Western
Australa would like to see a very positive outcome and have the West Coast Eagles
return triumphant as premiers of die Austrlian Football League, their achievements to
date are recognised. I wish them all the best, knowing that every Western Australian is
on their side. It will be the last time that that will be the case. Next year we will see a
much greater sense of competition in Western Australia within the AFL with the arrival
of the Fremantle Dockers. Until then I am sure die West Coast Eagles will have the best
wishes of every Western Australian riding with them. They will also have die
expectations of all Western Australians tiding with them. That is a terrible responsibility.
but I hope they come through. They certainly have the ability and I am confident that
they will win the game comfortably.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [2.38 pm]: I endorse the complete propriety of the
Premier in going to Melbourne for the grand final It is not only proper, it is where he
should be on Saturday. I hope the Leader of the Opposition will join him.
The SPEAKER: Order! Before I put the question I advise the House that, as an
extremely longstanding watcher of football in this Stare, my idea of a good game is when
my team wins!
Question put and passed.

FINANCIAL AGREEMENT BILL
Second Reading

MIR COURT (Nedlands - Treasurer) [2.40 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill gives effect to die new financial agreement between the Commonwealth, States
and Territories by the Prime Minister, the Premiers, and Chief Ministers which was
signed at the meeting of the Council of Australian Governments on 25 February 1994.
The new agreement is an important step in the continuing evolution of the
Commonwealth's financial relationship with die States and Territories. The new
financial agreement provides for die continued existence of a Loan Council with broadly
specified roles and powers and sets out certain obligations in respect of past financial
agreement borrowings. It also provides for formal membership for the Australian Capital
Teritory and the Northern Territory on die Loan Council.
The original financial agreement between the Commonwealth and the States was made in
1927 and approved by the Parliaments of the Commonwealth and each State. The
agreement established the Loan Council and required the Commonwealth and each State
to submit an annual borrowing program for Loan Council approval. Under these
arrangements the States could not borrow in their own name; instead the Commonwealth
borrowed on their behalf. The agreement was last amended in 1976 and many of its
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provisions are now obsolete. In particular, since 1936 the Loan Council has regulated dhe
wider borrowing activities of the States under voluntary agreed arrangements rather than
the provisions of the agreement. In addition, the Commonwealth no longer borrows
funds on behalf of the States and since 1993 the Loa Council has shifted its focus away
from strict controls on States' borrowings cowards monitoring of State deficits. Under
the new arrangements, the existing agreement will be rescinded.
The new agreement removes the requirement for future Commonwealth and State
borrowings to be approved under the provisions of the agreement. This reflects the
reality that for many years the States' annual borrowing programs have not been formally
approved under die financial agreement. Instead they undertake budget sector
borrowings through a central borrowing authority outside the agreement rather than
under their own names. The new agreement also removes the Commonwealth's explicit
power to borrow on behalf of the States. As the States now borrow outside the
agreement, the Commonwealth has undertaken no new money borrowings on behalf of
the States since 1987-88. The Loan Council decided in 1990 that the States would
progressively take over responsibility for debt previously issued on their behalf under the
old financial agreement These arrangements place full responsibility on the States for
financing and managing their own debt. In addition, the new agreement abolishes the
restriction on States' borrowing by issuing securities in their own names in domestic sand
overseas markets. This again recognises that the States conduct extensive borrowing
activities through their central borrowing authorities outside the provisions of the old
agreement. These borrowings are regarded by the financial markets effectively as
sovereign issues and are rated accordingly.
Since 1993-94, the Loan Council arrangements have been based more on monitoring
financial positions of die Commonwealth and the States, rather than on strict controls on
borrowings. These arrangements were agreed to by the Loan Council at its meetings in
December 1992 and July 1993. The emphasis in these new arrangements is on ensuring a
high community understanding of public sector finances and facilitating increased
financial market scrutiny. They reflect the common interest of the Commonwealth and
the States in ensuring that overall public sector borrowing in Australia is consistent with
sound macroeconomic policy and that borrowings by each Government are consistent
with a sustainable fiscal strategy.
As I noted earlier, the proposed agreement was signed by all Heads of Government at the
Council of Australian Governments meeting on Friday, 25 February 1994. To become
effective, the agreement requires the passage of complementary legislation in the
Commonwealth and all State and Territory Parliaments. The federal legislation passed
through the Senate on 30 June 1994. Preparation of complementary legislation in all
States is currently under way. In fact, legislation has already been passed by some State
Parliaments. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Ripper.

ENERGY CORPORATIONS (TRANSITONAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL
PROVISIONS) BILL

Second Reaing
MR CJ. BARNErfl (Contesloe - Minister for Energy) [2.44 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
'The Energy Corporations (Transition and Consequential Provisions) Bill is a link
between the existing Statute law relating to the energy industry and the new Electricity
and Gas Corporations which are to come into operation as of 1 January 1995. This Bill
fulfils a number of essential functions in the change process -

(a) it dissolves the State Energy Commission of Western Ausnrlia;

(b) it vests in the two new corporations operational powers of SECWA that will be
essential to the proper functioning of the new corporations;
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(c) it facilitates the division of SECWA's assets and liabilities between the two new
corporations and recoignises the transfer of staff with the retention of pre-existing
benefits and accruals;

(d) it vests in the Coordinator of Energy, a new official to be appointed under the
Energy Coordination Bill, powers which SECWA has previously exercised in
relation to the approval of new entrants to the electricity generation business and
new participants in the business of supply and distribution of gas;

(e) it also vests in the Director of Energy Safety, the ocher statutory office holder
under the Energy Coordination Bill, the safety regulation of both the electricity
and gas industry which has previously been the responsibility of SECWA; and

(f) it will rename the State Energy Commission Act as amended, the Energy
Corporation (Powers) Act.

The Energy Coordination Bill will be second read following this Bill and is the last of the
series of enactments assembled for the restructure.
The dissolution of SECWA and the vesting in the two new corporations of provisions of
the State Energy Commission Act relating to essential operational powers of SECWA
are provided for in part 2 of this Bill. In order for the two new corporations to be able to
fulfil the role of SECWA as the supplier of electricity and gas respectively, those
corporations must be endowed with the same operating powers which SECWA enjoyed
under the State Energy Commission Act. The amendments in part 2 achieve this and also
ensure that the operational powers vested in the two corporations are no greater than
those which SECWA had under the State Energy Commission Act. The operational
powers chat are vested in the new corporations include the power to acquire limited
interests in land, to gain entry in emergency circumstances; to take action to protect
meters; and to prosecute for malicious damage to corporate property.
Part 3 of this Bill provides for the systematic allocation and transfer of the assets and
liabilities of SECWA to either of the two corporations. It also makes provisions for
unallocated assets and liabilities. The legislation provides for the substitution of the
Electricity Corporation or the Gas Corporation, as the case may be, for SECWA in State
agreements, the preservation of rights in respect of any debentures or inscribed stock
issued by SECWA or any State guarantees given in respect of SECWA. SECWA is
required to complete necessary transactions where they could not be effected by this Bill.
The legislation exempts from state tax and facilitates the registration of any instrument
necessary to give effect to the transfer processes.
It is recognised that there must be continuity of the services to the community which
SECWA provides. Part 3 of the Bill provides for the transfer of staff from SECWA to
the new corporations or the Office of the Coordinator of Energy or the Director of
Energy Safety and for such matters as the presentation of the final annual report; the
ability of the corporations to complete anything commenced by SECWA; and the
devolvement on the corporations of any immunities enjoyed by SECWA in respect of
matters assumed by the corporations. The commission is to continue in existence to
perform any necessary transitional functions and the Minister is able to attend to any
unforeseen administrative matters not covered expressly by the legislation.
Parts 4 to 7 of this Bill deal with amendments to the Electricity Act 1945, the Gas
Standards Act 1972, the Gas Undertakings Act 1947 and the Liquid Petroleum Gas Act
1956 and are also referred to in my comments on the Energy Coordination Bill. The
transferring of the administration of these Acts from SECWA to the Coordinator of
Energy and the Director of Energy Safety has brought them into sharp focus. The powers
vested in the Coordinator of Energy and the Director of Energy Safety are no greater than
those which were capable of being exercised by SECWA in relation to these Acts. Of the
four Acts under consideration the earliest, the Electricity Act, was passed in 1945 and the
latest, the Gas Standards Act, was passed in 1972. It has become apparent that with the
passage of time these Acts should be reviewed with a view to being amended to reflect
the new energy environment following the introduction of the suite of legislation to effect
the restructure.
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Amendments to the Electricity Act have a twofold purpose. First, they provide for the
Electricity Corporation to be a "supply authority" for certain purposes and, secondly, they
provide for the Coordinator of Energy and the Director of Energy Safety respectively to
assume the regulatory role which SECWA had previously fulfilled. The inspection
provisions have been repealed and have been replaced by comprehensive inspection
provisions in die Energy Coordination Bill. In order to maintain flexibility in the new
energy environment the Bill provides for the Minister to exempt the Electricity
Corporation or a supply authority from the requirement to pass certain installations
before electricity is supplied on such terms and conditions as the Minister thinks fit.
In the interests of light-handed regulation and to allow the transitional process to proceed
smoothly, there is provision for consultation with the Electricity Corporation before any
new regulations affecting that corporation ame made under this Act.
The role of SECWA under the Gas Standards Act is in dhe area of safety and that Act is
to be amended to substitute the Director of Energy Safety in place of SECWA. There are
amendments to give effect to possible changed circumstances following the introduction
of the legislation in that the Minister may exempt a gas undertaker or pipeline licensee
from the duty to inspect certain gas installations on such terms and conditions as the
Minister thinks fit. The prvsosdealing with inspection of certain gas appliances have
been tightened and a fee=toue to defray the cost of inspection.
The Bill includes a provision which is similar to that included in the Electricity Act
which allows consultation to occur prior to the introduction of any new regulations under
this legislation affecting the Gas Corporation.
The Gas Undertakings Act is directed towards die regulation of gas distribution, and the
amendments to the Act in the main substitute the coordinator of energy for SECWA as
the party responsible for die administration of that Act. Under the amendments to the
Liquid Petroleum Gas Act, the director of energy safety will assume the role of SECWA
in relation to the regulation of the standard, sale and delivery of liquid petroleum gas.
Finally, part 8 of the Act is devoted to effecting consequential amendments to Acts which
contain references to SECWA. 1 commend the Bill to the House. In doing so I point out
that this is the one Bill that absolutely no-one can understand.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Leahy.

ENERGY COORDINATION BIOLL
Second Reading

MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Minister for Energy) [2.54 pm]: I move -
T'hat the Bill be now read a second time.

Legislation already introduced into Parliament provides for the separation of the State
Energy Commission of Western Australia into two new operating units - the electricity
and gas corporations - and the vesting in the new corporations, and in the coordinator of
energy and the director of energy safety - two officials to be appointed under this Bill - of
certain powers of SECWA under the State Energy Commission Act, the Electricity Act,
the Gas Undertakcings Act, the Gas Standards Act and the Liquid Petroleum Gas Act
Provision must also be made for the allocation of those activities currently performed by
SECWA which can no longer be appropriately perforned by, or demanded of, the new
corporatised businesses. Essentially, these. activities fall broadly into two areas -

(a) policy advice and the coordination of economic and commercial matters in the
energy sector; and

(b) regulation of technical and safety matters.
The Energy Coordination Bill provides for the appointment of two officials, a
coordinator of energy and a director of energy safety. Although the Bill does not dictate
the form of organisation embodying these positions and the support staff, it is the
Governent's intention that an office of energy be established. The office of energy will
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include both the coordinator of energy and the director of energy safety, and their
respective support staff, as well as the staff currently employed by the Energy Policy and
Planning Bureau. The office of energy will be independent in its advice and operations;
however, transitional arrangements will be in place during the first 12 months of
operation.
The functions of the coordinator of energy are to assist the Minister in planning and
coordinating the provision of energy in the State and providing the Minister with wide
ranging advice on energy policy. The coordinator of energy will monitor the operation of
the State's energy industry and its participants, sponsor research into energy, promote the
development of commercial applications of renewable energy, produce and publish
information on energy related matters and provide support in the resolution of disputes
about energy related matters. 'he coordinator of energy also inherits the functions of
SECWA with respect to the approval of the establishment of any generating station or
extension of electrical transmission works, or any new gas undertaking for the supply and
distribution of gas. The director of energy safety assumes the safety functions of
SECWA in relation to the Electricity Act, the Gas Standards Act and the Liquid
Petroleum Gas Act. Thus, these two officials undertake between them the policy
advisory and safety regulatory roles that were previously the province of SECWA.
By virtue of the various amendments to the Electricity Act, the Gas Standards Act, the
Gas Undertakings Act and the Liquid Petroleum Act effected by the Energy Corporations
(rnsitional and Consequential Provisions) Bill referred to earlier, the coordinator of
energy and the director of energy safety are invested with functions and powers which
SECWA held in relation to those Acts. The coordinator of energy and the director of
energy safety may both delegate functions, and the Minister has a reserve power to give
directions with respect to the performance of their functions. This directions power is
couched in similar terms to the general directions power in the two corporations Bills,
and also provides for the tabling of directions when given. Both the coordinator of
energy and the director of energy safety must provide information to the Minister as and
when requested.
The Bill also rationalises the appointment of inspectors under the Electricity Act and the
Gas Standards Act. Both the coordinator of energy and the director of energy safety may
designate inspectors, as the coordinator of energy has the responsibility for the inspection
function under the Electricity Act, and the director of energy safety has responsibility for
the same functions under both the Electricity Act and the Gas Standards Act. The Bill
includes provision for penalties for breaches emanating from these inspection provisions
which include obstruction of inspectors and failing without reasonable excuse to comply
with a request under section 14(D) of the Bill which empowers inspectors to carry out a
wide range of inspections and investigations. Consistent with the functions to be
undertaken by the coordinator of energy, there is wide power to obtain information in
relation to the quantity, quality, service or supply of energy, facilities for storing or
distributing energy and any worics of apparatus that consumes energy and that is used or
available to an occupier of premises.
A qualified exemption to the above requirement applies where disclosure would result in
the revelation of commercially sensitive information. Penalties will also apply for failure
without reasonable excuse to comply with the coordinator of energy's request or for
giving false or misleading information. The coordinator of energy - the director of
energy safety or any person performing functions under die Bill - is bound by strict
confidentiality, breach of which may result in penalties or imprisonment. Having regard
to the coordinator of energy's broad advisory functions covering a wide spectrum of
energy matters, the Minister may establish committees to advise on a particular matter to
be chaired by the coordinator of energy or his nominee. The Minister must review the
operations and effectiveness of the coordinator of energy and the director of energy
safety at the expiration of five years from the commencement of dhe legislation. I
commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.
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RESERVE (No 1720) BIOLL
Second Reading

MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloc - Leader of the House) [2.56 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
Reserve No 1720, being Kings Park, containing an area of 400.8090 hectares, is set apart
for die purpose of public park and is under the control of the Kings Park Board with dhe
exception of the site known as Bemnies, which is administered by the Department of
Conservation and Land Management. In 1987 the previous Government proposed the
excision of 4 550 square metres of the parlk upon which is located Bernies hamburger bar
and associated car park together with the scarp face to the rear. This latter land was
included in the excision in order to allow the plot ratio - that is, the development potential
of building space to site area - to be established on a similar basis with neighbouring
properties and therefore enable the future sale price of the site to be maximised.
In opposition both Liberal and National Party members opposed the proposal, with the
end result that clause 20 in the 1987 Reserves and Land Revestment Bill (No 2) was
defeated. The clause was opposed for the following reasons -
(1) The view that the then current tenant, Verticordia Holdings Pty Ltd (Mr Malcolm

Hardwick), was being treated shabbily by having his business, operated at the site
by the Hardwick family since the 1930s, abrupdly terminated.

(2) A strong suspicion that a deal had been done by the Burke Government or one of
its entrepreneurial arms, the Western Australian Development Corporation, with
the then Markalinga Hospital for the hospital to buy the site without Mr Hardwick
having a rea or fair chance of buying the site.

(3) Concerns that the scarp included in the site for plot ratio purposes would have to
be repurchased by the State Government or compensation paid due to the
reservation of this portion of the site under the metropolitan region scheme for
parks and recrtation.

Whether the concerns war correct, it was determined that, because the then Government
failed to adequately answer the concerns at the time and because of a strong campaign of
public support for Bernies to remain on the site, the clause was defeated. From that day
Mr Hardwick has continued to occupy the site and run his business on a weekly tenancy
from CALM.
Prior to the last election, Mr Hardwick came to an accommodation or mutually agreeable
arrangement with the owners of the adjoining Mount Hospital, Australian Medical
Enterprises, whereby he would relinquish his claim on the site if the property were sold
directly to AME. I understand this arrngement would see a total redevelopment of the
site. As Mr Hardiwick was prepared to close Bernies for subsequent redevelopment by
AME, the sale potential of this property has been reconsidered. The Government
believes the direct sale of such a prime government asset to be inappropriate, but has
determined that the land should now be sold. Sale should be by public process,
preferably by auction or tender, with the sale being coordinated by the Government
Property Office. To date two other expressions of interest have been received. It has
also been determined that the site be sold such that the purchaser would have the same
development rights as its neighbours. Accordingly this Bill has been prepared to provide
for the removal of the developable portion of the Bernies site from Kings Park, however,
die scarp face is to be retained as part of the park.
The Bill also provides for the inclusion of the developable land now identified as Perth
lot 1059, plus a small encroachment identified as Perth lot 1058, in the City of Perth city
planning scheme with a residential planning code density of R160 consistent with
neighbours already establishedL However, the city will retain discretionary powers to
approve nonresidential development under the city planning scheme. This action will
save the land, once excised fromi Kings Park, having to be included in the scheme by way
of an amendment to the city planning scheme and delaying the sale by some nine months.
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This Bill further provides for an area of 4 550 square metres to be deemed for
development purposes in respect of Perdh lot 1059 even though the site will have an
actual area of only 2 391 square metrs. This is to give the site a plot ratioldevelopment
potential consistent with neighbours while allowing retention of the scarp, not capable of
development, as part of Kings Park. The proposals have the approval of the Perth City
Council. I table diagram 91493 which refers to this matter, and I commend the Bill to the
House.
[See paper No 357.]
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.

MI[NING AMENDMENT BILL
Second Readfing

MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Minister for Resources Development) [3.01 pm]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill proposes various changes to the Mning Act 1978 sought by the mining industry
and also important changes that have arisen through the day to day operation of dhe AcL
The main objectives of the Bill are to -

clearly provide an obligation for all mining tenement holders to lodge a detailed
mineral exploration report where exploration activities have been cardied out anid
to allow for these reports to be combined where a number of mining tenements
are included in the one project;
amend the procedures for the receipt of mining tenement applications where
multiple applications are lodged in respect of land that becomes available
following the compulsory relinquishment of portion of an exploration licence or
the forfeiture of a mining tenement;
provide that nothing in the Act has the effect of restricting or preventing the
obtaining of data in respect of any land by means of aerial surveys;
streamline the processing of new mining tenement applications by providing that
the warden need only be involved in disputed matters;
increase the opportunity for prospectors to gain access to pround to trent alluvial
gold by providing for a short term special prospecting licence; and
introduce provisions to allow for die extension of the term of exploration licences
when continued exploration can be justified.

The Bill contains specific provisions that require the holder of a mining tenement to
provide annual mineral exploration reports on the progress and results of work programs
involving mineral exploration and prospecting activities where those activities have been
carried out on that mining tenement. These reports of technical exploration information
are included in the Geological Surveys database and are released to the public file when
the mining tenement expires. This information is of vital importance to the mining
industry and, to ensure that the data is submitted in respect of all exploration activities,
provision has been made for penalties of fine or forfeiture for breach of reporting
requirements. A ballot system for multiple applications lodged simultaneously aver
common pround was introduced into the Act in 1985 to provide a fair mechanism to
determine priority among the applicants. The intent was that exploration licence
applications would be deemed to have been received "at the same time" where two or
more applicants/agents attend a mining registrar's office when it opens for business for
the purpose of lodging an application over common ground.
In some cases it has been held by the courts that even though a number of applicants and
agents attended the office at the commencement of business, a ballot could be held only
in respect of applications received at precisely the same time, and every second was
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taken into account. This Bill provides for a new procedure to be set out in the regulations
as follows -

Details of "released' or forfeited ground to be posted on the mining registrar's
and Perth office notice boards at the commencement of business with respect to
releases or at 3.30 pm for forfeiture, at which time the pround becomes available.
All applications for these areas are to be placed in a clearly marked tray on the
mining registrar's office counter.
The mining registrar will remove the ray when satisfied that all applications from
those waiting at the office door have been lodged in the tray, and these
applications are all deemed to have been received at either 8.30 ant or 3.30 pmi as
the case requires.
All applicants will then reach agreement as to priority to the ground or, in the
absence of an agreement, the warden conducts a ballot to determine which
applicant will receive priority.

It is common practice for mining companies to obtain as much geological data as
possible over areas of interest by means of aerial surveys. These surveys are usually
flown over large tracts of land, parts of which may be the subject of various mining
tenements held by third parties. Concerns have been raised by the mining industry at the
possibility that the over-flying of mining tenements to conduct aerial surveys may
constitute a trespass. Because aerial surveys are an essential element of mineral
exploration the Bill provides that the gathering of data by aerial surveys is not restricted
or prevented under the Act.
in the past, wardens have been required to deal with time consuming non-contentious
administrative matters. It is now intended to streamline and improve the operation of the
Act by providing that only disputed matters need to be heard before the warden. The
mining registrar will deal with non-disputed matters relating to applications for mining
tenements. The Act currently provides that prospecting licences and miscellaneous
licences are granted by the warden while exploration licences, retention licences, mining
leases and general purpose leases are recommended by the warden to the Minister. Any
objections lodged against these applications are heard in open court by the warden. It is
proposed that the mining registrar grant prospecting licences and miscellaneous licences
and recommend the approval of exploration licences, retention licences, mining leases
and general purpose leases, provided no objections have been lodged and all of the

poiions of the Act have been complied with. The mining registrar will also be able to
reueor recommend refusal of applications, as the case requires, if the provisions of the

Act have not been complied with.
In cases where objections have been lodged, the applications will be dealt with by the
warden in the same manner as presently provided under the Act; that is, in open court.
Where applications are awaiting determination by the mining registrar, provision has
been included for an application to be referred to the warden for hearing in open court
where late objection has been lodged and the reason for late objection has been accepted
by the warden, If the warden refuses to accept the reasons for late lodgment of the
objection, the mining registrar may deal with that application.
The Bill includes amendments that will assist prospectors in gaining improved access to
ground held under mining tidle for the treatment of alluvial gold. Provisions will enable
prospectors to nominate, in consultation with mining tenement holders, a period less than
the four year statutory ternm for a special prospecting licence. The Act presently provides
that an application for a special prospecting licence may be made within existing
tenements and, to a large extent, the grant is dependent on the agreement of the holder of
the underlying mining tenement.
The Amalgamated Prospectors and L.easeholders Association submitted that the present
fixced term was causing some problems. Prospectors were in many instances seeking a
short term title over a limited area of ground to treat alluvial gold. Making the term of a
special prospecting licence more flexible will encourage the holders of underlying
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mining tenements to agree to a special prospecting licence being issued. Submissions
have also been received from the mining industry stating that the initial five year term for
an exploration licence, as provided in section 61, is in some cases inadequate, and
because extension is allowed only in "exceptional circumstances", licence holders are
forced at the end of the licence term to convert to a mining lease title when exploration is
still being carried out. Provisions have therefore been included in die Bill to allow for
two extensions of die term of an exploration licence each for periods of up to two years.
Criteria will be set down in die regulations that allow an extension of terms where -

the expenditure conditions have been substantially complied with during the term
of the licence;
a satisfactory exploration program has been completed-, and
further exploration is justifiable.

The regulations will also be amended to increase the minimum expenditure commitment.
Increases from $20 000 to $50 000 for years six and seven and $100 000 a year thereafter
are proposed. Extensions thereafter will be subject to the current provisions; that is,
annual extensions being granted in exceptional circumstances only. These changes will
provide industry with a clear set of rules under which to apply for extension and the
increased expenditure commitments will ensure more intense exploration activity.
Other changes incorporated into die Bill include -

die removal of a conflict between the time limitation for initiating a prosecution
under the royalty provision, section 109, of three years and the general provision,
section 160B, of one year. The royalty provision will exclude the operation of the
general provision which will continue to apply in respect of all offences other
than those relating to royalties;

poiinthat an application for a prospecting licence or exploration licence
cnobegranted until a security, for compliance with conditions, is lodged in

lieu of the present provision which make non-lodgment an offence under the Act;
consistent with provisions relating to the service of notices for a mining tenement
application on a landowner and pastoralist, the warden being given power to
extend the 14 day period in which other land owners/occupiers must be notified;,
specifying the prospecting and other activities that are allowed under a Miner's
Right; that is, passing and repassing the land;
conducting geological mapping; undertaking limited sampling using hand-held
equipment; marking out mining tenement applications; and other activities that
may be authorised by the Minister which will mean that mining operations,
including prospecting and exploration activities involving significant pround
disturbance, can be undertaken only if a mining tidle is pranted with conditions
that protect the environment and ensure rehabilitation;
amendments to put beyond doubt the operation of the graticular exploration
licence system by clearly stating that only one exploration licence may be granted
in respect of one block, and to clarify the form of the description and map
required for graticular exploration licence applications;
an amendment to section 29 of die Act to provide that where private land situated
within a current mining tenement ceases to be private land and reverts to the
Crown, that land will automatically be included in the underlying mining
tenement;
power to regulate the way in which drill cores obtained from mining tenements
are stored and dealt with; and
changing the provisions relating to exemption of Crown land from the operation
of the Act by extending the provisions to apply also to reserved land and
providing for any exemptions to expire after two years unless extended by the
Miister.
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The amendments contained in this Bill have been considered and endor-sed by the Mining
industry Liaison Committee, which consists of representatives from the Chamber of

ines and Energy of WA Inc, the Association of Mining and Exploration Companies
Inc, the Australian Mining and Petroleum Law Association Ltd. the Amalgamated
Prospectors and leaseholders' Association and the Department of Mnerals and Energy.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Ms Warnock.

PUBLIC WORKS AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 10 August.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [3.14 pm]: This will not be a very long debate as the
legislation before the House deals mainly with technical matters. I hope the Leader of
the House is organised for the next item on the agenda. This legislation has two
purposes, one of which is to deal with the delegation of powers of die Minister for Works
to the Minister responsible for administering the Marine and Harbours Act and the other
of which is to provide for the Building Management Authority to act under the auspices
of the Western Australian Building Authority, to be renamed the Western Australian
Building Management Authority. I will deal with the first of those two broad purposes.
in 1985 the former Labor Government disbanded the then public works departmnent and
among other things amalgamated the country and metropolitan water supply operations
to form the Water Authority. The creation of the Water Authority was a conspicuously
successful reform. It resulted in substantial benefits to consolidated revenue. Whereas in
the past the water operation of the State Government used to attract a payment from
consolidated revenue, under the Water Authority arrangement dating from 1985 a
payment is now made to the consolidated revenue of about the same amount. So there is
a net consolidated revenue benefit and thus a benefit to taxpayers of $80mi a year as a
result of that reform.
Another aspect of the break-up of the public works department was the transference of
the rivers and harbours branch to the Department of Marine and Harbours, which is now
part of the Department of Transport. That part of the department apparently continued to
perform the public works for which it had previously been responsible and carried on its
activities under what it thought was delegated power from the Minister for Works, but
there was no provision for die delegation in the legislation. This legislation allows the
Minister for Works to make that delegation of his authority to the Minister for Transport
who is responsible now for the people who used to be in the rivers and harbours branch
of the old public works department. That is a similar delegation to that which applies
now to Westrail, SECWA and other agencies. There does not really seem to be anything
to argue about
Mr Kierath: The experience is there and not with the Minister for Works.
Mr RIPPER: That is right It is an unusual situation where the Minister for Works has
been technically responsible for some works while the advisers responsible for providing
the policy advice and implementing the decisions are responsible to another Minister of
the Crown. That is clearly an untenable position. I understand that the exact position did
not really come to light until work proceeded on the Dawesvifle cut The Minister for
Works, who had really nothing else to do with the Daweaville cut in operational terms,
was reqwred to be the principal to the contract. I can see why he might have been
motivated to fix up the legal situation and bring this legislation to the House. What was
the value of the contract?
Mr Kierath: It was $55m.
Mr RIPPER: This legislation provides for the Minister for Works to delegate his
authority to the Minister for Transport. It should have been done a long time ago, but
clearly the people responsible for preparing advice to government on this matter did not
attend to it. Consequently it is also necessary to validate the works that have been done
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under die previous situation. Today the House is being asked to pass retrospective
legislation. We have had occasion to take the Minister to task for his support of
retrospective legislation on other matters, for example, on workers' compensation, but
one can hardly argue with retrospective legislation in this case. The principle is fairly
clear: No person will have his rights adversely affected by this legislation and no person
will find that he thought he was acting in accordance with the law and now die law has
been changed retrospectively. The law is being altered to accord with the view of those
people of what was legal at the time they undertook the actions concerned.
If we are asked to validate actions going back to 1985, it might be a good thing, in fact a
requirement, for the House to be advised of the major works or actions which are to be
validated. I do not expect the inister to list ever $2 project, but some major projects
may be affected by this validation, flat is my major question.
Mr Kierath: Most of it has to do wick marine and harbours, soTI would not be able to give
you that information. The only one that came to my attention was when 1 was asked for a
signature for the Dawesville cut. The people advising me at the time were from marine
and harbours. Most of the work had been done in-house. That was the only time I had a
commercial contract like it. There might have been some between 1985 and February
1993, but I do not know what they were. The only one since has been the Dawesville cut.
Mr RIPPER: Were staff at the Department of Marine and Harbours making a practice of
approaching the Minister for Works seeking his or her signature, or did they discover this
problem only with the Dawesville cut?
Mr Kierath: It was only with the large commercial contracts, as I und,_rstand it.
Mr RIPPER: It is a pity that the inister cannot give some advice to the House about
what we are being asked to validate. Nevertheless, no problems are apparent.
Mr Kierath: I will seek that advice from the Minister for Transport and table it.
Mr RIPPER: Nothing is wrong in what we axe being asked to validate - it is a reasonable
thing. However, if the House is asked to validate actions back to 1985, it should be given
this infornation.
Mr Kierath: I will give the information next time we sit. That will ensure that time is
available before the legislation passes to another place.
Mr UIPPER: Fair enough.
We are also being asked to make changes to allow the Building Management Authority
to operate under the rubric of the Western Australian Building Authority. My
understanding, having spoken to the briefing officers, is that the BMA currently receives
funding from 13 or 14 different sources. Therefore, those funds must be accounted for in
different ways. Consequently, the BMA's accounts are very complicated and it is
difficult to judge the financial performance of the Organisation. The Opposition supports
measures to improve the transparency of the BMA's accounts as this will improve the
opportunity for outsiders to assess its financial performance. I am no accounting expert,
but I understand that the amendment will allow for a single trust fund operation, which
will lead to greater clarity in die presentation of the BMA 's accounts.
It may be interesting for the Public Accounts and Expenditur Review Committee to
examine the effectiveness of the financial reform strategy on which the Minister has
embarked at the BMA. Historically, the BMA has financial practices which have been
something of a mystery to its clients.
Mr Kierath: And I suspect to its Minister at times!
Mr RIPPER: In the past Ministers have certainly wondered about some of the additions
made on the financial plans before reaching the bottom line. The bottom line always
seemed to be considerably larger than the expectation held by the Minister and the
agency at the start of the project. Somne trmnsparency of the accounts will increase the
pressure on the BMA to come up to scratch regarding competitiveness with equivalent
private sector operations.
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The Opposition supports the legislation. We will continue to examine with interest the
progress of financial reform in the BMA. I cannot judge now whether it is a success.
Perhaps the. Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee would find it
instructive to make the examination I suggest. I would be delighted to argue with the
Minister on this technical legislation, but I fidno grunds for that course of action.
MIR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Works) [3.24 pm]: I thank the Opposition for
its support. I give an undertaking that!I will seek from the Minister for Transport a list of
those activities and actions taken through the Department of Marine and Harbours graint
which we are being asked to validate. When I have the list!I will table it in the House for
the benefit of members.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Works) [3.26 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be read a third time.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [3.27 pm]: I seek the Minister's assurance that these changes
will in no way affect the relationship between management and employees in the
Building Management Authority or change anyone's employment status or rights.
MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Works) [3.28 pm]: My understanding is that
that will not be the case. Thbe only reason I hesitate a little is that in some provisions the
Minister for Works is the nominated employer of some employees, although the actions
are carried out on his behalf by the BMA. I understand that the amendment will not
change the relationship as these are technical amendments.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time, and transmitted to the Council.

FIRE BRIGADES AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from I11 August.
MR CATANIA (Balcatta) (3.29 pm]: The Opposition supports the Bill, which contains
four amendments. The first is to delete the position of executive chairman and to create
two new positions; namely, the board chairman and the chief executive officer. That is a
commendable change as the chief executive officer will be accountable to the board.
However, this commendable change flies in the face of what the Government has
displayed over the past 18 months, as it does not want to be accountable - it wants to
make everybody else accountable.
The second amendment will formally extend the role of the Western Australian Fire
Brigades Board to include activities which art now ultra vires the Act. Currently the
board does not have the power to carry out the duties of emergency responses to vehicle
accidents, other rescues, hazardous material incidents, fire prevention safety roles and
humanitarian work. The amendment will mean that all those functions can be carried out
by the fire brigade legally. Previously, the brigade carried out the activities without the
power to do so. With the powers to perform the duties properly, it will be able to
confront fies and ensure'the safety of people and property.
The Opposition agrees with this amendment. It is all very well to give the fire brigade
the power to act in emergency situations, to deal with storage and transportation of
hazardous materials, and to attend car fires or other emergency and rescue situations.
However, this Government should take into consideration the fact that it has not given,
and is not giving, the resources to the Western Australian Fire Brigades Board to enable
it to carry out the activities detailed in these amendments. It now has the power to
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undertake emergency operations, but it is decommissioning much of its equipment. I
mentioned yesterday the fire brigade stations at Fremantle, Rockingham and Daglish.
When we checked those stations on Tuesday. no-one was in attendance. It is no use
giving fire brigades the power to attend when hazardous situations occur without giving
them the resources - whether human or equipment - to perform those duties and protect
the public and its property in Western Australia. It is commendable to give the fire
brigade this power, but is a smokescreen. It is also hypocritical because the Government
knows that the fire brigade is suffering from a lack of funds. Not long ago the Industrial
Relations Commission made a decision that the Fire Brigades Board should increase the
wages and salaries of its staff. As a result, it was faced with an additional $6m in coss.
That inhibited the board's recruitment prograrn, which was not given the priority it
deserves. Of course, that recruitment program is very important to enable the fire brigade
to function. There has been daily decommissioning of equipment in the metropolitan
area and in country fire stations, and also understaffing is widespread.
On Tuesday of this week no aerial appliances were available at the Fremantle Fire
Station. If that equipment had been required, it would have been necessary to wait for it
to come from Perth. Bearing in mind the age of the buildings generally in Fremantle, it is
most irresponsible for aerial equipment not to be available in that area in the event of fire.
The authorised strength for the Fremantle Fire Station, which is located in an -re with
many old buildings, is three commissioned officers and eight staff. The average staffing
at that station is one commissioned officer and three staff. Therefore, it is operating with
half the strength it requires to deal with the fire risks in that area. For part of Tuesday of
this week no-one was on duty at the Rockingham Fire Station to carry out the work of the
fire brigade in the event of a fire. The pump for that area had been transferred elsewhere,
although it had not been decommissioned. No pump was available in the whole
Rockingham area on that day. We all know that Rockinghanm is now a large residential
area with a population that is increasing daily. Those are the sort of things occurring in
the Western Australian fire brigade today. The same situation exists in Daglish. None of
the fire stations located south of the river has adequate staff and equipment.
The Opposition supports the Bill before the House, but the powers provided in the Bill
are not matched by the resources and staff needed to use those powers. It is hypocritical
for the Government to say that the fire brigade will be able to performn these duties, when
it does not have the resources to do so. This whole situation indicates that the
Government is gambling with the safety of Western Australians who, after all, pay for the
bulk of this service through their insurance policies. The public pays 75 per cent of the
funding for the fire brigade from the annual premiums paid for household insurance. The
Government supplies 12.5 per cent of the funding requirements of the Fire Brigade.
However, as a result of the decision by the Industrial Relations Commission, the Costs of
running the fire brigade have increased. Since the Government has not increased its
funding to the Fire Brigade, the fire stations are now understaffed and underresourced,
and cannot provide the services they should. It is hypocritical of this Government not to
provide the resources to ensure the safety of the public, when the public pays for 75 per
cent of that service. The Government should take this into consideration and should
increase its 12.5 per cent contribution. We know from the media that all around
Australia fires have become a major problem. New South Wales has experienced that
problem, and last summer Western Australia experienced similar problems. It is
irresponsible to decommission firefighting equipment in Western Australia and not
provide sufficient staff to man the fire stations. This situation does not provide the safety
and security people expect from the Government. nor is it a fair return for their
contribution to the fire brigade through the premiums they pay for household insurance.
The Government will be brought to account for this matter in the near future.
The third amendment limits the liability of employees, volunteers, industrial fire
brigades, casual firefighters and associate members. That is commendable. We depend a
great deal on volunteer and casual firefighters in Western Australia, and cetainly in
Australia, to provide a backup for the professional Fite Brigade.
Mr Johnson: They are top people.
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Mr CATANIA: They are. This side accepts that amendment with open arms. Limiting
liability will allow firefighters to do their duty with peace of mind bnowing that they will
not be liable for any damage they cause inadvertently while in that dangerous situation.
The limiting of liability of employees of the WAFBB. volunteers, industrial fire brigades,
casual firefighters and associate members is very commendable.
The fourth area over which I want to take the time of the House is that relating to the
increase in penalties. Penalties have been increased substantially for which I commend
the Minister and the Government. Anyone who obstructs dhe fire brigade in the
performance of its duties should be penalised severely. I have said before that Western
Australia is a high fire risk area. Unfortunately, fires have caused and will continue to
cause a lot of damage, with loss of life and property. Anyone obstructing firefighters or
deliberately causing fires should be severely penalised. That has been reflected in the
new penalties. They are much harsher and they are commendable.
Penalties have also been increased to reflect today's monetary values. The legislation has
not been changed for many years. The old penalties reflected monetary values of years
gone by. The Bill also increases penalties for builders or owners of buildings who do not
install proper firefighting precautions in their buildings. That is also commendable and is
something that was lacking in the previous legislation.
In future, the WAFBB will charge for the equipment, services and personnel that it
provides. I spoke to the Minister earlier in the week about this matter. We talked about
agreements that exist in the Kwinana industrial area for fire brigades to assist in putting
out fires. In those cases, the private enterprise will be charged for those services. If the
fire brigade attends a fire that could have been avoided, a charge will result. There was
concern that these charges would apply to householders. However, the Minister has
assured me that that is not the case. He has also assured me that there is no intention to
charge levies for households. That is appropriate. Perhaps it will be appropriate, shortly
after the amendments am carried, for the Government to assess whether there is a more
equitable scheme for charging so that everybody who requires fire brigade facilities are
subject to a levy so that the costs art spread more equitably across the population. In
Queensland, that levy is part of a property charge such as the local government rates and
charges. It is a charge on property rather than on a building or a household.
Mr Johnson: That is what happens in the UK.
Mr CATANIA: It happens in various places around the world. I wonder whether it will
work in Western Australia. I urge the Minister to investigate further a scheme that will
provide more equitable payments for the use of fire brigade facilities and to ensure that
those who make use of the service pays for the service. There are people who insure
their properties offshore to avoid paying the levy in their insurance premium.
Fortunately the Act will close that loophole. It is wrong for companies and people to pay
premi~ums offshore with the expressed view of avoiding the levy. The levy should
remain in Western Australia and be appropriated to paying for the fire brigade's services.
The scheme that exists now to fund the fire brigade includes a 12.5 per cent payment
from local government, 12.5 per cent from government and 75 per cent from insurance
levies. That seems to be equitable. As I said earlier, there will always be a need for
funding because, as we saw only last weekend, investigations by the Opposition revealed
that fire stations are understaffed and underresourced. Therefore, although the scheme is
funded equitably, the levy is not collected from many areas. Many areas should attract
the levy and I urge the Minister to adopt a new scheme that will include a rateable system
on property. Perhaps he should check on the systems adopted in other countries around
the world to see how their fire brigades are funded.
Over the past 10 years we have seen parts of Austraia devastated by fires. We need a
fire brigade that is not only adequately staffed, but also resourced with modern
machinery, so it can deal with the high incidence of fires throughout Western Australia.
Western Australia has been very fortunate that it has not seen the devastation to property
and loss of life that has been concentrated in the Eastern States over the past 10 years.
That is not to say that it cannot happen here, and it is unsatisfactory that fire stations are
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understaffed and underresourced, and that professional fire brigades ame dependent on
volunteers. Volunteers do an excellent job, and I praise their contribution, but it is the
responsibility of government to ensure that professional fiefighters arn available
throughout Western Australia for any emergency that may arise. The Opposition
supports the four amendments to the Act brought forward by the Government in this
legislation. Nevertheless, we urge the Government to take a very serious look at the
funding and resourcing of the Fire Brigades Board to ensure thac the situation that
occurred in two metropolitan fire stations recently, and which occurs daily in country
ameas, is not repeated. In supporting the inister's amendments, the Opposition
expresses concern at the wisdom of giving powers to the Western Australian Fire
Brigades Board to conduct these worthy duties of rendering assistance at vehicle
accidents and rescues, providing humanitarian aid and providing education on fret
prevention without giving the fire brigades adequate equipment and manpower resources
to enable them to carry out these very important services in Western Australia.
MR WIESE (Wagin - Minister for Emergency Services) [3.53 pin]: I convey my
thanks to the Opposition and to the member for Balcana for their very strong support of
the initiatives in this legislation. 'These initiatives will lead to further improvements
down the line, especially the move to split the role of the chief executive officer so it is
exactly that, and so that the board will put in place the policy under which the Western
Australian Fire Brigades will operate. The member for Balcanta did not address much of
his commentary towards the content of the Bill, and I acknowledge that is because he
supports the Bill very strongly, but he raised a couple of issues which should be
addressed. The first relates to the question without notice asked by the member for
Balcatta, in the House yesterday. At that stage I indicated that I was not aware of the
matter he raised. The member for Baicanta asked me to explain why both the Daglish and
Rockingham fire stations were out of commission yesterday, the implication being that
the stations were closed down.
Mr Catania: The Daglish fire station was out of commission for part of the day.
Mr WIESE: The member for Balcatta stated that the fire stations were out of
commission. I assure the House that was not the case. Both stations were manned all
day on 27 September. At all times there were fire brigades personnel and equipment
which would enable them to perform their role and meet the fire brigades' response time
of six minutes. At all times both Daglish and Rockingham would have been able to meet
that response time. The second pumper at Daglish had been decommissioned for an hour
in the morning and an hour in the afternoon. The first pumper was fully manned all the
time, and was available to respond to a fire at a moment's notice. The station was
operational, and fire brigades personnel were present and would have been able to get to
any fire within the six minutes' response time had they been called. When the second
pumper is decommissioned, and that happens occasionally for various reasns, a
replacement for it comes from a neighbouring station. If Daglish were called upon to go
to a fire the first response vehicle would immediately respond. Even though the second
response vehicle is in the Daglish station, it is normal operational procedure that a
vehicle would come from another station. There were never any problems at Daglish.
Mr Catania: I was advised on Wednesday that the pump that was normally at the
Rockinghain station was in another area on Tuesday.
Mr WIESE: The situation at Rockingham is a little different. I want to modify the
comment that I made that the Rockingham fir station would have been able to meet the
six minutes' response time. That was not correct for Rockinghanm, but I can assure the
House that no problems would have arisen from the situation in Daglish. The fire engine
at Rockinghami fite station was involved in a minor accident. That machine was out of
action for a shoirt period until a second piece of equipment was put in place. Equipment
was available at a moment's notice, but it was not at the Rockingham station. While that
interim situation existed, another pumper was moved into Rockingham from another
area. If an incident had occurred at Rockingham, the response time at one stage, for a
brief period, would have been I11 minutes, because they were involved in transferring the
pump from the machine that had been damaged to the machine they took in there. There
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were firefighting capabilities at Rockingham all the time; the firemen were there all the
time. We also have a volunteer fire brigade at Rockingham, so while that interim period
existed, the Rockingham area was always covered by that volunteer fire brigade. There
was never the problem that was indicated in the question asked by the member for
Balcatta yesterday.
Mr Catania: There would be a time delay in calling in those volunteers in an emergency
situation, and that could cause a problem.
Mr WIESE: The volunteers can be contacted on pagers and can be given the same notice
as the permanent officers. They cannot respond as quickly, however, because they have
to get from their borne or place of work to the station. That volunteer brigade now covens
the area from Kwinana to Port Kennedy and can provide backup for the permanent
officers further north. It was only during that interim period when the pumpers were
being changed over that we were at risk of not being able to meet the six minutes'
response time. Members should understand that that is a fairly normal situation. At all
times during the operations of the fire brigade, if people are sick for whatever meason, the
first pumper is given priority, and if the second pumper cannot be manned fully, it is
decommissioned. However, a second pumper is always available from a neighbouring
station. That has been the procedure for as long as anyone can tell me. It was nio
different in the time of the former Government.
The member for Balcatta stated that this Government and the Fire Brigades Board are not
meeting their responsibilities in regard to aerial appliances, and that gives me the
opportunity to indicate the real reason that problems occur. The situation is that for some
reason, to which I am not privy because it happened long before my time, aerial
appliances have been kept in commission for longer than their useful life. At least one,
and probably two, of them should have been replaced six or seven years ago. However,
they were kept in commission because money had to be put into increasing the number of
fire stations as the metropolitan area expanded and into safety crewing. Safety crewing
commenced in 1990 and involved putting an extra person into each crew, and that led to
the need for an additional 80 fire brigade personnel. In the case of the last aerial
appliance that was decommissioned, we were told that it would be unsafe to do any more
repairs on it. That appliance has been replaced by a new aerial appliance which was
commissioned about three months ago at the Perth headquarters. A second aerial
appliance is being manufactured and will be commissioned towards the end of this
financial year, and we will need another one not too long after that if we ame to get our
fleet up to speed. These appliances are very specialised. The appliances are
manufactured in Germany, and the prime movers underneath them are manufactured in
Sweden by Scania. Fire brigade personnel have been involved in drawing up plans, for
the specific aerial appliances which we need in Western Australia. The Fremnantle aerial
appliance is currently out of commission for two or three weeks because it is being
repaired. Therefore, if Fremantle or any other suburb in that area requires an aerial
appliance, it will come from the Perth headquarters.
T'he equipment that is provided by the Government, the insurance industry and local
government, because we all contribute to the operations of the fire brigade, to the
Western Australian permanent fire brigade is as good as, if not better than, anything in
Australia. Our standard of equipment is first class. I am very pleased with the way in
which the Fire Brigades Board is supplying an appropriate standard of equipment to
those personnel who are in the dangerous business of fighting fires and protecting the
community. We have done it well and I hope we will continue to do it well.
Mr Catania: Although equipment obviously must be replaced as time passes, and there is
no argument about that, I have been told that there is significant decommissioning of
equipment at various times during the day or week so that staff can be spread around.
That is a dangerous practice because we never know where a fire will start up and we
never know whether we will need aerial equipment to fight that fire. If an aerial
appliance bad to go from Perth to Fremandle, there would be a substantial delay, and that
might cause a problem. My concern is that equipment is being decommissioned
unnecessarily so that staff can be spread around.
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Mr WIESE: That has been standard procedure for a long dine.
Mr Catnida: I am told it is happening more frequently now.
Mr WIESE: We are now ting about ensuring that we have fully operational crews in
every station. When a unit is decommissioned, it is always the second or backup unit in a
particular station. We do nor normally rake the backup unit to a fire, If there was a fur,
in Daglish, the Daglish No 1 pumper would go to chat fire, and if a second pumper was
required, that would invariably come from an adjoining station. perhaps Claremont or
Perth. It is standard procedure to always leave the second pumper at the station in case
there is another rare to which it must respond. T'hat is no different from what has
happened in the past.
Safety crewing is closely associated with the issues that the member is raising, because
the union is and has been pushing safety crewing for a long time. Safety crewing is being
introduced. It commenced in 1990 as a result of union pushes. Instead of three persons
on a fire unit, there are four persons. I will nor argue whether that is good or bad. It is
now standard procedure. The move into safety crewing required a substantial upgrade in
the number of fire brigade officers; I understand it was about 80 or 90. Do not quote me
on that figure. That upgrade could not be done in one hit. This year we are finalising the
introduction of safety crewing in all stations where there is a permanent fire brigade
operation.
Mr Catania: Is that throughout Western Australia?
Mr WIESE: That is throughout all permanent fire brigade stations. It has taken time, but
this financial year the money is in the Budget to finance safety crewing. That is behind
many of the things we hear in the media and which the member for Balcacta brings into
this House rime after time. It relates to the union campaign chat is associated wit safety
crewing. Wbat the board has clone in this area has been sensible and wise, and it has done
it well. The union tried to put some pressure on this system. The board did some
decommissioning during winter when the risks of fire were substantially lower so it
would not have to do much decommissioning around the stations during summer. It is
difficult to say categorically that it will not happen, but that has been the aim of the
board. If everything works out the way we hope, we will have fully crewed units in all of
those stations through the summer months.
Part of this campaign has been to put the matter in the media. It disturbs me to see the
way the union has run the campaign and sought to build up fear within the community
that they ar not protected by the fire brigade. The reality is that the community has
always been protected by the fire brigade. The picture the union has painted is not true,
and it does it no credit.
Mr Catania: The campaign it has been running is safety crewing. It is an internationally
accepted practice -

Mr WIESE: Nobody is arguing about that.
Mr Catania: - but it is not happening in Western Australia.
Mr WIESE: I have just said that we were putting in the numbers. The budget allocation
is available this year to finalise safety crewing. The board has worked towards that over
the past few years. The introduction of the safety crewing process started back in the
member's time in government in 1990. We should achieve it by the end of this financial
year-
Mr Catania: They were concerned chat when the extra finances required to meet the
wage increase were available after the Industrial Relations Commission brought down
that decision on the extra money, the board decided to stop recruitment.
Mr WVIESE: That is quite right However, that was a temporary measure; about a three
or four month stay. The board made a deliberate decision in late February or early March
last year when the industrial court decision was handed down. That decision put an
impost of not quite $3m on the board. It was not $6m as mentioned in the member for
Balcarta's speech in the second reading debate. but it was a substantial impost. Part of
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that had already been budgeted for. The impost was far higher than everybody, even the
union, expected. The board was caught short and it had to make decisions to cope with
that interim situation from February to 30 June last financial year. It made some hard
decisions and it met its requirements. It made the savings; however, what was done
caused some concern. [ share some of that concern, but it had to be done. It is hoped
that it will not happen again, although we are a little short even in the budget allocation
for this financial year.
Mr Catania: That is the problem with your referring to safety viewing. Without the
recruits to supplement there would not be crews.
Mr WIESE: The member for Balcatta made the comment that the Government did not
recruit. Certainly, the intake was postponed for about three months. The intake which
was due to go in at the end of May or early June went in at the end of August or the
beginning of September. It was a postponement, not a stopping altogether of the wrakning
of new recruits. A school of recruits is being trained now and another is scheduled for
early in the coming year. Training is continuing - it must. An extra 18 personnel had to
be put on when the new Rockingham station was opened, for instance. The fire brigade
plans to open a new station at Joondalup also, so it must keep on recruiting, not only for
replacements, but for new stations. There is no way the Government will stop training
and try to knock back numbers. It is continuing to increase the numbers to meet the
requirements that will come with the opening of new stations.
I return to the issue of the union's reaction to what thie board has been doing and what it
is doing at present. I have the circular the union sent out only two weeks ago, on 5
September 1994. It is a union directive on safety crewing and commences -

Members attention is drawn to the importance of safeguarding and protecting the
concept of "Safety Crewing".

I have no argument with that. The board and I as the Minister are endeavouring to do
that Further in the union directive it states that the union was reluctantly forced to agree
to the gradual introduction of safety crewing into the WA Fire and Rescue Service in
1990 when it obviously would have preferred it to be introduced immediately. As the
letter states, that was not feasible. The letter further states -

As a result of that agreement a few stations remain not Safety Crewed, this will be
addressed with the completion of the programme by the end of this financial year.

The union accepted that that is happening and that by the end of this financial year safety
crewing will be in place. Immediately under that - this is the sort of thing that disturbs
me enormously - the union states -

In the meantime members are advised they are directed to decommission any
appliance that is affected by Brigade instruction to reduce crewing levels below
agreed standards.

Not only is the board saying it will decommission to meet the numbers, as it has done to
cover persons who are away sick or on leave, the union itself is issuing that instruction to
its own membership to decommission those appliances if the numbers of that unit fall
below a certain level. That disturbs me. The way the union is behaving in this situation
is appalling. The ideal situation should be that the union works with the executive of the
fre brigade to provide the community of Western Australia with the best service it
possibly can.
I hope that somewhere down the line, by the end of my term, we may be able to get the
union and the hierarchy of the Western Australian Fire Brigades Board working together
to achieve an end. If that can be done, we will have a safe working environment for the
fire fighters themselves, rather than this continual opposition and fighting when the board
tries to implement policies which are aimed at providing safety for the community as
well as the fr fighters. That must be the number one priority, and it will help
enormously in achieving that target.
I assure the member and this House that that is the number one priority under which the
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board operates; that is, to ensure the safety of its own personnel. I hope I have been able
to assure the member for Balcanta and the House that what is happening within the fire
brigade is all good, chat the board meets difficult situations as they arise, but at all times
it ensures the safety of the community and the fire fighters as a result of any difficult
decisions that ame made.
It is my intention as Minister and on behalf of this Government, to ensure that we
continue to maintain the very high standards while expanding the service that we are
providing to a very rapidly growing Perth metropolitan area. I thank the Opposition for
its support of the legislation before the Parliament and hope that it will have a very quick
passage through the other House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by My Wiese (Minister for Emergency Services), and
trnsmitted to the Council.

OFFENDERS COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 13 September.
MR BROWN (Morley) [4.22 pm]: This is a simple Bill in that it seeks to amend
section 50X(2) of the Offenders Community Corrections Act 1963. Section 50X of the
Act deals with provisions relating to work release orders, and subsection (2) deals with
the circumstances when work release orders may be granted. Paragraph (b), which is the
paragraph the subject of the amendment, deals with the provision relating to the amount
of time a prisoner must serve before that prisoner is eligible to receive a work release
order. The current provision in subsection (2)(b) is that the prisoner must have served
not less than 12 months' imprisonment before becoming eligible to participate in a work
release program. The word "imprisonment" is not defined in the Act, but the word
prison" is. A prison is defined as any prison as defined in the Prisons Act and also any

police lockup.
It may be argued that imprisonment includes the period of time that a person has served
in a prison as defined, whether that person has served chat period of time on remand or
under sentence. TMe policy of the Ministry of Justice and the former Corrective Services
Department was that the service a prisoner must have served before becoming eligible for
work release must be a continuous period of 12 months' imprisonment. It also meant that
such service was counted only where a prisoner was serving a sentence, and periods of
remand had not been taken into account.
The Bill before the House seeks to change paragraph (b) to provide that to be eligible for
work release a prisoner must have been in custody under sentence for a continuous period
of not less than 12 months. The Bill seeks to put in place what I understand to be the
policies of the Ministry of Justice and the fanner Department of Corrective Services.
Two changes are envisaged in the Bill frm what the current Act prescribes. The first is
that to be eligible for work release a prisoner must have served 12 months' service in
custody under sentence; that is, it makes clear that periods spent on remand are not
counted for the purpose of determining the period of 12 months. Secondly, the Bill
makes it clear chat the 12 months' eligibility period must be a continuous period and
cannot be periods a prisoner has spent htorn time to time in prison which are to be
aggregated for the purpose of qualifying under this provision.
The Attorney General in her second reading speech said the reason for seeking this
change was that alternative interpretations of the legislation had been recently advanced
by prisoners to the effect that section 50X(2)(b) simply requires that a prisoner serve not
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less than 12 months' imprisonment and that discontinuous periods of imprisonment
should be aggregated to total the required 12 months.
The amendment, according to the second reading speech, is predicated on the basis that it
is not the intent of die Act that a prisoner can take a number of discontinuous periods of
imprisonment aggregate them, state that it constitutes 12 months, and then claim to be
eligible for, or seek, work release. It is clear from the Act and from previous
contributions made in this place, that the intention of the Parliament was to ensure that a
prisoner would not be eligible for work release unless he or she served a continuous
period of 12 months. The Opposition supports the intent of the Bill, where the change is
directed to ensure that eligibility is denied, unless a period of 12 months is served.
The Bill seems to go somewhat further than simply eliminating the prospect of any
argument being put forward for eligibility for work release based on aggregating
discontinuance periods of service under sentence. The Bill provides that to be eligible
now the prisoner must have served 12 months under custody of sentence. The effect is
that any time a prisoner has spent on remand is not counted for the purpose of
determining the minimum period a prisoner must serve, flat seems to raise a number of
issues to which I ask the Attorney General to respond.
Let us look at the argument of whether that is an appropriate approach on the pround of
equity. Members of this House know that in more recent years prisoners have been held
on remand for considerable periods due to the significant court lists and because trials
have been unable to be accommodated. Earlier this week t newspapers reported that
the Government had appointed a new judge to the Supreme Court, indicating that that
position was required because of the demand before the court. I recollect a short while
ago an announcement that additional judges may be appointed to the District Court which
tends to indicate that the demand is high and the listings can blow out, given that levet of
demand.
Without taking into account periods under remand, it seems there is a prospect that this
provision could operate inequitably, depending on whether a prisoner was under remand.
Members of this House would know that it is not unusual for the judiciary, in sentencing
a person to prison, to take into account in determining the quantum of such a sentence the
amount of time a person has spent on remand. Thus, if a person is sentenced to five
years' gaol, the court may acknowledge that the person has spent six months on remand
and will discount the sentence by six months and order the person to serve only four and
a half years, with the normal periods of remission, ete, being applied. In recent cases
which set down sentencing principles in relation to adults and young offenders - I
referred to them in the debate on the Young Offenders Bill - the Full Court of the
Supreme Court of Western Australia adopted that view. Given that courts and ijudges
take that approach in some cases - perhaps not in every case - the question remains of
whether a provision such as the one envisaged could act iniquitously, where persons have
been held on remand as opposed to those who have not.
I will instance an example of where two individuals have been charged with committing
a serious offence jointly. For the sake of the example, let us say that the court is prepared
to grant bail but at a very high rate, which can be paid by only one of the accused. The
other individual would be held on remand until the trial took place. In that situation the
sentence would be discounted by the period that one of the persons had spent on remand,
but the sentence of the other person would not be discounted because that person bad
been able to raise bail and was not held on remand. The person who managed to achieve
bail and was released into the community and was sentenced to a period of
imprisonment, would have his eligibility for work release counted from day one,
compared to the second person who would have any period of remand so counted. In
those circumstances, quite an inequity could occur between the two prisoners simply
because the period of remand would not be counted in determining when a person may
become eligible for work release.
Taking into account the practice of the courts and the manner in which people may be
dealt with differently under this provision, there are serious equity grounds for allowing
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periods of remand to be taken into account. I also contend that there are other grounds
upon which to consider that matter. The first is that the Government has said, and I think
there is general agreement in this House, that whenever possible. we should be
endeavouring to reduce the prison population - not by artificial means - by alternative
methods of dealing with offenders, by ensuring that either diversionary programs or other
arrangements are put into place either so that people do not go to prison in the first place
or to apply at the end of any prison sentence.
Although work release is counted as part of a prison sentence, ir is a different situation
from when a person is serving a sentence, even at a minimum security institution. As far
as I am aware - I will stand corrected if I am wrong - it would far cheaper for the State
and it could be beneficial for the person participating in the program. Given those
reasons, should we be concerned about the prospect of expanding the work release
program? Is there a concern about the prospect of that program being expanded in any
way? I suggest not. I suggest that there are some fairly strong reasons that the program
should be expanded. Statistics show that by comparison to other programs, work release
can be quite successful.
I refer members to the 1992-93 annual report of what was then the department of
corrective services. I appreciate that this report is a little dated, but the 1993-94 report is
not yet available. The 1992-93 report indicates that work release arrangements are
available in a number of centres in the metropolitan area and regional centres. It refers
by way of a graph on page 13 to the number of inmates taken onto the work release
program for each month during each of the preceding 12 months of that year. According
to the graph approximately 15 prisoners were taken each month onto the pora.
More importantly, one must give consideration to the success of the program. The
statistics produced on page 14 of the report show that at the commencement of the
1992-93 financial year, 39 prisoners were on work release and 193 prisoners participated
in the work release program in the 1992-93 financial year and there were 153 successful
completions, 21 breaches and on 30 June 1993, 58 prisoners were participating in the
program. It means that the successful completion of work release orders for 1992-93 was
88 per cent. When one compares that with the other community-based correctional
arrngements such as probation, community service, work and development orders and
parole, it becomes obvious that the work release order system has the highest rate of
successful completions. One might argue that given its success there should be no fear in
expanding the system.
Another aspect which equally affects the work release program is the number of long
term prisoners who may be in the system at any one time. It is interesting to note on the
graph on page 17 of the 1992-93 annual report that of almost 2 000 prisoners that
financial year, only 38 had been sentenced to a period of five years, at the Governor's
pleasure or for life. Some 155 prisoners had been sentenced for periods of two years up
to five years. It is only the prisoners in that bracket who are eligible for work release.
The prisoners sentenced to less than two years under the parole or remission
arrangements nonnally serve less than 12 months in prison. I am referring to only a
relatively small percentage of the total number of offenders, although they are at the
mnore extreme end of those who have committed crimes and are sentenced for periods of
incarceration. That is interesting given that it is those prisoners who participate in work
release orders who have collectively produced a very high completion rate of that
program. It indicates that if the program is expanded by including periods of remand it
would not in any way be prejudiced given the nature of the prison population to which I
am referring. I remind members that in 1992-93 fewer than 200 prisoners were
participating in that program.
The annual report shows that the high completion rate for work release was not a one-off
result in 1992-93 because in 1991-92 the completion rare was 91 per cent An
examination of the work release program reveals that it has been successful. Given that it
has been a success, what is the reason for excluding periods under remand for the
purposes of being able to calculate when a person may be eligible to participate in work
release?
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From the answers which have been given elsewhere, I understand the argument for not
including periods of remand in the calculation of the earliest participation time is that
prisoners on remand do not participate in rehabilitation programs. It is only upon being
sentenced that a person is eligible to participate in a rehabilitation program and he needs
to participate in it for 12 months in order to be appropriately assessed to be capable of
participating in the work release program. If that is the rationale for not including
periods of remand, how was that judgment made? I asked the Attorney's office for some
information on the work release program. I want to ascertain from that information the
exact nature of prisoners participating in the program. By that I do not mean the nature
of the offences they committed or the age of the offenders, but how long they spent in
prison. The answer requires a lot of work and I did request it only yesterday. However,
it would be helpful to have that information to ascertain whether, if we included periods
of remand in the 12 month period, it will affect the eligibility in any way. With the
number of prisoners on the work release program it may well be that, even if we allowed
the period of remand to be taken into account it wiU not affect the numbers participating.
It will be interesting to find out, in time, whether there will be an appreciable difference.
If the rationale advanced in the other place is the rationale that is being used by the
ministry to justify that position, I would be interested to know how one arrived at that
assessment. As the Attorney knows, anid those who have had a look at the prison
environment would know, not every prisoner has the opportunity to paricipate in all the
rehabilitation programs or the active employment arrangements. These facilities are not
available to all and sundry. Has any real assessment been made of the appropriate skills,
self-esteem or characteristics in order that one can arrive at a view that it is only
appropriate that, after 12 months, a person is eligible to participate in a program?
I have also sought to ascertain whether the existing work release system enables the
participation of a greater number of prisoners. The answer provided in the memorandum
suggested that, as of this week, 68 prisoners were participating in the work release
program of which 27 were employed, 36 were unemployed and it was not known whether
four prisoners were holding jobs. In relation to the number of places in the program, it
was suggested by the inistry of Justice that there was a greater capacity to allow a
larger number of prisoners to participate in the work release arrangements. Therefore,
the greater capacity seems to exist. Given that it is the Government's stated objective to
reduce the number of people in prisons and given that potential inequities could arise
from niot counting periods of remand in the 12 month period that is required to be served
before a person becomes eligible for work release, why does the other part of the
amendment ensure that a person is not eligible for work release until he has served
12 months in custody under sen tence? From all the information that has been provided to
me, no strong rationale has been put forward for that. Although we support the Bill and
do not have sufficient empirical evidence to put forward a change to the remand
provisions, I am keen to know on what basis that part is supported. I am also keen to
know whether the Attorney is prepared to examine that matter and the other matters to
which I have referred today. As I have said before, unless those matters are taken into
account, there is a prospect for some injustices to be created. We support the Bill with
one reservation. The Attorney may be able to explain that in her reply. If not, I ask that
the matters raised by me today are thoroughly examined.
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [4.54 pm]: I thank members for
their comments and their support of the BilL The amendment came about when it was
argued by a prisoner that he had spent some time in prison and had lodged an appeal
against his sentence and conviction. He was let out on bail pending the appeal.
However, when he lost the appeal he spent further time in prison but decided that he had
aggregated his period of imprisonment and felt he was eligible for work release at a much
earlier time than would have been the case. The amendment will ensure that there will be
no misunderstanding about the eligibility for work release orders.
The member for Morley identified the success of the program. The success and integrity
of the program has been maintained by the selection criteria. The practice has always
been tha a person must serve not less than 12 months continuous imprisonment which is
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what the amendment seeks to enforce. The C.W. Campbell Remand Centre has put in
place major initiatives in the form of education and training programs. However, as the
members opposite knows, it is no: until the person is sentenced that a proper sentencing
plan addressing the underlying offending behaviour and his eventual release into the
community is worked out in consultation with die person. While die person is in remand,
he has not been sentenced. Therefore, to ensure that a program maintains its integrity, it
is important that the process that has been outlined in practice is maintained so that there
is no misunderstanding by prisoners.
The example given by the member will not lead to inequities because we are talking
about an administrative decision, whereas whether the judicial decision on the sentence
takes into account his period of remand would be an independent decision of the court. If
that period were discounted, it would be very hard to know whether that was the only
distinguishing feature, unless it was very clearly outlined, or whether other behaviour,
activity or aggravating circumstance during the offence was taken into account in
sentencing. If there is an inequity, the discounting would ensure that a person's
eligibility for work release would be maintained. The amendment will ensure that the
prisoner serves at least 12 months in addressing his offending behaviour so that he can
then retun to the community and be resocialised. A work release is still part of a
sentence; it is not parole and it is not probation. The community needs to be convinced
that work release is considered properly and is not just an administrative decision to chop
off some of die sentence and allow the prisoner back into the community.
I am happy to undertake an examination of the matters raised by die member. The
system that has been in place is a proved system. It has nothing to do with capacity, but
all to do wit the selection criteria.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted topee forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mrs Edwardes (Attorney General), and passed.

JUSTICES AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 13 September.
DR WATSON (Kenwick) [5.00 pmJ: I am pleased to be able to participate in this
debate which, in many ways, goes to the heart of federal policy about initiatives to deal
with violence against women. Although dhe Opposition generally welcomes the Bill, we
have reservations about some of the clauses. My colleague the member for Fremantle
will address the specific clauses of the Bill about which we have concerns. My
contribution will relate to the general issue of restraining orders.
I start by questioning the commitment of die Government to the whole area of domestic
violence or wife assault. I am very concerned that since 31 May I have had questions on
notice to the Minister for Community Development asking about provisions made and
protocols in place for dealing with women who report personal crises due to either incest
survival or domestic violence. He has not responded. A question to which he has
responded leaves me with no comfort at all. The Ministers who are present in the House
and who carry some responsibility for domestic violence policy, have received questions
from me about budget allocations, and training of departmental officers, for last year and
this year. I particular, I have asked whether any estimate has been made of the costs
associated with domestic violence or wife assault, as it impacts on the portfolios. The
answer provided by the Minister for Community Development tells me that an amount
has been "allocated for programs to respond to spouse abuse, which does not necessarily
include only wife assault". We have had ver grave difficulties coming to terms with the
way in which the Minister for Community Development, who says he has a key role, in
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this policy area, avoids and evades questions related to wife assault. Since he has been
the Minister he has insisted on renaming the whole area of family violence, including the
issues of not only wife assault but also child abuse and elder abuse. The inevitable
consequence has been a downgrading of services to women.
In this House and through the media, some of us have raised our concerns about the way
in which refuge places have been designated to disappear, to be replaced by outreach
services. Thbe two things that women need most when they live in a violent household
are, first, a refuge or a place of safety or shelter and, second, they need to be believed.
This Minister is demonstrating that he thinks that they do not need a refuge which in
some cases may offer the women and children their lives; and he has always raised the
question about whether they could really be believed, and whether they have brought
same of the problem on themselves. The Minister has questions to answer. I would like
to see him account for himself in this debate. The same questions that I directed to him
have been answered by the Ministers for Housing, Health and Aboriginal Affairs, but
have still not been answered by the Attorney General, the Minister for Women's Interests
or the Minister for Police.
The responses to this serious crime have been piecemeal. More than a month ago,
through the medium of a press release, the Attorney General announced that the Court
Government would bring a serious crime package to State Parliament in this sitting to
provide measures to deal with violent crime. Again, that was a piecemeal approach,
announced in the heat of the Helena by-election. It is a hotchpotch of amendments to the
sentencing Act, and relates to assaults on public officers, the so-called stalkng
legislation, toughening up restraining orders, the victims of crime Act, pawnbrokers, and
bouncers' regulations. A couple of those matters have been introduced by the
Government; they do not all belong in the same package. Of course the Government is
now well awart that the Opposition has circulated a Bill for public comment - the
Domestic Violence Protection Bill - which will bring under one Act a coherent approach
to ensure women are safe from assault, or safe from the threat of further assault where it
is happening, by examining the issues related to not only restraining orders, which we
will call protection orders, but also to police powers, firearms control and bail conditions.
The whole emphasis is on the safety of the person and her children.
We have those kinds of reservations about this piece of legislation. On the one hand we
welcome it, but on the other hand we say that it will never offer the kind of protection
women need. Every other jurisdiction in Australia had acted on this area prior to the end
of last year. Knowing that, I am disappointed that it has taken until September for the
Attorney General to introduce legislation in the Western Australian Parliament. I should
add that the principles of the Bill are fervently endorsed by Mr Lavarch, the federal
Attorney General.
I turn now to recent consultation undertaken by the Law Reform Commission of
Australia, chaired by Justice Elizabeth Evart. Members will recall that in February this
year an interim report was produced. In July this year the first volume of a substantive
publication was issued about the needs of women in relation to the court system and
justice, and a whole range of legal issues with which women come into contact in the
justice system. The commission was overwhelmed by the issue of violence, as it was
brought to them by women all around Australia. Whenever I have been involved in
community meetings and community consultation about any issue that women meet on,
the issue of violence against women comes up, if not spontaneously, after a short time in
response to someone else's issues. On 8 March this year the Office of the Status of
Women undertook a purple postcard campaign. Women front all around Australia were
asked to designate the issues of concern to them. Seventeen per cent of all postcards
addressed the matter of violence. However, 4 500 other issues were of concern to
Australian women. It is easy to see what a huge concern it is. The organisers of the 1995
Beijing conference have also been alerted to the fact that violence will form a major
focus for that conference because women all over the world are concerned about violence
by men against women. They say they want violence against us and our children to stop.
The point made in both the interim report of the Law Reform Commission and in the first
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volume of that report is that not only do clear links exist between violence and access to
the justice system but also it reflects the inequality of women. I point out to the House
some of the data available on violence by men against women. The National Committee
on Violence which reported, I think, in 1990 covered a number of United States studies
and showed that somewhere between I I per cent and 30 per cent of all married couples
had experience of assaults. For divorcing couples, however, the incidence increased
from21lper cent to36 percenL We also know thatinl1992, forxthe frst time in Western
Ausm"li. in the publication Crime and Justicee Stisfics put out by the crime research
centre at the University of Western Australia, 40 per cant of women who were murdered
were murdered by their partner and 49 per cent of serious and common assaults on
women were committed by their partner.
For the first time in Western Ausnrlia, we have an indication of the extent of assaults
committed on women by their husband, their de facto partner, their boyfriend or their
separated partner. The Law Reform Commission report indicates that in November
1993, 3 009 cases of domestic assaults were reported to police tbxughout Australia.
However, we know that most cases are not reported to the police. A research project at
the Royal Brisbane Hospital in 1992 found that more than one in five women presenting
to the accident and emergency department had been subjected to violence by their partner
at some stage of their lives. They were not necessarily presendtg there as a consequence
of violence, but the opportunity was taken to interview women who went into the A and
E service. According to Relationships Australia, approximately 40 per cent of couples
who attend marriage guidance counselling report violence. These criminal assaults are
far too common. Although it is true that we do not have any clear indication of the exact
incidence, sufficient information is available to assure us that it is not a private concern -
it is and should be a public matter. Only in the past 10 years or so, has dhe Australian
community been educated and made aware of the fact that no longer will violence in the
home be tolerated and that the legal system must be much more open and responsive to
violence, starting from the police response and following through in the courts and any
consequent separations.
In the last year of the Labor Government a report was commissioned by Alan Ralph

higlihtig he xprences of the women he interviewed. He read some court report
and interviewed 10women. The focus of his research was to clarify how the resuning
order system worked and whether it was effective. It is interesting to see the way in
which he has characterised these experiences. Unfortunately it is mostly statistical
information and, therefore, does not really offer a description of the pain and humiliation
experienced by those women. However, the information invites us to fill in the gaps.
Most of that 100 women who responded to either newspaper advertisements or telephone
calls - from refuge workers to direct contacts, who ha a restraining order because they
had been experiencing violence and were prepared to come forward - were in the so-
called middle age range; that is, they surveyed people over 25 years and under 55 years
and in this context most of those women were between 25 and 45 years. It may not be
surprising that 44 per cent of these women were unwaged workers doing home duties.
Twenty-four per cent were in managerial, professional and pan-professional work.
I bring again to the notice of the House the vulnerability of many groups of women on
whom, as a result of their social, economic or geographic circumstances violence has a
compounding effect. Although we have rightly given attention to younger and older
women, those from non-English speaking backgrounds, country women and Aboriginal
women, it is very easy to forget about middle class and high income earning women.
People still have the picture in their mind that violence occurs mostly to the women who
are married or living with blue-collar workers. However, some of the most touching
conversations I have had were with professional women who were victims of horrendous
domestic violence in the fonn of verbal, physical, emotional and financial abuse. They
live in what we regard as high income and upper class suburbs and are reluctant to reveal
their experience. They often live behind high walls in flash houses with considerable
material accoutrements and often seek their relief through alcohol or find assistance from
a medical practitioner who medicates them.
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That category of the population of women certainly needs malt attention being paid to it.
Some of the women in Ralph's study had been separated for momt than 10 years and yet
were still being assaulted. The physical violence often started even before people were
married or started living together. Despite their violent relationships, 21 of those people
entered into what they thought would be a long lasting relationship. Perhaps they
thought that living with him and being married to him would change his behaviour.
Another 19 per cent had their violence perpetrated within three months of starting to live
together. Altogether over 60 per cent of those women were already in a violent
relationship before they had commenced living with those men for 12 months. That is
not uncommon. There are stories we hear from time to time. As I said, them is so little

dataabot ths isue t i ver co peln to see the patterns appear when it is examined
thro a study such as this. In teirmso our commitment to the control of firearms and
reviewing the firearms legislation women were asked in this study whether a weapon had
been involved. Some 45 out of 100 reported the use or threat of a weapon at some time,
with 19 of those 45 relating it to firearms. The highest percentage of those complaints
came from Perth, where of that sub-sample 20 per cent reported the involvement of
firearms. I have still no idea why anyone living in the metropolitan area needs a firearm.
Of those women 20 per cent received hospital tratnent; 40 per cent sought medical
treatment for their injuries; and 60 per cent were injured so badly that they needed some
kind of medical care. One of the very good programs we introduced in government was
a general practitioner education program and an education program in the accident and
emergency service at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and through the clinics at Kring
Edward Memorial Hospital for Women. Doctors, nurses and hospital workers are in an
ideal position to pick up the clues from women who have been injured and probe a little
further when they say, "I fell off the edge of the verandah," when it may be the third time
they have presented themselves with injuries of that type.
Thre National Committee on Violence Against Women that reported at the end of 1992
sought among other things a more just and equitable response from the criminal justice
system for women in violent relationships. It believed the criminal justice system should
highlight the seriousness of the offences, strengthen the authority of the law, and
influence community attitudes in a positive way so that social change could be supported.
A number of recommendations were made about uniform legislation in this area of
violence against women; for example, protection orders and the kind of legislation that
has been brought before this House, and also gun laws: and about non-violent standards
for television, because the prevention of violence is our ultimate aim and goal. Work
with children and young adults to resolve conflicts in a non-violent way is, of course, a
critical approach to prevention. A number of endorsements have been made by
committees of Ministers from all States of the Commonwealth which include the Police
Ministers Council, the Standing Committee of Attorneys General, the standing committee
of censorship Ministers, the corrective service Ministers conference and the Ministers for
the status of women. T'he issues of uniformity and portability of restraining orders alt
clearly the most important to those women who are so vulnerable that they must flee
from that violence.
I want to take a minute to tell the House about a woman I shall call Betty, who came into
my office distraught distressed, mistrustful and anxious. She, had three little children
who quite clearly had the same emotions but responded in different ways as little children
do. One was of preprimary school age and the other two were of primary school age.
She had come from another State, and she and her three children had taken six weeks to
surface. She had been so fearful for her life and the lives of her children that when she
fled she headed for the south west forests and lived there in the car with those children
for six weeks. She hid then until the three children knew their new identities. My goose
pimples ar coig out again as I relate this story, because when she told me her terror
was still!thrShe had to be confident that those three little children would speak their
new assumed names with confidence without any kind of slip up before she felt confident
enough to come to Perth. Besides being able to obtain a new restraining order hene - as
she did, because hers was not portable at that time earlier this year - women in those
circumstances have a whole number of needs that require attention. For instance, if they
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must assume new names there is no point in their going to the registrar to change their
names legally, because their names can be traced and the women can be traced; so they
work through an assumed name. The Department of Social Security has been absolutely
fantastic in accepting those people who must assume a name because they are escaping
from violence. That is part of being safe and starting to feel safe. Homeswes: were very
good in Betty's circumstances, and they accepted the story diat I was able to tell them
about her. She left the refuge after a few days and went into emergency housing. She is
now housed in an area which is not in my electorate.
The issue of what women like this can do for money is of course critical. They literally
fled with cash and the clothes they stood up in. As I said before, the Department of
Social Security was prepared to accept her assumed name, and because I have dealt with
women in similar positions, a local bank is also prepared to open an account in an
assumed name with a letter from the Department of Social Security and fom the local
member.
When this woman felt strong, recovered, confident and safe enough, she wanted to do
paid work as she had a profession. We had to negotiate with the Taxation Office to
obtain a tax file number. The tax office and the Department of Social Security have
cooperated in this case and have been prepared to accept the story of this woman. That is
an important part of the national strategy, as these agencies must make these types of
decisions because the Federal Government has committed itself to considering ways of
eliminating violence. However, in the meantime we must make women in these
situations feel safe.
This woman required medical care and a Medicare card. Also, it was necessary to
register her car, and that posed the greatest difficulty for her. It had previously been
registered in another State, but the Police Department was tremendously helpful to us.
Various charities found this woman clothing and furniture, and although she felt
humiliated to accept these things she was in no situation not to accept them. Also, these
women are concerned at all times about the care and nurture of their children. In
teaching them their new identity, it is hoped that some stress will not trip up the child and
he or she forgets the new identity.
The restraining orders which apply to the type of man from whom this woman was
escaping can often be nothing more than a challenge. A woman who gave evidence to
the Law Reform Commission's review spoke of her 19 year marriage in which she lived
in 11 different homes. Therefore, she was frequently taken from her support network in
each place. This woman had been severely physically abused; she was shoved, pushed,
given backhanded hits and had her hair torn out. Her husband became more and mnore
aggressive and assaulted her son. This woman had been separated from her husband for
two years when she told her story to the commission, yet he had continued to haras and
frighten her. She had spent $4 000 on restraining orders. She said that it was dangerous
for her not to defend hersef, and indicated that her husband breached the order whenever
it suited him-
Basically, two types of restraining orders are available to protect women from such
violent circumstances: First, injunctions can be obtained under the Family Court Act
and, second, protection, restraining and apprehended violence orders can be obtained
under various state and territory legislation. For many reasons the Family Court Act
injunctions are not accessible, and on the whole they do not work as well as restraining
orders - I use this as a generic label in this instance, If a woman returns to the Family
Law Court and can have an existing injunction upheld, she is in a bettr position.
However, as a general rule, n:ws: of us would advise women to seek a restraining order.
Restraining orders have difficulties as well, including an unwillingness by the police to
act on breaches of the order, the limitation on the scope of the orders; inadequate
penalties imposed by the courts on breaches; and a lack of understanding by the police
and the courts on the way in which violence has disempowered women over many years.
The provision of restraining orders varies from State to State - indeed, sometimes it is
different within a jurisdiction. A major finding of the Law Reform Commission's work
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was that injustice existed in die law because access to justice was different across and
within States. For example, a woman in Hobart must pay between $600 and $700 to
engage a private solicitor, yet another woman from Western Australia had spent more
than $4 000 to obtain restraining orders. Of course, many women do not have die
finances to meet the cost of justice. Another aspect is that when women do not have
access to justice, they will remain in the violent situation. An evaluation was made on
the first five years of the operation of an advocacy service in Sydney, and it found that
over half the women interviewed indicated that if they could not access an adequate
service they bad stayed in violent situations from which they were trigt sape. The
most striking consequence of receiving inadequate or inaccurate infotion for these
women was to remain in die violent situation, clearly putting their lives and safety in
danger.
As members are await, the Chief Justice's Gender Bias Task Force report was very
critical of the way in which restraining orders function in Western Australia. Certainly,
the task force used Alan Ralph's report, and it determined that restraining orders had
become a replacement for laying a charge of assault. In fact, 88 per cent of people
following a severe assault sought, or were advised to seek, a restraining aider. In any
other set of circumstances the police would arrest the perpetrator of the kinds of assaults
involved. 1Tat is a very serious indication of the way in which the police have been
reluctant to apply restraining orders, or to take them seriously. In the second reading
speech given by the then Attorney General in 1982, when the Government sought to
widen the powers available for women who were seeking safety from violence, he made
it very clear that the police should have the power to apply for a restraining order. It is
interesting that in Western Australia approximately 10 per cent of restraining orders are
initiated by the police, whereas in other States approximately 80 per cent are initiated by
the police. The police should be encouraged to make an urgent application, using the
sworn statement of the woman; they should not be there just to mediate, talk or counsel.
Where a violent assault has been committed, they should focus on the criminal assault
that has taken place and act appropriately. As an aside, I thought it was interesting in
relation to the assaults and the murder in Northbridge, that the police were prepared to
give witnesses to those assaults all the protection they needed. I wish they would make
such a radical statement about protecting women who are victims of violence and must
appear as their own witnesses to get a restraining order.
A number of agencies have, in fact, provided information in clear English about how to
obtain a restraining order in Western Australia. The Pat Giles Women's Refuge is one
such agency. In fact, the Office of the Family, through the domestic violence
coordinating committee, produced a booklet of information and advice in 1988. Recently
the Legal Aid Commission has produced a series of fact sheets about how to get a
restraining order. However, women must deal with a number of problems when they
decide they need this kind of support and assistance. One is the very real fear that legal
action will exacerbate the problem of violence. We know that some blokes see this as a
challenge, and their behaviour worsens. Alan Ralph found that very often verbal abuse
and harassment increase once a woman has taken out a restraining order. The woman
must also deal with the fact that she has perhaps had previous negative experience when
seeking help from lawyers, police or professional people. Women have every reason to
lack faith in court processes. Women of non-English speaking background have
communication difficulties. Women have also experienced lack of continued support and
follow-up, and sometimes have been unsuccessful in previous attempts to obtain orders.
In Redfern, New South Wales the court support service has seen many of those issues
tirn around. I will dwell briefly on the way in which a court support scheme can provide
legal and social support to women who go there because of issues related to spousal
assault. The Law Reform Commission report makes a number of recommendations
about court support services and how they can overcome this disillusionment with the
law. We could understand that if a woman had gone to court and been told by a justice
that she was only cut and not dead, it would be a long time before that woman would
seek redress before a court. One woman said that it was "a lot like domestic violence all
over again" because she felt so exposed and vulnerable. Another said that if she had
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known she would be treated the same way as the offender treated her, she would never
have reported to the police. Another said that she was disillusioned by the whole system,
and that "A woman never leaves home for no reason". This court support service of
legal personnel, social workers and refuge workers has resulted in a huge turnaround not
only in the way in which women are treated and how they feel about themselves, but also
in a restraining order being applied that would wok I recommend that the Attorney
General examine this model with a view to funding it throughout Western Australia. Of
course, this is a vast State, and I understand from some of the experiences in other States
that it is possible to work these court support schemes for one day a week.
I now briefly refer to court support services that were provided as a model project by the
Legal Aid Commission between February and May of this year. The legal aid lawyer
worked at the Central Law Courts on weekdays between 9.00 and 11.00 am to provide
representation, if necessary, for restraining order matters, as well as information, advice
and referral to other agencies or other professional people. Apart from legal advice and
representation, a court support service must meet the needs of women by providing
information, referral services and support with respect to other legal and non-legal
matters. Thinking back to the example of the woman I called Betty, one can imagine the
range of information and support such women need.
A number of principles must be supported in setting up this type of service. The support
workers and the solicitors must be women, and they must be paid workers. It is very
important that the service is a professional service, and that it is a service provided by
women for women, It is also important that evaluation be an integral part of the scheme
and that the scheme be modified, as necessary. The results of the Legal Aid
Commission's pilot scheme were provided through a paper given at the conference of the
Domestic Violence Action Group of Western Australia, and later also at a conference in
Queensland this year. Clearly, it has been a successful initiative, and I am pleased that
the State has set aside some money to expand this service in a recurrent way. The State
will contribute $190 000 - although that has been promised I gather it has not yet been
paid - and the Commonwealth will contribute $286 000. 1 understand this service will
employ solicitors, as well as cooidinating and support workers. I understand also that
people are anxious that it is not run out of the courts or the Legal Aid Commission's
premises in order to make the service much mote user friendly.
Alan Ralph's paper indicates in his summary that it takes women a long time to report
violence. They live vulnerable, unsafe and sometimes shamed lives in a violent
relationship because the man promises that this will be the last episode, it is never going
to happen again or that he will reform his behaviour. However, there is a cycle of
violence and these men who have learnt their behaviour through their socialisation more
often tha not, come back worse and worse and the episodes of violence get closer and
closer together.
However, women's greatest disappointment in the system is their access to justice. They
see the police not responding appropriately. A study of 100 women indicates a general
dissatisfaction in the role that the police play in assisting women living in violence.
Eighty per cent had specific complaints about their involvement and the outcome for
women was also varied. For some the situation improved, but for most, it remained
serious or even worsened after the police had left simply because they had not responded

aporately. They do not respond to domestic assault as they do to any other criminal
assault. We must change that We have started to change it, but there is a long way to
go. In my view, police must be given the powers to enter private premises where they
suspect an assault has occurred or where an assault is imminent. T1hey should be able to
enter that place without a warrant but with protection to ensure that they are not
infringing the people's civil liberties and privacy. I acknowledge that there are issues
related to those concerns. However, in the end, if we want to make sure that women are
safe from murder and serious assault, we must provide police with those powers. The
police must be empowered to confiscate firearms at that time. The confiscation or
surrender of firearms should be a provision of anty restraining order and the onus for
remur of those firearms should be on the perpetrator himself.
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No matter from which jurisdiction restraining orders came, it is reay important to
acknowledge that too often they are not effective. In fact, in a sample of 100, only one in
four was effctive; that is, only 26 per cent. In 26 per cent of cases there was no change
in the man's behaviour at all, in 5 per cent of cases he increased his violence, and in 20
per cent he increased his verbal abuse. In '77 per cent of the cases, the conditions were
breached within a matter of days of the order being confirmed and when the breach was
reported, the police acted in only 62 per cent of those cases and then only after numerous
complaints. Therefore, theme is something wrong with the system of restraining orders
and something inherently wrong with access to justice.
One of the things that would go a long way to giving women access to justice and
strengthening the desired effect of the restraining orders would be police behaviour. A
lot of work has been done to improve those circumstances, by the Legal Aid
Commission, the Pat Giues Refuge, a number of other refuges and by many police
officers themselves. However, the culture of policing has to change. As I said, it is
starting to change, but there are miles and miles to go.
One issue in the Bill about which I am concerned relates to costs for women who seek to
take out a restraining order. While I acknowledge it is not addressed in the Bill, we
should seek to protect women by ensuring that each party bears his or her own costs
unless the proceedings are demonstrated to be frivolous or vexatious. The threat of
having to py costs of up to $500 would be a deterrent for many women who were trying
to decide whether they should pursue an order, particularly if they could lose and their
partner is being represented by a lawyer. I understand that those principles apply in the
Family Court jurisdiction. That is something that we should consider as an amendment
to the Justices Act to make sure that we are contributing in every way to strengthening
the law to protect women.
As I said, I welcome this legislation, though I have doubts, as I said at the beginning of
my speech, about the Government's commitment to eliminating domestic violence and
dealing with women who are escaping for their safety or their lives. We cannot really
talk about restraining orders without looking at where women go to be safe. We know
that the review done by Bandt Gatter has recommended that the number of refuge beds
be decreased substantially and that domestic violence outreach services replace that
service. People need information. They need referral services. However, they will not
make them safe in the end. A restraining order by itself will not make a woman safe.
We need a coherent means of addressing violence in the Statutes and that must address
police powers, protection orders, firearms control, and bail conditions. I am looking
forward to this period of consultation over the Opposition's legislation which will be
introduced as a private member's Bill in order to make sure: that women have safety
because, after all, the thing that will make women leave violent circumstances in the end
her concern for her life or the lives of her children.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Mc~linty.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - SPECIAL
On motion by Mr C.. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the House at its rising adjourn until Tuesday, 18 October, at 2.00 pm.
Rouse adjourned at 559 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

ROAD TRAINS - TRIPS TO NMLAND SALEYARDS
838, Mr McGINTY to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

How many road trains travelled to the Midland salcyanla in
(a) May 1994;
(b) June 1994;
(c) July 1994?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response-
(a)-(c) Ilm advised by the Main Roads Department that up to the end of

August there were a total of 271 road train trips to and fromn the
Midland saicyards. There have been no reported incidents or any
complaints involved with these trips.

RAILWAYS - SAFETY ON TRAINS
839. Mr MoGINT to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

(1) What steps is the Minister taking to address die high level of concern
among suburban commuters about safety on trains?

(2) Does the Minister stand by his statement to the media on 20 July 1994 that
the Court Government since coming to office has increased die number of
patrol officers on trains by 50 per cent?.

(3) If yes, when were these officers appointed?
(4) If no, why was the statement made?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1)-(4) The concern about public safety is not just confined to suburban
trains. It is a broader social issue which affects the community as
a whole. Taken in context dhe incidence of unlawful behaviour on
trains reflects die trend in society. This Government has initiated a
number of measures to increase security on the suburban trains
above the level it inherited when it took office; the most significant
being the increase in patrol officer positions from 24 to 40.
Thirteen patrol officers were appointed on 8 October 1993 and,
with one resignation, the current number of patrol officers stands at
36. Recruitmnent of a further four patrol officers is currently being
progressed.
The additional patrol officers are allowing for an increase in the
number of trains being patrolled at night, and allows for patrolling
of selected day trains which did not occur previously. The
presence of the patrol officers is additional to the passenger service
assistants who ride all trains after dark. Other initiatives include -

A full time security presence at Perth station which is coordinated
with police operadions.
Appointment of a collating officer to enable intelligence gathering
for the purpose of identifying repeat offenders and likely trouble
spots etc.
Specialised training for patrol officers at the Maylands Police
Academy.
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increased surveillance of ntations and car parks including joint
prgrams undertaken with the police from time to time.

Legislative changes are being progressed so that Weserail can treat
die concourse above die city station as if it were part of the railway
for the purpose of maintaining law and order.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - STAFF
VACANCIES

967. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:
In the Department for Community Development-
(a) howv many positions were -

(i) vacant or
(ii) being filled by an employee/officer in an acting capacity;
on 1 August 1994;

(b) what was the classification of each vacancy;
(c) how many positions have been vacant for -

(i) less than one month;
(ii) more than one month and less than three months;
(iii) more than three m onths?

Mr NICHOLLS replied:
The department has an approved avenage staffing level allocated in full
time equivalent terms for each financial year. It is on this basis, rather
than the number of positions, that the department manages the staffing
levels in each location. The allocation from 1 July 1994 is 1 092 FrE.
The actual employment level of 28 July 1994 was 1117 FTP and over the
last three months the department has been fully utilising the FTP
allocation. This FTE figure is represented by a total of 1 361 employees
of which 1 089 - 80 per cent - are permanent employees and die remaining
272 -20 per cent - have temporary contracts of service.

FARMS - STAMP DUTY EXEMP TON
Cabinet Decision, Ministers' Interest Declaration

980. Mr T AYLOR to the Premier:
(1) Did any Ministers declare an interest to you or Cabinet when Cabinet

made a decision to exempt the payment of stamp duty on the transfer of
fanning properties within a family?

(2) If yes, which Ministers?
(3) If so, did the Premier require those Ministers with a direct financial

interest to absent themselves from Cabinet whilst this matter was under
discussion?

(4) If no to (3), why not?
Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(4) I support the view that Ministers should declare any direct involvement in

matters brought before Cabinet to ensure that there is no conflict of
interests. Whether those Ministers should abstain from discussions and
voting on such matter is a decision which should then be made by the
Ministers' Cabinet colleagues after consideration of the particular
circumstances of the siwuation. The proposal to introduce a stamp duty
exemption for intergenerational transfers of the family farm was initiated
following representations from the Western Australian farming
community and will have wide application throughout the State. Similar
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proposals have also been introduced in other States. In this instance, no
Ministers were required to withdraw from the Cabinet discussion on the
subject

FARMS - STAMP DUTY EXEMPTION
Cabi net Decision, Ministers' Interest Declaration

982. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) Did dhe Minister declare an interest to the Premier and/or Cabinet when

the matter of exemptions on the payment of stamp duty on transfers of
farming properties within a family was dealt with by Cabinet?

(2) If no, why not?
(3) Did he abstain from discussions on this matter?
(4) Did he abstain from voting on this matter?
(5) If no to (3) and (4), why not?
Mr OMODEI replied:

I refer the member to parliamentary question 980.
FARMS - STAMP DUTY EXEMPTION

Cabinet Decision, Ministers' Interest Declaration
985. Mr TAYLOR to the Deputy Premier.

(1) Did the Minister declare an interest to the Premier and/ar Cabinet when
the matter of exemptions on the payment of stamp duty on trnsfers of
farming properties within a family was dealt with by Cabinet?

(2) If no, why not?
(3) Did he abstain from discussions on this matter?
(4) Did he abstain from voting on this matter?
(5) If no to (3) and (4), why not?
Mr COWANl replied:

I refer the member to parliamentary question 980.
CABINET - MATTERS, MINISTERS WITH FINANCIAL INTERESTS

CONDITION
986. Mr TAYLOR to the Premier

Does the Premier support the view that Ministers with direct or potential
financial interests in matters under consideration by Cabinet should
abstain from discussions and voting on those matters?

Mr COURT replied-
As I have stated in response to a previous question, I support the view that
Ministers should declare any direct involvement in matters brought before
Cabinet to ensure that there is no conflict of interests. However, whether
those Ministers should abstain from discussions and voting on such
matters is a decision which should then be made by die Ministers' Cabinet
colleagues after consideration of the particular circumstances of the
situation. Obviously different circumstances require different approaches.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - WOMENWS REFUGES
Supported Accommodation Assistance Program Review

1059. Ms WARNOCK to the Minister for Community Development:
(1) With respect to the Minister's answer to question on notice 755 of 1994,

what is the "implementation process" refutred to which will provide the
answer to questions (1), (2) and (3)?
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(2) How many officers are involved in this process?
(3) When will it be completed?
(4) When will the Minister provide answers?
Mr NICHOLLS repliect
(1) The implementation will be overseen by the same steering committee

which was responsible for overseeing the review project. The committee
has the following members -

The chair of the committee - Assistant Director General.
Department for Community Development
Manager, Housing Programs, Department of Housing and
Regional Development
Manager, Community Housing Programs, Homeswest
Chairperson of the SAAP/CAP Ministerial Advisory Committee
Executive Director, WACOSS.

In addition die SAAP implementation team leader attends meetings as the
executive officer.

(2) The Department for Community Development has allocated three staff wo
support the process on a full time basis.

(3) My aim, is to have t implementation substantially completed by 1 July
1995.

(4) -When I have approved die implementation plan.
GOVERNMENT PURCHASING - AUSTRALIAN RECYCLED PRODUCT

POLICY
1068. Mrs ROBERTS to the Minister for Community Development; the Famlly,

Seniors:
(1) Which departments within the Minister's portfolios have adopted

purchasing policies which have a degree of preference for Aumtrlian
reycled products?

(2) When was each such purchasing policy adopted?
(3) What are die key elements of each such purchasing policy?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:
Answer provided by Minister for Community Development; the Family -

(1) The department adheres to the State Supply Commission's purchasing
policies on buy Australian and on recycled/reyclable products.

(2) The latter policy was introduced by the State Supply Commission on 2
February 1993.

(3) Policy statements -

Public authorities shall aim to inaximise the Aumtrlian industry
content when undertakcing the procurement of goods and provision
of services.
Where a public authority is intending to purchase a good that has a
recycled/recyclable alternative, the recycled/recyclable alternative
shall be given preference wheat all evaluation criteria are equal.
Where die price of a viable recycled/reyclable alternative is
higher than a non-recycled/recyclable good, but all other tender
evaluation criteria are equal, the purchasing decision shall be
progressed in accordance with the value for money supply policy
and guidelines - module 3 - policy 2d92.
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Answer provided by Minister for Seniors -

(1) The Office of Seniors' Inrerests.
(2) 2 February 1993.
(3) State Supply Commission policy "Recycled/Recyclable Products" which

stats-
Where a public authority is intending to purchase a good that has a
recycled/recyclable alternative, the recycled/recyclable alternative
shall be given preference where all evaluation criteria are equal.
Where the price of a viable recycled/recyclable alternative is
higher than a non-recycled/recyclable good, but all ocher tender
evaluation criteria are equal, the purchasing decision shall be
progressed in accordance with the value for money supply policy
and guidelines - module 3 - policy 2192.

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING - AUSTRALIAN RECYCLED PRODUCT
POLIC

1080. Mrs ROBERTS to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

(1) Which departments within the Minister's portfolios have adopted
purchasing policies which have a degree of preference for Australian
recycled products?

(2) When was each such purchasing policy adopted?
(3) What are the key elements of each such purchasing policy?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1)-(3) I am advised that on 1 February 1993 the State Supply
Commission issued a policy in relation to the purchase of
recycled/recyclable. goods and that this policy applies to all
government agencies. The key elements of the policy are -

Public authorities should use government purchasing power
to su~pport die recycling initiative by -

giin pefrece to reyld/eylble goods if they are
avilbl a te sae r owr rce than similar quality

goods made of virgin materials:
giving preference to recycled/recyclable goods unless there
are valid technical reasons for not doing so; and
giving preference to equipment which can use consumnables
made from recycled/recyclable materials.

Where the price for recycled/recyclable goods is higher than non-
recycled/recyclable goods, but all other evaluation criteria are
equal, the purchase decision is progressed in accordance with the
value for money guidelines contained in State Supply Commission
policy.

PREMIER'S CAPiT1AL CITrY COMMIIEE - ESTABLISHMENT
1090. Mr KOBELK to the Premier

(1) When was the Premices Capital City Committee formed?
(2) Who are the members of the Capital City Committee?
(3) What are the qualifications, business exgrience or history of community

service of each member of the Cpital City Committee which
recommended their appointments?
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(4) When did die Capital City Committee bold its first meeting and on how
many occasions has it now met?

(5) What remuneration is paid to each member of the Capital City Committee
for their work on this committee?

(6) Which officers or agencies are responsible for servicing the work of the
Premices capital city committee?

(7) Which departments or agencies are responsible for meeting the running
costs of the Capital City Committee and how is that cost proportioned
between any such agencies?

Mr COURT replied:
(1) January 1994.
(2) Hon Richard Court - Premier

Hon Richard Lewis - Minister for Planning and Heritage
Hon Eric Chariton - Minister for Transport
Mr Craig Lawrence - Chairman of Commissioners, City of Perth
Mr Stuar H-itk - Director General, Department of Transport
Mr Terry Martin - Chief Executive Officer, Department of Planning and
Urba Development
Mr Kevin Harrison - Chief Executive Officer, Western Australian
Tourism Commission
Mr Gary Hunt - Chief Executive Officer, City of Perth.

(3) The Capital City Committee members have been appointed due to the
positions that they hold within state and local government.

(4) The first Capital City Committee meeting was held on 24 January 1994
and nine meetings have been held up until 19 September 1994.

(5) Nil.
(6) Mr Craig Boyce is the executive officer for the Capital City Committee.
(7) Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet

WATS, C - REMUNERATION
1095. Mr KOBELKE to the Premier:

(1) Was thetotal remuneration paidto Ms C.Wats for work undertaken to
assist with policy development to the Premier for the period of 3
September 1993 to 17 February 1994?

(2) What part of this remuneration is attributable to the hourly rate of $40.90
and how much is for other costs and expenses incurred under this
consultancy?

Mr COURT replied:
(1) $34 028.70 - for the period 13 September 1993 to 17 February 1994.
(2) All renuneration paid is attributable to the hourly rate of $40.90.

LEVEE FOWLER AND CO - SERVICES TO BENTLEYS
1096. Mr KOBELKE to the Premier.

(1) How many hours of work have Levie Fowler and Co undertaken in
providing servces to Bentleys to verify the financial arrangements of the
member for Wannemoo as requested by the Premier?

(2) How much has currently been paid to Bentleys, for undertaking this work
for the Premier?

(3) How much is outstanding or what is the estimate of the amount still
owing to Bentleys for undertaking this work?
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Mr COURT replied:
(1) Not known.
(2) $20 260.29.
(3) There is nothing still owing to Bentleys.

BENTLEYS - HOURS WORKED
1097. Mr KOBELKE to the Premier.

(1) What is the total number of hours of work performed by Bentleys to
provide the Premier with full details of the member for Wannerco's
financial dealings since they were appointed on 1 November 1993?

(2) How much has currently been paid to Bentleys for undertaking this work
for the Premier?

(3) How much is either outstanding or what is the estimate of die amount
still owing to Bentleys for undertaking this work?

Mr COURT replied:
(1) 137.6 hours.
(2) $20 260.29.
(3) There is nothing still owing to Bentleys.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS - 'TOGETHER IS BEITFR IN THE YEAR OF
THE FAMILY"

1105. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister for the Family:
Which company printed the document "Together is better in the year of
the family"?

Mr NICHOLLS replied:
This document is not known to the Department for Community
Development.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS - "WESTRAIL NEWS"
1108. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

Which company printed the document "Westrail News"?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided dhe following response -

The member is referred to the response given to parliamentary question
946.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS - PROPOSALS FOR REGIONAL LAND
TRANSPORT IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1126. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) What was the cost of production of the document "Propossh for regional

land transport in Western Australia?
(2) What was the purpose of producing the document?
(3) What was the cost of distribution of the document?
(4) To whom were the copies distributed?
(5) Where was the document printed?
(6) Which company printed the document?
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Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response-
(1) Printing cost of the document $2 664.
(2) The purpose of the document is to set out in a systematic and

easily understandable way the initiatives being pursued in regional
land transport in Western Australia. In so doing the document is
designed to promote communication and consultation on the major
aims for regional land transport and how those aims should be
pursued.

(3) Approximately $1 200.
(4) Copies were distributed to a wide range of interest groups

including members of Parliament, regional development
commissions, local government associations and authorities,
transport operators and users, state and federal government
departments and agencies.

(5) Western Australia.
(6) Advance Press.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS - PROPOSALS FOR REGIONAL LAND
TRANSPORT IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1127. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister representing the inister for Transport:
(1) Who prepard the document "Proposals for regional land transport in

Western Australia"?
(2) Was any person or organisation from the Pilbara region of Western

Australia involved in that process?
(3) If not, why not?
(4) Ifmo -

(a) who was that person or organisauion;
(b) by what process was that person or organisation chosen:,
(c) by what process did that person or organisation ensure that the

views of the residents of the Pilbara region were represented?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -
(1) T'he Department of Transport
(2) No.
(3) The document was prepared for discussion purposes and to seek

input on future regional land transport directions from as wide a
range of people and organisations as possible, including those in
the Pilbara. This input is currently being received. Once all
responses have been received appropriate modifications to the
document will be made.

(4) Not applicable.
STATUTORY AUTHORITIES, BOARDS, ADVISORY COMMIITEES,

GOVERNMENT INSTRUMENTALITIES - LIST
1155. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

Will the Minister provide a list of all statutory authorities, boards,
advisory committees and government instrumentalities in all portfolios
under his control?
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Mr LEWIS replied:
TMe Minister for Transport has provided the following response-
The member is referred to the special edition of the Government Gazene
No 14/94, "Admirnistration of Departments, Statutes and Votes". I am
advised that an updated version will be available shortly.

STATUTORY AUTHORITIES, BOARDS, ADVISORY COMMITTEES,
GOVERNMENT INSTRUMENTALITIES - LIST

1163. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier representing the Minister for Finance:
Will the Minister provide a list of all statutory authorities, boards,
advisory committees and government instrumentalities in all portfolios
under his control?

Mr COURT replied:
The Minister for Finance has provided the following reply -

State Taxation Department
Land Valuation Tribunal
Valuer General's Office
Western Australian EXIM Corporation
Western Australian Development Corporation
Government Employees Superannuation Board
State Government Insurance Commission
State Government Insurance Corporation

GENDER BIAS - REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION
120. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) With reference to the recommendations of the report to the Chief Justice
on gender bias, will the Minister implement the following
recommendations -

(a) 10;
(b) 11-14;
(c) 40-42;
(d) 50-52;
(e) 62;
(f) 72;
(g) 109-118;
(h) 128-130;
(i) 138;
0) 173-180,
(k) 188?

(2) If the answer is no to any of the recommendations, what ame the reasons
for not implementing each of those listed?

Mr PRINCE replie&
(1)-(2) The Attorney General and Minister for Women's Intersts is currently

obtaining advice from the Chief Justice and agencies within her portfolio
regarding the 198 specific recommendations of the report. This will
include referrl to other agencies as appropriate. Consideraton will be
given to the matters raised in the member's question once this process is
Complete.
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GENDER BIAS - REPORT RECOM[MENDATIONS IPLEMENTATION
1208. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Local Government:

(1) With reference to the recommendations of the report to the Chief Justice
on gender bias, will the Minister implement the following
recommendation 148?

(2) If die answer is no, what sre the reasons for not implementing the
recommendation listed?

Mr OMODEI replied:
(1)-(2) The Attorney General and Minister for Women's Interests is currently

obtaining advice from die Chief Justice and agencies within her portfolio
regarding the 198 specific recommendations of the report. This will
include referral to other agencies as appropriate. Consideration will be
given to the matters raised in the member's question once this process is
complete.

GENDER BIAS - REPORT RECOMM[ENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION
1209. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Planning:

(1) With reference to the recommendations of the report to the Chief Justice
on gender bias, will the Minister implement the following
recommendation 149?

(2) If the answer is no, what are the reasons for not implementing the
recommendation listed?

Mr LEWIS replied:
(1)-(2) The Attorney General and Minister for Women's Interests is currently

obtaining advice from the Chief Justice and agencies within her portfolio
regarding the 198 specific recommendations of the report. This will
include referral to other agencies as appropriate. Consideration will be
given to the matters raised in the member's question once this process is
complete.

MOTOR VEICLE LICENCES - $50 LEVY
1215. Mr BROWN to the Premier:

(1) Why is the $50 premium levy no longer shown separately on accounts for
motor vehicle licence and third party insurance fees?

(2) Does the Premier agree that the present wording may lead some people to
believe that the $50 levy is payable six monthly if they do not choose to
pay their account in annual instalments?

Mr COURT replied.
(1) When the $50 premium increase was introduced, it was shown separately

on die renewal notices as it was intended that the increase be non-
refundable; that is, any portion of the $50 premium increase not used
during the insurance period would not be refunded It was subsequently
determined that the unused portion of the $50 increase must be refunded-,
consequently, the $50 increase was incorporated into the premium and the
notation on every renewal notice was amended to reflect the combined
amount.

(2) No.
TRUCK DRIVERS - STIMULANT DRUGS

i229. Mir RIPPER to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) Have agencies for which the M~inister is responsible received complaints
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that transport company schedules, deadlines and competitive pressures are
leading long distance truck drivens to misuse stimulant drugs?

(2) Is it State Government policy to trat the alleged misuse of stimulant
drugs by truck drivers as an occupational health and safety issue?

(3) If yes, what action is being taken by agencies wider the Minister's control
to combat this alleged misuse of stimulant drugs?.

(4) If not why not?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1) No.
(2)-(4) The master is not within the -jurisdiction of the Minister for

Transport. However, I understand that, in a draft road safety
strategy developed by the Traffic Board, the issue as it applies to
all road users is identified as requiring action.

DISABILITY SERVICES - TRANSPORT FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
REPORT

1243. Dr WATSON to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) What is the Minister's response to the recent report 'Transport. for People

with Disabilities"?
(2) How will the proposed options be dealt with?
(3) Will the Minister establish a working party or other form of committee to

choose between and implement options?
(4) Can the Minister assure the Parliament that any such group would include

a number of people with disabilities as full members?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response-
(1) The report was developed under the guidance of a steering

committee which included representatives of transport agencies as
well as people with disabilities. I welcome it as an important
contribution to achieving a fairer level of accss for people with
disabilities. It provides a solid and shared basis for identifying the
most effective ways of implementing strategies to achieve that
objective.

(2) The Department of Transport will work with die Disability
Services Commission to identify the most effective ways of
achieving, through transport, the objectives of the WA Disability
Services Act, including the development of Disability Services
plans.

(3)-(4) A formal working party is not necessarily the beat way to achieve
action. It is more important that people with disabilities are
effectively involved in the process, and I -m happy to give the
assurance that this will be done.

GOVERNMENT REPORTS - COMMISSIONED BY DEPARTMENTS,
AGENCIES, STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

1253. Mr RIPPER to the Premier representing the Minister for Fnace:
(1) What reports have been commissioned by departments, agencies andlor

statutory authorities under the Minister's control since the state election in
February 1993?
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(2) Which reports are available to the public?
(3) What was the cost of each report?
(4) Who undertook each report?
Mr COURT replied-

The Minister for Finance has provided the following reply -
Treasury -

(1) "Capital Structures of Western Austrlian Government Tradng
Enterprises".

(2) It is not available to the public.
(3) $32 000.
(4) Access Economics.
State Taxation Deparment -

(1) None.
(2)-(4)

Not applicable.
Valuer Geneal's Office -
(1) Information Systems Plan.
(2) None.
(3) $48765.
(4) Computer Power.
Government Employees Superannuation Board -

(1) (a) Property portfolio strtegy
(b) Environmental audit - Anchorage site, North Fremantle
(c) Property portfolio risk management assessment
(d) Central Park - foyer tiles coefficient of friction testing.

(2) None of the reports is available to the public.
(3) (a) $60000

(b) $50000
(c) $20 000
(d) $2 320

(4) (a) Oakvale Capital Pty Ltd
(b) 0.8. Hill and Partners Pry Ltd
(c) Willis Corron Richard Oliver
(d) Curtin Consultancy Servce

State Government Insurance Commission -

() (a) Review of asset allocation
(b) Novel] system tuning and security review (information

technology)
(c) PABX capacity review (information technology)
(d) Valuations of property owned by SOIC
(e) Actuarialreot
(f) Internal audit reports

(2) None of the above.
(3) (a) $58000

(b) $3000
(c) $2 600
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(d) Total amount for all valuations since February 1993,
$36 250. (Stanton Hillier Parker $16 000, Jones Lang
Wootton $4 750. Chesterton $15 000)

(e)-(t) Produced under a contractual fee.
(4) (a) Condell Vann and Co

(b) Australian Corporate Technology
(c) Exicom
(d) Stanton Hillier Parker, Jones Lang Wootton and

Chestertons International.
(e) As the State Government Insurance Commissions

appointed actuary, Tillinghast produces regular actuarial
reports on an ongoing basis for the board of
commissioners.

(f) As the State Government Insurance Commission's
appointed internal auditor, Coopers and Lybrand produces
regular internal audit reports on an ongoing basis for the
board of commissioners.

ROADS - BENARA ROAD EXTENSION, MIDLAND
1276. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Has the Minister considered the issues relating to the planning and
construction of the extension of Benara Road across the Swan River into
Midland?

(2) Has consideration been given to die width of the road and its possible
alignment across the river and into Midland?

(3) Is it envisaged that there will be any need for traffic signals on this
extension and, if so, how many sets of lights are likely to be required?

(4) How many entry points are being considered to this extension and the road
structure under consideration and where will these entry points be?

(5) What is the time frame being considered for the commencement of the
Benara Road extension?

(6) What consideration has been given to the height at which the road may be
constructed above the Swan flood plain?

(7) Has any environmental impact study been undertaken or initiated with
regard to the construction of such a road on the Swan flood plain?

(8) What difficulties or obstructions will be placed in the way of residents
from the northern part of Cavershamn who wish to find their way Slong
West Swan Road into Guildford?

(9) What is the likely total length of the Benara Road extension?
(10) Which of the following roads will be crossed by a Benara Road extension

and what amc likely to be the new arrangements for such streets: Maxwell
Street, Cecelia Street, de Burgh Road, Cavershamn Avenue, Harneruley
Road and Woodward Avenue?

(11) What is the anticipated length of the total construction time for this
extension?

(12) Has the Swan River Trust been consulted about the construction of an
extension to flenara Road and as to the likely effects such a road will have
on the river?

(13) How many and which of the three local Aboriginal tribes have been
consulted about the Benara Road extension?
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(14) Is the Court Government, in fact, committed to retainting the Swan Valley
as a major tourist area and, if so, how can the Swan Valley tourist circuic
be retained as an attractive and uninterrupted drive?

(15) What consideration has the Court Government given to the effect that the
construction of the Benara. Road extension would have on the prime table
grape growing industry in this area?

(16) Will the construction of Reid Highway through to Roe Highway make the
extension of Nn Road an unnecessary road duplication?

(17) Does the construction of Reid Highway through to Roe Highway have any
major significance for the timing of developments in the north east
corridor and, if so, what is the anticipated completion date for the
construction of this stage of Reid Highway?

Mr LEWIS replied:
(1) Preliminary planning for the Benara Road extension has commenced and

has been reflected in the north east corridor struture plan. Detailed
planning and construction of this route and its impact have yet to be
undertaken.

(2)-( 13)
See answer to question (1).

(14) Yes. See answer to question (1).
(15)-(16)

See answer to question (1).
(17) The Minister for Transport has provided the following reply-

The construction of Reid Highway through to Roe Highway does not
significantly affect the timing of developments in the north east corridor.
The construction of Reid Highway from Beechboro Road to Roe Highway
is currently scheduled for completion in 2003. In addition there is the
possibility of a two lane extension of Reid Highway from Beechboro Road
to West Swan Road within the next 12 months.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMIGSSION - SHARES, PURCHASE
OR SALE

1292. Mr PtL SMITH to the Premier representing the inister for Finance:
(1) Were any shares bought and sold for a profit by the State Government

Insurance Commission in the years 198 to 1993?
(2) If yes what were -

(a) the number and name of the sham;
(b) the cost of the shares;
(c) the date of purchase;
(d) the date of sale;
(e) the proceeds of sale;
(f) the amount of profit?

(3) In particular did the SOIC buy andor sell any shares in Broken Hill
Propriety in that period and if so, can the Mlinister provide the
information requested in (2) in relation to those shares?

Mr COURT replied.
The Minister for Finance has provided the following reply -
(1) The State Government Insurance Commission camne into existence
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on 1 January 1987. Since then then have been numerous
transactions, too many to list in detail.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) Yes.

(a) Shares purchased - 39 150 906.
(b) $283.8m, plus stamp duty $1.7m.
(c) 16 November 1987.
(d) Shares sold over a 12 month period firom 31 May 1988 to

19 May 1989.
(e) Total proceeds from sale of shares -$318.2m.
(f) $32.7m profit (net) plus dividends of $10.Sm.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - PROPERTIES,
PURCHASE OR SALE

1293. Mr DL. SMITH tothe Minister representing the Minister for Finance:
(1) Did the State Government Insurance Commission buy and sell any real

estate properties at a profit in the period 1983-93?
(2) If so. which properties were they and what was -

(a) the date of settlement of purchase and the total purchase cost;
(1) the date of te sale and hennettproceeds of sale;
(c) the profit in each case?

Mr COURT replied.
The Minister for Finance has provided the following reply -
(1) The SOIC was established on 1 January 1987 and those properties

bought and sold between 1987 and 1993 are detailed in answer (2).
(2) (i) Parmaelia Hotel, 181, 185 and 189 St Gleorges Terrac.

(ii) Westralia Square Properties.
(a) (i) Pannelia Hotel, 181, 185 and 189 St Ckorges Terrace

were bought on 13 November 1987 for mi.
(ii) Westralia Square properties were bought on 22

October 1987, 13 November 1987, 24 December
1987 and 4 March 1988 for $127m.

(b) (I) Parmelia Hotel, 181, 185 and 189 St Georges Terrace
properties were sold on 24 June 1988 for $75m.

(ii) Westralia Square properties sold on 16 June 1988 ftr
$270m on the basis that payment would be in thre
instalments of $90m each on 30 June 1988, 30
December 1989 and 30 December 1990, with the
right to postpone payments to 30 June 1995 with
interest accruing fron date of postponement. SOIC's
72.2 per cent portion was $1 94.9m; OESB hold the
balance.

(c) (i) Sale of Parmelia Hilton, 181. 185 and 189 St Georges
Terrce resulted in $26.7m profit.

(ii) Sale of Westralia Squate properties on 16 Jun 198
resulted in $67.9m profit, having a then present value
of $38.2in as a result of discounting the inlmet
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However, renegotiation of die repayment terms was
subsequently required to improve both -

1I the harsh rental guarantee given to the
owners; this includes the agreement by
SOIC and GESB to repurchase a 25 per cent
portion of the Weuralia Square project at a
cost of $55m and to build a tower complex
costing $184m; and

2. the security of the $180m, plus interest,
outstanding on the initial sale price of
$270m.

Consequently, the dealings resulted in a substantial
overall loss to the SGIC.

ROADS - RUBBERISED ASPHALT FOR RESURFACING
1299. Mrs ROBERTS to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

What consideration has the State Government given to using rubberised
asphalt for resurfacing of roads?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided die following response -
Main Roads Western Australia has investigated the use of crumnbed rubber
in asphalt, but to date no rubberised asphalt has been used in this State to
resurface woads. While rubberised asphalt could be provided by some
asphalt plants on a one off basis, costs would be very high. Where
modification is required it is more effective to use synthetic polymers and
this is normal national practice. Rubberised asphalt could be considered
in special circumstances where future cracking of the asphalt is
anticipaed. For these cases, Main Roads' practice is to apply a special
sprayed seal containing rubber immediately below a standard asphalt mix.
This treatment called a strain alleviating membrane interlayer, consists of
normal grade bitumen with a crumbed rubber content of about 18 per cent
by weight. This is considered to be a more effective solution than using
rubberised asphalt. Experience in die Eastern States indicates that
manufacture of crumbed rubber modified asphalt is both difficult and
costly and has a lower success rate than use of the SAMI. i recent years,
Main Roads has used crumbed rubber in sprayed seals where potential
cracing could create future maintenance problems. Consumption is
variable widi a total of 480 tonnes being used in die past three years.

LAWRANCE, MICELLE - GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT
1302. Dr WATSON to the Premier

(1) Is Michelle Lawrance, a former staff member of the Attorney General,
currently employed by the Government in any capacity?

(2) if yes, what position does Ms Lawrance hold?
(3) If no, has Ms Lawrance held any position with the Government since 1

January 1994?
Mr COURT replied:

Office of State Administration -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) No.
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WESTRAIL - EMPLOYMENT STATfISTICS
1310. Mr D.SMiTH to dhe Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

(1) What was the total number of employees employed by Westrail in -
(i) 1990-91
(ii) 1991-92
(iii) 1992-93
(iv) 1993-94
(v) the end ofl1995 (anticipated)
in die local authorities of -

(a) Manduruli
(b) Murray
(c) Boddmngton
(d) Waroona
(e) Harvey
(f) Dardanup
(g) Capel
(hi) Bunbury
(i) Busselton
(J) Colli
(k) Boyup Brook
(1) WestArthur
(in) Donnybrook-Balingup
(n) Bdidgetown-Oreenbushes
(o) Augusta-Margaret River
(p) Nannup
(a) Warren
(r) Denmark
(s) Albany Shire
(t) Albany?

The answer was tabled.
[See paper No 358.1

WESTRAIL - RAILWAY LINES, COUNTRY AREAS, DEFICITI
1327. Mr DiL. SM]TH to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

What was the deficit on each of the following country railway line in the
years-

(a) 1991-92;
(b) 1992-93;
(c) 1993-94;
for

(i) Armadale to Bunbury;
(ii) Brunswick/Roelands to Cnllie/Muja:
(iii) Bimbury-ManjimnupjPemberton;
(iv) Northam to Kalgoorlie;
(v) Perth to Albany;
(vi) the rest of the rail network in country Westr Australia?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -
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The information requested is not available because Wesurall does not
make regular assessments of financial results for sections of the rail
network. As most services operate over a number of sections, assessments
of this nature require judgmental allocations of revenue and operating
costs. These assessments are only made for particular decision making
purposes such as whether to incur capital expenditure to upgrade. a line.

LOTTERIES COMMSSION - FUNDS TO CONMMUNITY GROUPS FOR BUSES
1339. Mr BROWN to the Minister representing the Minister for Finance:

(1) Does the Lotteries Commission provide funds to community groups to
enable them to purchase buses?

(2) if so, will the Lotteries Commission provide funds for this purpose to a
community group that wishes to transport children to and from child care
venures and schools and child parent excursions?

(3) If not, why not?
Mr COURT replied:

It is presumed the member is referring to the Mlinister for Racing and
Gaming, who has provided the following reply -
(1) Yes. The Lotteries Commission will fund community groups to

enable them to purchase buses when the need for a vehicle is
clearly identified, when considerable numbers of people will
benefit from its operations; when there are no alternative mansport
solutions; and when the group can show that the provision of
transport is integral to the success of the service program.

(2) All applications for vehicles are considered under the vehicle
policy but normally vehicles would not be provided for the
purpose outlined in the member's question.

(3) Reasons for this are that child care centres and schools are seen as
the responsibilities of the Department for Community
Development and the Education Department; the Lotteries
Commission Act 1990 prevents funding of government agencies;
and the purchase and operation of a bus is not seen as integral to
the success of the service.

LOTTERIES COMMSSION - "REST'ORATION" FUNDING APPLICATION
1340. Mr BROWN to the Minister representing the Minister for Finance:

(1) Has the Lotteries Commission considered an application for funding huom
"Restoration"?

(2) Has the Lotteries Commission approved the application and provided the
funds requested?

(3) If so -
(a) when were the funds provided;
(b) how much was provided?

(4) If not why not?
Mr COURT replie&

It is presumed the member is referring to the Minister for Racing and
Gaming, who has provided the following reply-
(1)-(2) Yes.
(3) (a) Mh unds were provided in September 1994.
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(b) The graint approved was $155 000.
(4) Not applicable.

CARERS ORGANISATIONS - FUNDING
1352. Dr WATSON to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:

(1) In relation to the letter be has recently received from Mr Macbuin can the
Minister verify that three organisations in Western Australia provide
support to carers?

(2) What air these organisations?
(3) How is each funded?
(4) By whom and for what amount?
(5) What were the recommendations of a recent federal review of these cates

organisations?
(6) Is the Minister committed to implement those recommendations?
(7) Does he agree with Mr Macbuin that if any one organisation were to be

funded a more coordinated and comprehensive service would be offered?
Mr MINSON replied:

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -
(1) Three organisations in Western Australia receive funding under the

borne and community care program to provide support to caters.
A fourth, the WA Catrts' Networkc, received one-off funding in
June 1993 to conduct a series of seminars for caters. As the recent
review of HACC-funded carer support services notes, there are
many other groups providing support to caters; for example,
specific disability groups and local government organisations.

(2) The three organisations currently receiving funding are t Carets
Council of WA, the Red Cross Society, and the Alzheimer's
Association.

(3) These three organisations are funded under the home and
community care program.

(4) The HACC program is a joint program of the State and
Commonwealth Governments. The current funding levels of the
three organizations are -

Caters Council of WA - $58 290 per annum.
Red Cross Society - $152 170 per annum.
Alzheimer's Association - approximately $142 000 per
annum of this organisation's total recurrent funding of
$1 206 300 is applied to the provision of carer support
groups.

(5) The recent review of HACC-funded, carer support services was
commissioned by the HACC program and was thus a joint
initiative of the State and the Commonwealth. The
recommendations of the review, as they relate to the enhancement
of present arrangements for the provision of carer support services
are -

That the four agencies which have participated in this
review be provided with a copy of the review report.
That a meeting of the four agencies (management and
direct service providers) be arranged to discuss the report
findings and recommendations.
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That current funding arrangements continue pending any
rearrangement of functions as suggested.
That a workshop of the four agencies be held and tha
Table 9.1 (attached) be used as a basis for identifying:-

Functions needed in an effective cater support
system
The roles of volunteers and paid staff in carrying
out the identified functions
The relationships between central, regional and
local services in the delivery of programs which
implement the identified functions, in a system
which will be responsive to current and future
needs.

That the four agencies develop a co-ordinating mechanism
to assist effective service delivery.
That this mechanism be adequately resourced by HACC.
That a needs based planning model be developed to
facilitate a mome equitable distribution of resources and
services. This would focus particularly on the types of
support prmovdd by the Carers Council, Caters' Network
and Red Cross which are more generic in the support
provided than the Alzheimer's Association which is
dementia specific.
That the application of the National Service Standards and
Checklist to the four agencies in this review be regarded as
a pilot and that the four agencies together identify for the
six key objectives, outcome and performance standards
which are more directly relevant to the provision of HACC
funded cam support. Consideration could also be given by
the agencies to the application of the Standards to unfunded
caret support activities, and to each agency as a whole.
The Standards should be further piloted and reviewed as
appropriate over a twelve month period- The management
of the process could be taken over by whatever co-
ordinating body is developed.

(6) The Western Australian Government has consistently
acknowledged the crucial role played by unpaid and family cames.
In particular, it gives a high priority to support services for caxrs
of aged people. The Minister is committed to continue to support
financially the present came support services. The commissioning
of the review was jointly approved by the state and commonwealth
Ministers. Officers of the State Health Purchasing Authority, in
conjunction with commonwealth officers, will be discussing future
arrangements for the provision and coordination of cater support
services with representatives of the organizations involved, as
recommnended in the report.

(7) The Minister is awaiting advice on the recommendations of the
review. It is understood that a high priority will be given in the
discussions with servce providers to the establishment of an
appropriate coordinating mechanism, the cleare delineation of
roles and the avoidance of duplication in future service delivery.
The contribution made by each organisation is valued, and while
there may be some scope for amalgamation of services, this would
need to be determined in consultation with the providers
themselves.
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SWAN VALLEY - HARROW ROAD AUCT1ION MART, PLANNING
APPROVAL

1361. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for Planning:
(1) Does the planning approval of an auction mart in Harrow Road, West

Swan, by the Minister now signify that the State Government intends to
continue to allow light industrial areas to be developed in the Swan
valley?

(2) Did the Minister take into account chat this development is on tourist route

203, which is die designated tourist drive through the Swan Valley?
(3) Will the Minister continue to support applications from businesses which

have for several years had a nonconforming use and now legitimnise them
by rubber stamping applications from the local authority?

(4) Did Hon Derrick Tomlinson MLC, Chairman of the Swan Valley Inteirim
Committee, make a submission, personally or written, to the Minister
supporting the rezoning application of Harrow Road?

(5) Is the Harrow Road development the type and style of development the
State Government wishes to allow in the Valley under its Swan Valley
Strategy?

(6) Was the Harrow Road application supported by Cr Margaret Kidson
against the Shire of Swan's planning professionals who said that such a
development was outside permitted uses under the town planning scheme
for the Swan Valley?

(7) Did the Minister appoint the same Margaret Kidson as a member of the
State Planning Commission's committee hearing the MRS Amendment
950/33?

(8)
(9)

Was Cr Kidson originally named as Chairman of the SPC Committee?
Was Cr Kidson replaced by Mr Cameron Schuster, a former principal
private secretary to the Minister for the Environment, Hon Kevin Minson?

(10) What action has the Minister taken to ensure chat similar current or future
nonconforming uses within the Swan Valley and the north east corridor
will not be allowed?

(11) Was it within the Minister's prerogative to reject the rezoning application
for the Harrow Road auction mart?

Mr LEWIS replied:
(1) The Shire of Swan initiated an amendment to its town planning scheme

and it was granted approval after a public advertisement period. The use
and zoning are not associated with light industrial zoning.

(2) Yes.
(3) The Shire of Swan is the local authority responsible for the administration

of its town planning scheme. fle Act requires the Minister for Plann ing
to consider and determine each proposal on its merits as presented by the
local authority.

(4) Mr Tomlinson did not make a written submission concerning the
amendment during the public advertising period.

(5) Ther is not expected to be a continuing demand for additional auction
marts.

(6) Decisions on amendments aie made by the council. Minutes of council
meetings are kept by the shire and indicate the votes of particular
councillors. They are available to the public. Minutes of council
meetings were not made available to the Minister for Planning.
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(7) No.

Yes.
(9) As chairman but not from dhe committee.
(10) See answer to (3).

HEALTHWAY - BOARD, MEMBERSHIP
1364. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:

(1) Who are the members of die board of Healzbway and what was the date of
appointment of each member?

(2) What are the qualifications, business background or history of community
work which recommended each member for appointment to the
Healthway board?

Mr MINSON replied:
The Minister for Health has provided the following reply-
(1) The members of die board of Healthway are -

Mr Ray
Della-Polina

Dr Michael
Jones

Dr Peter
Brennan

Mr Jack Busch

Ms Genevieve
Errey

Dr Kingsley
Faulkner

Ms Andrea Hull

Mr Malcolm
Moore

Appinted on89 July
199 fo theeyears by the

Minister on the nomination of the
Puemier in accordance with
section 17 of the Tobacco
Control Act 190.
Nominee of the Austraian
Medical Association
Western Australian branch
reappointed on 14 February
1994 for three years.
Commissioner for Health
(ex officio appointment).,

Chief Executive Officer of the
Ministry of Sport and Recreation
(ex officio appointment).
Nominee of the chief executive of
the department principally assisting
the Minister for the Family
(Department for Community
Development) from January 1994
for three years.
Nominee of the Australian Council
on Smoking and Health.
Reappointed on 24 February 1994
for three years
Chief Executive Officer of the
Department for the Arts (ex officio
appointment).
Nominee of the WA Association of
Professional Performing Arts.
Reappointed on 24 February 1994
for three years.

Deputy
chairperson

Members
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Mr David Nominee of the Western Australian
Neesham Sports Council. Reappointed on

21 April 1994 (cr one year.
Cr Ken Pech Nominee of the Country Shire

Councils' Association. Reappointed
on 24 February 1994 for three
years.

Mr John Ryan Nominee of the WA Sports
Federation. Appointed on 3 May
1994 for three years.

(2) Each member of the board is appointed in accordance with section
17(1) of the Tobacco Control Act 1990. Appointments am made
on the recommendation of the organisations referred to in section
17(1)(a)-(k) of the Act.
With respect to the chairperson, Mr Della-Polina is currently
managing director of both Marnows Limited and Minnows
(Wholesale) Limited, positions he has held since 1977. He is the
immediate past president of the Perth Rotary Club, an organisation
of which he has been a director for the past five years. Mr Della-
Polina is also a member of the Australian Automotive Aftermarket
Association and of the Harvard Club of Australia. Prior to
purchasing a controlling interest in Marlows, Mr Della-Polina was
involved in fruit growing and farming interests (cr 23 years.

INNER CITY LIVING - CLOSURE
1365. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Who gave the instruction that the Inner City Living Unit was to be closed
down?

(2) When was this decision reversed and who was responsible for deciding to
retain the Inner City Living Unit?

(3) What is the budget now allocated for the Inner City Living Unit in
1994-95?

(4) What are the objectives to be achieved through the continued funding of
dhe Inner City Living Unit?

(5) Have performance indicators been established to assess the effectiveness
of the Inner City Living Unit and, if so, what are the performance
indicators?

Mr LEWIS replied:
(1)-(2)

No instruction was given to close the Inner City Living Office-. A change
in the services provided was made to accommodate changes in funding by
other parties.

(3) The final budget is dependent upon supplementary funding for the City of
Perth and the Commonwealth. However, it is expected to be in the region
of $200 000 including in-kind contributions.

(4) Promotion of the concept of living in the city to the people of Western
Australia, research into changes in the market to assist developers provide
appropriate housing, and the provision of a project facilitation service to
inner city developers.

(5) Yes. The number of residential units which have received development
approvals in the inner city area.
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GOVERNMENT REPORTS - COMMISSIONED BY DEPARTMENTS,
AGENCIES AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

1370. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Commerce and Trade:
(1) What reports have been commissioned by departments, agencies and/or

statutory authorities under the Minister's control since the state election in
Februar 193?

(2) Which reports are available to the public?
(3) What was the cost of each report?
(4) Who undertook each report?
Mr COWAN replied:
(1)-(4)

The infonmation sought by the member is not readily available and will
take some time to research and collate. In view of the expense associated
with the identification of what are in the main public reports, and easily
available to the member, I am not prepared to instruct officers of the
Department of Commerce and Trade and other agencies under my
ministerial responsibility to provide the requested information.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - BUDGET
ALLOCATION

Hospi tal Sen'i ces, Comm=niry Health, Publi c Health, Other
1372. Dr GALLOP to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:

(1) What was the total budgetary allocation for health in -

(a) 1990-92;
(b) 1991-92;
(c) 1992-93;
(d) 1993-94;
(e) 1994-95?

(2) What is the total amount in each of the above years for -
(a) hospital services;
(b) community health;
(c) public health;
(d) other?

(3) What is the proportion of the total budget spent in each of the above years
for -
(a) hospital services;
(b) community health;
(c) public health;
(d) other?

Mr MINSON replied:
The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -
(1) (a) $1 235.Sm)

(b) $1 258.7m)
(c) $1 279.5m) Recurrent budget
(d) $1 301A1m)
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(e) $1 325.3m)
(2)-43) The answer was tabled.

[See paper No 359.]
HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - VETERANS'

AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF, INCOME FROM BED CHARGES
1373. Dr GALLOP to the Miniter representing the Minister for Health:

(1) What is the level of income received from the State public hospital system
front the Department of Veterans' Affairs for each month since the
inrduction of the repatriation private patient scheme which allows public
hospitals to raise bed charges against the Federal department for eligible
veterans mrated in public hospitals?

(2) What are the details of the contractual relationship with Department of
Veterans' Affairs?

(3) Are there any adverse financial effects on the State under the
Commonwealth/State Medicare Agreement from this arrangement?

Mdr MINSON replie&.
The Ministe for Health has provided the following reply -
(1) The income received by the Health Department of Western

Australia from the Department of Veterans' Affairs was
$2 271 548 for the period covering 24 February 1994 to 30 June
1994. For the current financial year, a block grunt of $6 528 452
has been agreed, which equates to $544 038 per month. Additional
funds have been received at Royal Perth Hospital ($132 600) and
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital ($90 400) on a case payment basis
for DVA patients requiring specialist cardiothoracic procedures.

(2) The contractual relationship with the Department of Veterans'
Affairs consists of an agreement covering the period 24 February
1994 to 30 June 1995. The agreement consists of three
components -

1. Case pyments according to an agreed schedule of fees for
spcfc Cardiac surgical procedures carried out exclusively
at Royal Perth and Sir Charles Gairdner Hospitals.

2. Block prant for bed-day cost component of public hospital
care of eligible veterans, including acute care services at
Graylands Hospital.

3. Fees for professional services provided to inpatients which
public hospitals are entitled to levy against private patients.

(3) There ame no adverse financial effects on the State from this
arrangement.

COMMUN DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT FOR - NON-GOVERNMvENT
OROANISATIONS, FUNDING CHANGES

1374. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:
(1) Is the Government committed to changing the criteria under which

government funds are provided to non-governmetnt organisations
proidngaiu community services?

(2) In the 1995-96 financial year will funds be allocated to the provision of
services, not agencies?

(3) If so, will funds be made available for -
(a) coordination purposes;
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(b) secondary or hack-up services to the persons providing the
services;

(c) administrative purposes?
(4) Has a definition of the type of work that qualifies as a "service" been

detiined?
(5) If so, what is that definition?
Mr NICHOLLS replied
(I) Yes. Funding provided through the Department for Community

Development will cease being grants to agencies. The deparment will
purchase specified services from the community sector.

(2) Yes.
(3) (a)-(c) Needs for services will be identified at the Department for

Community Development district level. The clear requirement
will be to provide better outcomes for service users. At this stage
there are no exclusions in ternms of service type; however, all
services will be required to provide positive outcomes for service
users.
Service providers will be required to identify the target group, the
service to be provided, the desired outcome and the resources that
they believe will be required Administration and other ancillary
costs should be included& There. will also be an agreed evaluation
mechanism for each service.

(4)-(5) "Services" means the assistance, support, education or other which is
provided by an agency or individual to effect a desired outcome for
potential users. Each agency will develop its own concept or proposal of
the type of service which would best meet the needs of the defined target

ARTS, DEPARTMNT FOR THE - ABORIGINAL CULTURAL CENTRE,
NORTHBRIDGE

1379. Mr GRILL to the Minister representing the Minister for the Arts:
(1) What has happened to the announced plans for an Aboriginal cultural

centre based on the old Western Command Army Headquarters in Francis
Street. Northbridge?

(2) What money has been set aside this year to further this project?
(3) What amounts of State Government funding as distinct to Federal

Government funding are presently going into Aboriginal art and culture
in Western Australia?

Mr NICHOLLS replie&
The Minister for the Arts has provided the following reply -
(1) The Department for the Arts has commissioned KPMG Peat

Marwick to undertake a feasibility study for the proposed National
Institute of Aboriginal Culture. The study will include suitability
of the Swan Barracks as an option to house the institcute.

(2) The study is jointly funded by the Department for the Arts and the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority at a cost of $80 000.

(3) The amount of State Government funding going directly into
Aboriginal amt organisations or projects is $49 500. In addition
to this, funding to organisations where Aboriginal artists or
prformers are indirect beneficiaries is currently estimated at
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ARTS, DEPARTMENT FOR THE - EYRE THEATRE
1380. Mr GRILL to die Minister representing the Minister for the Amt:

(1) How far have plans progressed with t proposed 2000-seat and 600-seat
Eyxe theatre?

(2) What venues are still under consideration for these theatres?
(3) VWa amount of money is set aside this year and for succeeding years for

these developments?
(4) What is the proposed time scale for each building?
(5) How would such buildings be funded?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:

The Minister for the Arts has provided the following reply -

(1) The 2 000 seat theatre steering committee will be presenting the
Minister for the Amt with a fial report in October 1994. te
report will cover t justification and financial viability of the
theatres and possible locations.

(2) The 2 000 seat theatre steering committee has short-listed the
following sites -

Canterbury Court sire in conjunction with the cultural centre;
the Concert Hall/foreshore site;
the areas adjacent to the Entertuinment Centre; and
central government offices in conjunction with the Irwin Swreet
site.

(3) T'he 1994-95 budget has a provision of $480 000 for planning
associated with the theatres.

(4) The time scale for the theatre has not been determined.
(5) The method of funding the theatre has not been determined.

ARTS, DEPARTMENT FOR THE - REGIONAL ARTS AND CULTURAL
CENTRES

138 1. Mr GRILL to the Minister representing the Minister for the Arts:
(1) Are there any current plans for regional arts and cultural cenre or

facilities in country Western Australia?
(2) If so, what are they?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:

The Minister for the Amt has provided the following reply -

(l)(2) The 1994-95 capital works budget includes an allocation for the
Mandumah Arts and Cultural Centre. The estimated total cost is
$11 600 000 over a three-year period. The funding is through the
Minister for Finance. The Amt portio does not have plans for
die establishment of regional arts and cultural facilities.

ARTS, DEPARTMENT FOR THE - EXECUTIVE DIREU71OR
1382. Mr GRILL to the Minister representing the Minister for the Arts:

(1) When will the position of Executive Director of the Department for the
Amt become vacant?

(2) How and when will the position be filled?
Mr NICHOLLS replied:

The Minister for the Arts has provided the following reply -
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(1) 31 January 1995.
(2) The position will be filled by following die usual Public Service

Commission procedures. Advertising will commence shortly, but
the position will not be filled until the selection process is
completed and the availability of the selected candidate to
commence is determined

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - MOTOR VEHICLES
1395. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Who has won the tender to provide leased vehicles for die Water
Authority of Western Ausnhla?

(2) How many leased vehicles will be provided to the authority under this
tender?

(3) What will be dhe total annual cost of this lease arrangement to the
authority?

(4) If a decision has not been made on the tender, by when will it be made?
Mr OMODEI repliet-
(1) No tender has been accepted yet
(2) If a lease option is selected the number of vehicles will be approximately

1400.
(3) As the tender evaluation process is not yet finalised, the cost of any lease

arrangement is not finalised.
(4) A decision is expected to be made within the next four weeks.
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY. EXPENDITURE
1396. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Services:

(1) How much did the State Government and its agencies spend on acquiring
new information technology - hardware and software - in 1993-94?

(2) How much will the State Government and its agencies spend on acquiring
new information technology - hardware and software - in 1994-95?

Mr KIERATH replied-
(1)-(2) The Department of State Services does not maintain information on all

government agencies and the information would take a lot of research to
compile. If the member requires specific information on any agency, the
question should be redirected to the appropriate Minister.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

SCHOOLS - CLOSURES
Lethain Primary, Amalgamation

467. Dr GALLOP to the Premier
(1) Isathe Premier aware that school communities on the government hit-list

are effectively being blackmailed?
(2) Is he aware that parents at Lathlsin Primary School were told last night

that they would have thefr resources downgraded if they did not vote for
amalgamation?

(3) Is this the Government's way of forcing parental support for school
closures?
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Mr COURT replied:
(l)-(3) No such tactics are in place. I would be interested to know who said chat

the resources would be downgraded.
Dr Gallop: They were told that if they did not vote for amalgamation the

resources would be cut; any surplus resources would be taken away. I was
there!

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: We have heard many assertions in this place by members opposite,

butthe Minister has made it very clear that if a school -
Several members inteijected
The SPEAKER: I call the member for Victoria Park to order.
Mr COURT: The Minister for Education has made it very clear char if schools

choose no: to amalgamate or not to close, there will be absolutely no
downgrading of resources. The Government has made that commitment.

PUBLIC SERVICE - REDUNDANCY AND REDEPLOYMENT
REGULATIONS
Union Comments

468. Mr MARSHALL to the Minister for Labour Relation s:
Has the Minister sought opinions from the union movement on the new
public sector redundancy and redeployment regulations that he announced
earlier today in the House?

Mr KIERATH replied:
Last week before the regulations were gazetted and approved by Cabinet, I
sent copies to the unions for comment. I received the comments on
Monday. It is interesting that the union comments reflect the same old
fear and innuendo, and do not debate the facts. I hope that my response to
die unions today will allay any concerns they have.

Mr Marlborough interjected-
The SPEAKER: The member for Peel should came to order.
Mr KIERATH: The broad principles contained in the regulations have been in

the public arena for some time. In fact some members of the House - I
have no doubt the member for Peel was one - spoke during debate on the
Public Sector Management Bill in order to try to frighten people. My
concern is about the workers of State Print who, incidentally, have known
for almost two years now chat that utility was to be privatised. Under our
privatisation plan we warned to make it very clear that we believed the
most important result for those workers was continuing employment; in
ocher words, jobs.
Under existing regulations - the new ones come in tomorrow - the criteria
for redeploying people elsewhere is so narrow that it is very difficult to
place people. We want to offer voluntary severance to encourage people
out of the public sector. The regulations provide that the employees will
still be administered by the Office of Mobility. They will have a number
of options; for example, they could have up to five jobs offered to them.
However, it is a different matter if people keep refusing to take a job and
trying to rort die system. One person has refused seven job offers at level
7 because it interferes with his full-time studies. The agreement was
never intended to operate like that. Some people are rorting the system.
With the new regulations, we have introduced some discipline. Those
people will be offered jobs. If they continue to refuse to accept them they
will receive a direction. If they chink that that direction is unfair, they can
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take it to die Industrial Relations Commission. If die commission upholds
that direction as a fair order, disciplinary action will be taken.
We have designed the fairest possible way to put the main emphasis on
continued employment in die public sector. We have widened the scope
to minus 20 plus 10. We have examined die records and the names of
everyone who has been offened volwntary severance. By our reckoning.
we can offer a job in the public sector to almost everyone who has been
severed in the past We thinkithat is right For the first tinmewe have
placed the real focus on employment, rather than try to offer someone a
bundle of money to buy diem out of a job. Members opposite cannot take
that. They did not do anything about that when they were in government;
they were quite happy to buy people out of jobs rather than provide the
jobs they should have been providing and give people real security in the
public sector.

CORSE, BARRY - REPORT ON INTERVIEWS WITH DAVID KING
469. Mr MARLBOROUGH to die Attorney General:

I refer the Attorney General to the unpublished report of Ministry of
Justice consultant Barry Conse, detailing interviews he allegedly had with
former councillor David King, who is now serving a three year gaol
sentence for corruption.
(1) Why have the Ministry of Justice or other officials interviewed

King since the Conse report became known in August?
(2) Who authorised those interviews and how many occurred?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
(1)-(2) I have no knowledge of that. If the member wants to put the question on

notice I will find out that information.
URANIUM - THREE-MINE POLICY

470. Mr BLOFEWITCH to the Minister for Energy:
What effect on Western Australia and the mid-west will the retaining of
the three-mine uranium policy, which has been ic-endorsed by the Federal
Government, have on this State?

Mr CJ. BARNETT replied:
The three-mine uranium policy is a dishonest policy in all respects. It
discriminates against Stares. It was always set up to favour the Northern
Territory and South Australia and to discriminate against Western
Australia. It also discriminates against companies and projects. It means
that in this State alone the CRA Exploration Pty Ltd Kintyre project,
which has a development value of about $130m, will not go ahead.
Western Mining Corporation's Yeeiirrie project will not go ahead.
The uranium industry in Canada will! be celebrating now. Australia has 30
per cent of the world's uranium and provides 10 per cent of the market.
The figures are almost reversed in Canada. This policy will not make one
scra of difference to the world usage of uranium which is being used in
increasing quantities for peaceful purposes for power generation. The
price of uranium is expected to double in die next 10 years. Canada will
reap the benefits of that and Australia, Particularly Western Australia, will
not. Internationally, uranium consumption is twice the rate of production.
There is a great market in die world and we are not in it

Mr Graham inrae~ctect
Mr CJ, BARNETT: We can hear some of the looney left. What concerns me

most about this process is that while it is legitimate for party forums,
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whichever they may be, to discuss broad policy issues, tbis has resulted,
not hromn discussion taking place in Hobart about whether we favour
uranium mining, but from factions of the Labor Party - individuals - trying
to do deals and play the role of government. We have even seen the
Australian Workers Union undertake an industrial relations vendetta

agaist CRA. It is about time Paul Keatino, the Prime Minister of
Australia, took responsibility for the uranium issue and took the matter

away horn unelected officials at a party conference and back to Canberra
to debate it in Parliament and in Foedl Cabinet. Australia looks an
absolute nonsense in the world resources industry today because of what
members opposite do.

SCHOOLS - CLOSURES
Principals. Seminar as AirKwas City Hotel

471. Dr GALJLOP to the Premier
Is the Premier aware that principals of schools on the Government's hit
list were this week treated to a live-in re-education seminar at the Airways
City Hotel in order to ensure that the Liberal Party's version of guided
democracy prevailed?

Mr COURT replied:
No.

ECONOMIC GROWTH - FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY
CLANM

472. Dr HANES to the Premier
Some notice has been given of this question. In a recent letter to his
electorate the federal member for Perth suggested that the Federal Labor
Government was responsible for the reduction in unemployment in
Western Australia to 8 per cent Will the Premier comment on this claim?

Mr COURT replied:-
The federal member for Perth is stretching his credibility a bit with that
sort of statement. The balance of payments figures released today indicate
that the current account deficit for August was S2.lb. That is the largest
deficit recorfded since January 1990. It shows that this country is more
than ever dependent on the export performance coming out of Western
Australia. The Federal Government has policies where it is prepared to
use monetary policy - the monetary stick - wit interest rates building up,
which will hurt the working people. However it is not prepared to use the
fiscal stick to cut down its own expenditure. level.

Mr Brown intrcted.
M& COURT: The Federal Government, of which Mr Smith is a member, says it

can spend more money federally but the States should be kept under tight
control. Those policies are resulting in an upward pressure on interest
rates which will affect all of us. Members should consider some of its
other policies.-

Mr Brown interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Morley.
Mr COURT: Mr Smith and his party have constantly opposed the industrial

relations reforms in this State and the position this State has taken on the
federal native tide legislation. Ile effect of that legislation will be to stop
die growth of new investment in this State. On issues such as this State
getting a fair share of the road funding we do not get any support from Mr
Smith.
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Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Oidert We seemed to be going extremely well until a couple of

minutes ago. The level of interjections is now intolerable. I call on
members to ceas interjecting in that way.

Mr COURT: We have the ludicrous situation whene, apart from Julian Grill, the
member for Eyre, not one apposition member from this State Parliament is
trying to help this State export one of its minerals. As the Leader of the
House so rightly said, Western Australia will again be denied the
opportunity with this ludicrous policy which members opposite call a
fantastic decision.

Mr Graham: It is a fantastic decision.
Mr COURT: Do members opposite all support the decision?
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Orler!
Mr COURT: This is what the member for Eyre has to say about the policy -

Fallacious .. . an intellectual fraud . .. an intellectually dishonest
position ...

However, members opposite say that it is a tetrrfic policy; that it is okay to
export from one State but not from another. The Leader of the Opposition
is having two bob each way. He says -

Well I mean I'm a bit betwixt and between.
We have the ludicrous situation of the federal member for Perth saying
that the Federal Government is responsible for economic growth in this
State; however, the Federal Government is doing everything possible to
ensure that we do not have any economic growth in the future.

Palmt of Order
Mr RIPPER: The fact that the Premier is trying to outperform his Leader of the

House on the uranium question does not make his answer relevant to the
questdon asked.

The SPEAKER: I have on many occasions praised you for the quality of your
points of order, however, this one has no standing whatsoever.

Questions without Notice Resumed
HOMOES WEST - HILTON DEVELOPMENT, SEWERAGE TENDERS

473. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Water Resources:
I refer the Minister to the decision by Homeswest to call for new tenders
for sewerage works at Hilton despite the advice of a leading Perth
accounting firm that the Water Authority tender competed fairly with the
private sector and was the lowest tender received. I also refer to recent
complaints from Water Authority staff that a member of Cabinet had
advised the acting managing director of the Water Authority not to submit
a tender in the new round. Isk-
(1) Is this decision based on the Liberal Party philosophy of

privatisation at any cost or is it a case of' simply looking after its
mates?

(2) Why will the Minister not support his own authority when it has
proved that it is capable of winning a competitive tender with the
private sector?

Mr OMODET replied.
(1)-(2) The member is right that the final tender that camne forward as a result of
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the recalling of tenders was some $200 000 cheaper than the next highest
tender conducted previously. The reason the Water Authority did not
tender the second time for that work, as the member knows full well, was
that this Government has embarked on an $S00m Wnill sewerage program.
This year we will be spending $65m. or $l.3m a week. As a result of that
the Water Authority's capacity to undertake infill sewerage construction is
between $15m and $20m. The Water Authority construction crew
certainly has a lot of work to render for and there is a lot of scope for it to
obtain tenders. At the moment that is exactly what is happening. Many of
the tenders are comning in lower because of the competitive tendering and
bringing in outside contractors.

Mr McGinty: You have just wasted $200 000.
Mr OMODEI: How have I wasted $200 0007 Members should listen very

closely, because my voice is a little husky. The final tender received was
$200 000 cheaper than the next highest tender, and that was a private
enterprise tender. I reiterate, the Water Authority construction crew has a
lot of scope for tendering for capital works in Western Australia,
particularly in the infili sewerage area. Because of competition that has
conic in from people who are experienced not only in infill sewerage
construction in this State but also in capital works in other states and other
countries, we have a very competitive arrangement for capita! works.
That is very healthy and the State is getting good value for money.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle.

ABORIGINAL SOCIAL JUSTICE TASK FORCE - RECONMENDATIONS
IMPLEMENTATION

474. Mr DAY to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:
What progress is being made in implementing the recommendations of the
task force on Aboriginal social justice?

Mr PRINCE replied:
I thank the member for the question. The social justice task force report
was handed down in April and met a speedy response at the time from the
Government in accepting its broad thrust-. Some 2 000 copies of the report
have been distributed and over 10 000 of the summary, which is being
reprinted. Shortly after the report was released an implementation group
was established that comprises the chief executive officers of the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority and of she Office of Traditional
Land Use, a representative from my office, the chairman of the social
justice task force itself and an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission regional commissioner, Mrs Glenys Sibasado, from the
Kimberley.
That implementation group has been working on the various aspects and
recommendations of the report. One is the establishment of a new
Aboriginal affairs department, which I expect will be established as of
November, which will bring together the Aboriginal Affairs Planning
Authority, the Department of Aboriginal Sites and the Office of
Traditional Land Use. They will all be located in one place. I hope also
that regional offices will be established within this financial year or within
12 months from now in various regions; she exact locations have yet to be
determinecL
The position of chief executive officer of the new department has been
advertised& Interviews have taken place, bus a recommendation has not
yet been received. The five corporate executive positions in the
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department have also been advertised. Twenty five people applied for the
CEO position from across Australia and New Zealand, and in excess of
150 applicants applied for the executive positions.
The Aboriginal health program is one of the principal recommendations of
the report and, as members will be aware, some $3m was set aside in the
budget this year for that. That money has been quarantined for action
rather than for bureaucratic processes and plans. Discussions with ATSIC
indicate that there is reason to hope there will be matching funding for that
program.
In respect of ATSIC, matters an proceeding extremely well, not only in
the health area but also in other areas. That is part of the implementation
of the social justice task force report which gives emphasis to consultation
with Aboriginal people and working with existing organisations.
A meeting is scheduled for the CEOs in the senior executive service
across the Public Service with the Premier and me. There is also good
discussion and cooperation with the Western Australian Municipal
Association regarding many matters relating to Aboriginal affairs,
particularly in the regional areas.
With respect to ATSIC, we do not agree on everything, and there are
problems regarding outstations. I ant sure, given the spirit in which
matters are proceeding at present, that things are going quite well. No-one
expects that the problems will be resolved overnight, but the programs are
now in place that will assist the most disadvantaged group in our society,
which is something that was not done for the last 10 years.

COMMUNITY DEVELO)PMENTDEPARTMENT FOR - DONOVAN
RESEARCH. INFORMATION ON FOSTER PARENTS

475. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Community Development:
I refer to research being carried out by Donovan Research on foster
parenting and ask -

(1) Did the Department for Community Development provide
Donovan Research with the names, addresses and telephone
numbers or any other identifying information on foster parents?

(2) If so, did the department seek the approval of each person before
providing the in formation?

(3) What other information does the department disclose on foster
parents or other clients of the department without their formal
approval?

Mr NICHOLLS replied.
(I)-(3) I do not have the information. I will cake the question on notice and

provide the information when I have it.

ETHNIC COMMUNITIES COUNCIL - GOVERNMENT GRANT
476. Mr BOARD to the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs:

Will the Minister advise whether the Government provides any support to
the Ethnic Communities Council of Western Australia; and, if so, for what
purpose?

Mr KIERATH replied:
I am pleased to advise that in the 1994-95 Budget the Government
provided $80 000 as a grant to the Ethnic Communities Council, through
the Office of Multicultural Interests. This was to provide the ECC with
this level of funding, which was double the grant in previous years. This
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policy was developed by the member for Scarborough, as the then
opposition spokesman, and he took that on and refined it. The ECC is
contracted to the Government to take an increased role as an advisory
council and a consultative body.

Dr Watson interjected.
Mr KIERATH: When die member for Icenwick was Minister, her own people

were appointed to these special committees. She did not want to get the
broad view. She received her own special point of view from her own
specially appointed people. This Government asked the peak body for its
view, and asked it to take a much greater role, to set itself up and provide
advice to the Government, and to act as a forum for airing views and for
the exchange of information.
I had die great plensume on Tuesday night of attending the council's annual
general meeting and we signed that contract in front of all its members.
The members of that body expressed some concern last year - they were
used to dealing with a Labor Government - that the council would be a
vehicle for muzzling criticism of the Government. When the multicultural
psychiatric health centre was closed last year. they thought diat the
funding would prevent criticism of the Government for that act. However,
they found that this Government was open and honest; they could make
criticisms without fear or favour, despite the fact that we were funding the
association as we sought their views on these issues.
This situation substantially contrasts with what happened when the Labor
Party was in power. Members opposite hand picked people for these
positions on the basis of the views they wanted to hear, not the views they
should have been hearing from the community. That is the difference
between the former Labor Government and the current Government. We
have diverse views on this side of the House, even among our party at
times, and that is healthy.
I have pleasure in announcing that I have signed a contract for the next 12
months, and we have asked the Ethnic Communities Council to ensure
that a transfer of information continues from it to the Government and
vice versa. It can provide pea body views from the ethnic community on
how best to prevent disadvantage through language or culture in gaining
access to all government services, which many of us take for granted.

SWAN VALLEY FRINGE DWELLERS - RESERVE, VESTING ORDER
477. Mr BRIDGE to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

Firstly, I was comforted to hear the description provided by the Minister a
moment ago of the progress achieved in Aboriginal affairs in Western
Australia. I was comforted to the extent that most of die
recommendations contained in the task force report resulted from
initiatives of the previous Governent, and that was used as the basis of
the compilation of the report.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Kimberley is the only member whom I
would allow to make an introductory remark of that nature to his question!I

Mr Kiematb: It was a brief ministerial statement!
Several members interjec ted
Mr BRIDGE: Them are times when one must comfort one's self with what has

been done in the past and which others have picked up and pursued. I just
make that point.

The SPEAKER: Please proceed with your question.
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Mr BRIDGE: The West Australian of 3 September 1994 reported that the Swan
Valley Lockridge camp had been gazetted as a C class reserve.
(1) Will the Minister advise the stated purpose of the reserve, and in

which body the reserve has been ventd?
(2) Have the Swan Valley fringe dwellers been granted any form of

security of tide by way of a 99 year lease or otherwise?
M PRINCE replied:
(1)-(2) I trus that the member for Kimberley will understand that I speak fronm

memory and I do not have material in front of me. This was a reserve for
the stated purpose, use and benefit of Aboriginal people. The body was
the Swan Valley Fringe Dwellers Association Inc, I believe, or an
incorporated association of a similar name - certainly it was the group
headed by Mr Bropho.
Regarding security of title, the reserve is directly vested in that group. It
is not a reserve, for example, vested in the Aboriginal Lands, Trust and
leased to that group. Ilam more than happy to provide a copy of the
vesting order to the member to verify the details.
Also, as I indicated a couple of weeks ago, Mr Bropho was offered
freehold title in February of this year on behalf of the group. After
consideration the group determined that such title was not warnted. They
did not want the group, or whoever controlled the association at some
future date, tobe able to dispose of the land, and that is why the reserve
has been vested in the group as a reserve; that is what was wanted and
what the Government gave them.

Mr Bridge: So it is not freehold, but the vesting of the land?
Mr PRINCE: It is the vesting of the land directly from the Crown to that

incorporated association. The group was offered freehold title, but after
consideration among themselves they decided that they did not want that
as the land would be alienable in that circumstance; that is, it could be
sold, mortgaged or so forth. They said that they wanted the reserve for the
purpose, use and benefit of Aboriginal people, but vested in their
association.

BODDIN4GTON SHIRE COUNCIL - NELSON, JIM, ASSISTANCE REQUEST
478. Dr TLJRNBULL to the Minister for Local Government:

(1) Can the Minister describe the actions he took when Jim Nelson, the
President of the Boddington Shire Council, requested assistance soon after
the Minister had been appointed in February 1993?

(2) What support did Mr Nelson get in August 1992 from the then local
government Minister when he requested assistance to resolve the problem
of the shire clerk and Mr Chamberlain, who refused to supply information
and continued in non-compliance with the council's directions?

Mr OMODHI replied:
(1)-(2) 1 am aware that Councillor Nelson did approach the previous Minister in

late 1992 in relation to the Boddington Shire Council. I am not aware of
the specific details of the request.

Mr D.L. Smith: Arm you aware of which month?
Mr OMODEI:. I know it was in late 1992. The important thing is that Mr

Nelson -

Mr Ripper. This Minister does not know the answer to a dorothy dixer.
Mr Kieratm: Of cours he does.
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Mr OMODEI: Why does the member not listen? Councillor Nelson had the
courage of his convictions and approached me within a few weeks of the
coalition being elected to government with his concerns. Subsequently I
was also approached by staff members of the Boddington Shire Council.
Within a week or 10 days, the staff had locked the council members out of
the council chambers. At that point, having already undertaken some
investigation and knowing full well that dhe Western Austrlian Municipal
Association had visited the council seeking to have it get its house in
order, I appointed Mr Kyle by letter on 28 May 1993.

Mr D.L. Smith: Why don't you acknowledge that the farmer Minister had sent
departmental officers and WAMA to investigate?

Mr OMODEI: If the member had been listening, he would have heard me say
that I was await that the Wester Australian Municipal Association and
die department went down together to Boddington with die intention of
asking the counil toget its housecin orer. Very soon afterlIwas
approached by Mr Nelson, I appointed Peter Kyle, on 28 May. My
estimion of Mr Nelson is that I believe he had the interests of the
Boddington Shire Council at heart. It took a lot of courage for him to
stand up and seek the inquiry. He was here in the Chamber when the
report was tabled and he faced the media without any advice. Now that
the compliance audit on die Boddington Shire Council has been
undertaken by the Department of Local Government, that the council is
back on brack and with Mr Nelson's leadership, we will see things
improve.
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